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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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-

ELLSWORTH, ME.

-
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THE DOORS WILL OPEN

readily enough to you
deposit vaults, but

at

these safe

tightly

are

dosed

against those arch enemies,
Eire and Theft.

YOU CAN REST A C OMPARTMENT
IS OCR VAULTS
for a very reasonable sum, even as
low as $.'1,00 per annum. Valuable
papers, securities. Jewelry, or any
other articles of value can be kept
here In absolute security.
You

are

Inspect

cordially Invited to call

our

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Admr notice—Est Edward E Upham.
Exec notice—Est Janies Barr Ames.
Republican class convention.
Win F Jude—A noli
cation for admission to
^
the bar.
Exec notice—Est Alexander B Black.
Probate notice—Est George W Kennedy.
—Est Frances Clark.
14
—Est Elizabeth II Bunker.
Probate notice—Est Harriett 8 Tapley.
Eiec notice—Est Eugene 8 Bristol.
C W A F L Mason—Real estate and insur*
E O Moore—Apothecary.
Union Trust Co.
Bucksport, Mr:
Frank F Smith—Notice of foreclosure.
Minturn, Mb:
W II Brown—Caution notice.
Hebron, Mb:
Hebron academy.

%

In

effect June 20, 1910.
MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—*6.55 a m; J12.07, 4.85,t5.39, *6p m.
From East—11 a in; 12.20, 5.60 and 11.07 p ra.
MAIL CLOSES AT

POSTOPPICB.

Going West—10.30 11.60 a m; 2, *5.30, •• pm.
Going East—6.30 a m: 4 and 6.30 p m.
tTrain stops
•Daily. Sundays included.
Sundays only, ; Daily except Monday.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

WEIL HELP YOUR MONEY GROW!

Edwin Burke, of Boston, is
his vacation in Ellsworth.

Money deposited in our Savings Dept, earn* more', money constantly, at a liberal interest rate. Once you “Ret the habit”
of eendinR us a portion o( your earnings regularly, you'll be
surprised to see bow easily it can be done, and how fast your
total of savings mounts up. We will gladly explain to you
our banking-by-mail methods, on request.

Mrs. E. M. Dodge, who has been ill at
her home on the Surry road, is improving.
Miss Vera V. Jones, of South Hamilton,
Mass., is the guest of E. E. Howe and

Banking Co.,
Branches at Old

BANGOR, n AINE.

spending

Miss Julia Nash, of Columbia, spent
Sunday with friends here.

Eastern Trust &

wife.

Mias Elizabeth Franklin, who has spent
winter in New York, is home tor the

Tewa and Machine.

the

summer.

Mrs. Eva

visiting

New

her

Fancy

Mrs. George P. Woodward and son Rayof New York, are visiting relatives
in Ellsworth.

mond,

"We have Teas and
Postotlice.
Coffees at one-half regular retail price and other articles
accordingly. We call special attention to our
in the Lee block opp.

were

worth for the

the Ovens for the

Co.,

Young, Manager.
Ellsworth

season.

Eugene Monohon, of Northeast Harbor,
is spending the summer with his grandmother, Mrs. J. B. Wiswell.
Mrs. Josephine Farrell, of Minneapolis,
spending the summer with friends in
Ellsworth, her former home.
G. Nixon Black, of Boston, with a group
of friends, is at Woodlawn for a few days.
is

They

WATER STREET,

summer.

J. Atwood Bowden and daughter
Mildred are at their summer cottage at
Mrs.

Open Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Ev'gs.

Lkk Bi ii.dixo,

S.

Mrs. Joseph Willett and daughter Catherine, of Dorchester, Mass., are in Ells-

...

B. II.

Biliington.

Hussey and family, of Bangor,
guests of John P. Eldridge and wife
few days last week.
B.

a

4c. per lb.
Soda at
Extracts at 10c. per bottle.
Cora Starch at (ic. per pkg\

Direct Importing

Mrs. P. R. Halleron, of Norfolk, Va., is
spend the summer with her father,

here to
F. W.

came

in

an

automobile.

Campbell and famtly, of Island
Falls, are occupying the Smith cottage at
Seth T.

Pleasant beach for

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

C.W.GRINDAL
WATER STREET

SEED OATS
GRASS SEED
Kerosene Oil by
the Barrel

<DontPaint
Your.

GREAT BARGAINS
Call ami
which 1

see

am

selling

aide prices.
my

I

am

at

very

few weeks.

Orrin Hodgkins, wife and two daughters, Bertha and Mabel, of Bar Harbor,
were
the week-end guests of relatives
here.

The yacht Genie returned last Friday
after a week's cruise along the coast as far
west as Belfast and as far south as Outer
Long Island. She had on board Com. J.

atticrtiennuits.

reason-

also closing out

Children’s, Misses', and Ladies’
Ask to

coats at cost.

see

our

line

of warranted-to-wcar “wunderhose,”
llTdoz. Kabo and P. X. $1.00
sets now

selling for 50c.,

Afrs. William A. Goud, of East Boston,
Mass., arrived last Thursday for a few
weeks’ visit with her mother, Mrs. M. H.
Anderson.

at

Miss Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, and
Miss Tula Reed, of Newburyport, Mass.,
were in this city Tuesday, visiting Miss
Dunn’s uncle, H. W. Dunn.

McDonald,
Carnegie, Pa.,

Frank A.

dren,

of

weeks here

with

They

an

came

in

wife

and four chil-

spending

are

relatives

two

and friends.

automobile.

Ellsworth people who attended the
funeral of Chief-Justice Fuller at Sorrento
last Wednesday were Senator and Mrs.
Eugene Hale, Hon. H. E. Hamlin and
Hon. John A. Peters.
The

Mrs. Austin is a sister of
Edmund Bonsey, of this city.
Henry B. Stockbridge, who has been
playing with a stock company in Los
Angeles, Cal., the past few years, arrived
home last Frday, to spend the summer
with his parents, Sidney B. Stockbridge
and wife.

Is « peculiar preparation^ You caa rub
any part of ike body and it doesn't
Bendes this it has a rather
even irritate.
odor and not objectionable in any
way to either thorn^who use itjarjhoso
them, but
it

Call up Tol. 109-3

on

~

HOOFING
O layers ol Coal Tar Pitch
lied between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed

felt with

mailer,
it

top layer of real mineral
form Amatite Roofing.
a

you don’t have to coat it or paint
after you lay it. It is there to give

Protection without further attention.

Ellsworth Automobile Co.,

Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
the asking.

sent for

C. W. GRINDAL, Agt.
Maine
Ellsworth,

Flies and

Punkieejt

Not one will remain where there it

for

Touring Car

tece

of it in the air.

~

ew

*****

To letM>y Hour

or

Day.

Automobile Supplies and Repairing.

Ute some Rexall Skeeter Skoot on your
fi.Kinq trip. Saturate a piece of doth
with Skeeter Skoot and leave it about your
iWriigt apartment* in the camp or on the
piazza Ottawa and you will be positively
bat of those troublesome pests. Good to
nab on horsey dogs and pets too. Put up m
bottles convenient lo carry anywbma.

E. G. MOORE
DRUGGIST
THE BEXALL STORE

Main Street,

Ellswoith.

a

«a

yt

Amatite is made'in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.
q

Mosquitos, Gnat*, Black^k

Corner

Opposite Postoffice

amounted

to

TRU8T
OF

James Conners, of Mil bridge, went to
the circus in Bangor last Wednesday. He
indulged in something stronger than
circus lemonade while in Bangor, and on
the way home on tbe train he pulled out a
big revolver and shot a hole through the
roof of the car. Passengers and trainmen

pastime,

pleasant

his

NOW;
spare.

COMPANY

ELLSWORTH

street, and kept well over to the right.
As the automobile passed, the horse shied
and the wheels of the buggy dropped into
the ditch, overturning it and throwing out
the occupants. Mrs. Estey's face and one
shoulder were badly cut and bruised.
Mr. Estey escaped with slight bruises.
The buggy was badly damaged.

interrupted

*10,000.

conveniently

the amount, what you can

UNION

July 1,

than

more

TO DEPOSIT IS

THE TIME

and

WEST ELLSWORTH.
H. B. Meader is at home haying.
William Novels and wife visited relatives here Sunday.
Miss Annie Emery is spending
Mrs. Bonsey.

a

few

weeks with

Miss Myrtle Meade, of North Beverly,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary A.
Bonsey.
Miss Lutie Plaisted, of York Corner, is
spending the summer with her grandparents, G. B. Floyd and wife.
Julia Barron has gone to Seal Harbor
and Adelia Barron to Bar Hamer, where
they have employment for the season.

Wednesday,

but Mrs. Brown will remain two weeks

Ellingwood, Rounds, Dunton,
McLean and McDonald, the gentlemen
The musicaleand whist par^y announced
interested financially and mechanically in
to be given at Odd Fellows’ hall this eventhe proposed toothpick factory, accoming, under the auspices of the ladies of
l. L. Halman to Ellsworth SaturSt. Joseph’s society, has been postponed panied
and remained here until Monday
until next Wednesday, July 20. There day,
over the location with the view' of
will be a musical program. Refreshments looking
establishing the factory here. All seemed
will be served, and home-made candy will
the
well satisfied with
opportunities
be for sale.
Messrs.

longer.

offered here,

Dana

ing

hia

Smith, of Seattle, Wash., is visitgrandparents, C. P. Dorr and wife,

and his aunt,

Mrs.

Dana

Ellsworth.

is

L. H. Cushman, in
Ellsw’orth

an

boy,

son of the late Everard G. Sn ith, and
this is his first visit here since he went
West with his parents some twelve years
ago. He came from Seattle by way of
Honolulu, by sailing vessels, coming
around the Horn in the bark Nuuanu.
a

will be

SKOOT*

accounts

—

Giles, B. L. Potter and Monroe Dorr,
readings by Miss Helen E. Bonsey.
Phonograph selections will also be given.
Refreshments will be on sale, and there

3fesssS6^v

depositors'

took the revolver away from him. He was
Miss Nellie Haynes, of Ellsworth, and
arrested by Sheriff Silsby Friday, and ar- Mrs. Urban Brown and two children
raigned before Judge Hall in the Ellsworth spent a few days at P. G. Tourtelotte’s
municipal court Saturday, charged with last week.
“behaving in a disorderly and riotous man
ner”. He pleaded guilty, and paid the
COMING EVENTS.
The July number of the Aufc, published fine of $20 and costs imposed by the
by the American Ornithologists’ Union, court.
ELLSWORTH.
contains an interesting article on the
Thursday, July 14, at residence W. C.
secreNew
Everett
W.
Lord,
England
black-throated green warbler, by Miss
Nokomis Rebekah
of the National Child Labor commit- Bellatty—Lawn party
Cordelia J. Stanw'ood, of Ellsworth, with tary
lodge. Admission 10 cents.
welcomed
by his many
tee, was warmly
four photographs of nests.
Wednesday, July 20, at Odd Fellows
Ellsworth friends on his brief visit this
Musicale and whist party under
Principal C. M. Ward, of the Ellsworth w'eek. He came to attend the Ellsworth hall
high school, who is employed at the Kim- high school alumni reunion. He left this management of ladies of St. Joseph’s
ball house, Northeast Harbor, for the summorning for Castine, where he will ad- society. Tickets, 25 cents, including remer, came up yesterday to attend the dress the Maine school superintendents’ freshments.
alumni reunion in the evening, returning
This probably
conference this evening.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 28 and
to Northeast Harbor this morning.
will be Mr* Lord’s last address as repre- 29—Annual fair North Ellsworth farmers*
Henry Brown and wife, of Waltham, sentative of the child labor committee, club.
COUNTY.
Mass., are visiting Mr. Brown’s parents, he having resigned to accept a position as
Charles J. Brown and wife. Miss Ethel men’s secretary of Boston university. His
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept*
Brown, who has been visiting in Massa- resignation will take effect August 1, and 6, 7, 8—Bluehill fair.
Wednesday, Sept. 21—Highland grange
chusetts, returned home with them. Mr. he will enter at once on his duties with
fair at North Penobscot.
Brown will return to Waltham Saturday, the university.

L.

SKEETER

1810,

Kincaid is postmaster.
Mrs. George R. Roberts and little
daughter Leah, who have been visiting
friends and relatives here, have returned
to their home in Pittsfield.

and

A. E. MOORE'S.

that was credited to

in our Savings Department on

By order of the postmaster-general the
postoffice heretofore known as Tilden
has been changed to Mariaville. Carrie E.

Weather permitting, Nokomis Rebekali
lodge will give a lawn party to-morrow
evening on the grounds ol Capt. W. C.
Reilalty on Laurel street. There will be
singing by Mrs. E. J. Walsh, Miss Bertha

cor.

•

THE SEMI-ANNUAL INTEREST

S. Means.

Just what had broken loose in town last
Monday evening was the general inquiry
of all who did not see the traction engine
and artesian well-boring outfit which was
on its way from Hancock Point, where
two wells were sunk for the Tarratine, to
Surry, where more boring is being done.
It made an ^Unearthly noise and was a
wierd spectacle in the darkness as it moved
slowly but steadily down Main street,
across the bridge, climbed Bridge hill and
disappeared beyond Black’s hollow.

suits

Ladies’

my

a

INTEREST

1

friends here.

Charles S. Batchelder and wife, of Beverly, Mass., are the guests of Mrs. L&cordia Lord.

Tea Store

Means, who has been employed in
Minneapolis the past few years, is spending his vacation with his father, Capt. E.
Allan

Mrs. Eugene H. Austin, accompanied
Gardner, of Bangor, is by two daughters and a grandson, of
daughter, Mrs. Harry L. Sparks, Nevada, are visiting relatives and

Harvard Jellison is spending a week in
Bar Harbor with his cousin,
Ralph
Anderson.

TO CALL AT TIIE

Miss Bessie M. Miller, of Cfelais, teacher
Latin in the high school, Great Barrington, Mass., is the guest of Mis* Harriet
Rollins.
of

D.

Crabtree.

DON’T FOKGET

York.

Miss Goodhue, of New Brunswick, N.
J., who has been visiting in Machias, was
the guest of Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes a
few dayB last week.

AT ELLSWORTH PO STOP PICK.

vault.

atiKrtifnnntt*.

W. Nealley, Capt. F. 8. Lord, E. E. Joy, of
Ellsworth, and Fred W. Joy, of New

Mrs. John Maloney and Walter H. Dodge
and wife left last week for Spokane,
Wash., to join Mr. Maloney, who has
located there.

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
and

No. 28

|

AT VMM BLLAWOBTB rOnOTFIOB.

a

grab-bag,

a

is

cordially

ihe

union

free

use

shoe

of

invited.

The school board held

a

recessed meet-

ing last evening. Miss Sarah E. Little, of
Merrimac, Mass., a graduate of Bates college, was elected Becond assistant at the
high school. It was voted to discontinue
school No. 19 (Shore road). School No. 7
is also discontinued by operation of the
State law, the average attendance having
fallen below the required number of eight

men.

Alumni Association.

high

school

alumni

association held its annual meeting last
evening at Odd Fellows hall. At the
business meeting following the banquet
the following officers for next year were
elected: President, Harry E. Howe, ’98;

to

from

just turning

crossed

to

into Oak Btreet

saw an automobile
south at high speed.
the right side of Oak

Lincoln when he

approaching from
He

Ellsworth Foundry
-AND-

Machine Works
HAVE ADDED A

GARAGE
to their equipment, and are prepared
to meet all demands for repairing at
short notice.
skilled
machinists;

ample storage
FULL

A

room.

LINE

OF

SUPPLIES

Water Street. Ellsworth

Ward.

course,

phasized the need

heartier co-operation of parents and citizens with the
school.'
Miss Bertha L. Giles delightfully entertained those present with several songs.
Dancing followed, C. E. Monaghan and
Miss Myrtle Monaghan furnishing the
of

music.

The association is indebted to this year’s
officers, who were Miss M. A. Ureely,
president; CharlesC. Knowlton, first vice-

“Sh« can

r

TMD1

him, but La can't m her”
-A
-g

Vudorx»«

PORCH SHADES
ROY C.

HAINES,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

executive committee.

Hollis B. Kstey and wife were thrown
from their carriage on Oak street last
Wednesday evening, when their horse
became frightened at an automobile. Mr.
was

THE

vice-president,
Katharine^ Hurley, ’01; second, Charles E. Bellatty, ’96;
secretary, Agnes A. Lord, ’84; treasurer, j
Mary E. Holmes, ’02; executive com- j
mittee, Mrs. W. R. Parker, 86; Frances
E. Doyle, ’07; Harry L. Crabtree, ’96,
Edward M. Downey, ’08.
Roy C. Haines was toast-master of the
evening. Those who responded to toasts
were E. W. Lord, Harry E.
Rowe, Miss
Leah B. Friend and Principal Clayton M.

The

Thursday.

Estey

S&femisnnmtft,

first

superintendent was in- president; Miss A. May Bonsey, second
structed to arrange for the transportation vice-president; Miss Alice Scott, secretary;
8.
Miss Helen E. Bonsey, treasurer; Roy C.
of pupils from district No. 7 to No.
the rural Haines, L. H. Cushman, Misses Mary E.
The election of teachers of
schools was deferred, a recess being taken Holmes, Mary C. Stuart, Margaret Dresser,
pupils.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept 27, 28—Am-

for

Monday, expressing entire satisfacwith the location, and said they
would begin at once building the special
machinery which will be installed. They
left a good impression in Ellsworth as
thoroughly business-like and practical

Ellsworth

22—

Narramissic

herst fair.

tion

K. II. 8.

—

grange fair at Orland.

of

left

The

28

iactory

which

has
been
genyears
erously given by the owners, they found
admirably adapted to their purpose. They
term

a

Sept.

Mr. Ward spoke of the need of a new
cake, homehigh school building; suggested the inshooting-gallery. troduction of a business
and em-

and a
candy
Rebekahsare requested to furnish cake.

public

the

Thursday, Sept. 21,

Wednesday,

guess

made
The

building,

Eden fair.

the

Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox hit off in a
epigram a notorious difference in the
world’s treatment of the sexes. “To say,”
she observed, “that everybody is talking
about a young man, is a eulogy; but to
say that everybody is talking about a
neat

young

woman

is

an

elegy.”

CLEARANCE SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK
A large number of Geraniums at
5 cents each, while they last.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

f

BDTTBD

*raye Masting

Tapic Far tha Weak
Baginning July 17, 1910,

Tapi*.—Tha Christian naa of letter wrtt»*-Pi ala. t; I John M. U-1S. Edited hy
Rev. Sherman H Doyle. IX D
Writing ta one of tbe most useful
ami practical of ail the art* tbit bare
been invented by man and for tbe aaa
of man. It is also moat Interesting to
go back into tbe early centuries and
study tbe earliest forma of common!
cations by man in writing, tbe earliest
alphabets and tbe materials upon
which writing waa first done and tbe
progress made until we have reached
tbe highest point in this important and
useful art. Tbe word alphabet comes
from tbe union of tbe first two letters
of tbe Greek alphabet, “alpha" and
In *11 about 200 alpha bets are
known, fifty of which are In actual
use. There are various kinds of materials ijpoD which writing has been
"beta."

tbe chief ones upon which
done,
writing baa come down to na are
atone, clay, metal, papyrus, wood,
leather, wax tablets, parchment and
but

IU

Mott*:

BT

"4WT KAMI**-

“Helpful mnd Hopeful."

TUe purpose* of this eoiiai ere sweclactlj
statedin tfie title and BOttfr-U Ufor Um matasbe sett, aad elute v* be helpful a»d hope fa
Bestcf for tbe rosaoi food, It to ftr tto »b
nos use—a public serraat, a poreoyor of In
formation and saggeatloa, a medium for tbe la
inebuft of Idea*. la this capacity H solicit*
skatloat, aad tesaoeess depends largely
os tbe support glean to la tbto rasped- Cod
aoBkattoas aoit be signed, but tbe name of
writer wtH aotfce printed except by permtoakm
CoamaalcaUoM wBi be Mbjtct to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column. bat none
will be rejected without good reasoa. Address
cowan

a];

:

|

keep in

roor

late for the

you travel through life, for it’s true you
will Sad,
That you're not so much valued by what you
As

season

this year.

gus! after that weekly meeting

aa

as soon a*

it is made,

jnrsr ckst-tet,
New

358.

Century grange

Tbe Crow.

usual.

good

at-

J one 25. Visitor? were present
from Pine Grove and Enterprise granges.
can do.
Tbe program included readings by Lacy
Grave doubts will arise that you're honest j
Cowing. Maria Ginn and others; piano
If anything boils over oa your stove and i
solos, Ethel Fogg; recitation. Orendie
Though your T©ice be as sweet as the song j begins to smoke aad cause aa unpleasant
Mason; accordion solos. Boyd (jinn. and
a
odor, throw
handful of salt oa it This quite
of tbe birds.
remarks from nearly all present.
Remember that actions speak loader than removes the objectionable smell.
by what you may do in a practical way;
For nBless you perform what you say you

As

If the sink gets greasy, a litte paraffine, well
rubbed in. will make it beautifully clean
Zinc pails and tins, if cleaned with paraffine,
will look as good as new

t

tendance

are

few

birds

Jast
Hareb words are

try It and me.
a hindrance and
cause

>_

T.„
“

every

one.

so

corn, destroy chickens and rob tbe nests I
been
small birds, has
repeatedly

of

j

j

j

..

yon all)

bleat.

done.
Hrfac sansblne and a I ad ness to
Jast try it and see.

proved. Nor are these all of his sins, lie j
paper. I imagine that all writing startis known to eat frogs, toads, salamanders
ed with hieroglyphics upon stones,
all oar m less
and some small snakes,
such as tbe American Indians used on
creatures that do some good by eating inatones and on trees.
Egyptian script
Some housekeepers when preparing a fowl
sects.
With so many charge* against
kanraow, jo. nopth uootsrnxE.
began on stone, and the Babylonians
I discourage the message that j to roast rub it inside and out with sugar. I
Rainbow rrange met July 1 witb thirty j him, it may be well to show why he
first used clay tablets with cuneiform Nor would
stuff it as usual aad when done the meat is
writing. Tbe writing was done In soft Or the prayers, or tbe blessings of sympathy's said to be much sweeter and juicier than if member* present and visitor* from North should not be utterly condemned.
Sedgwick and Highland granges. After : The examination of a large number of
clay tablets «Dd then allowed to hardprepared in the old way.
: stomach*
the1*-* that the bird's-netting
en in the son or kiln baked.
Writing They are always fa order, they help in their
When egg* are high-priced, an excellent ! business, a recess was declared, and all
on papyrus by the priests was done in
Emery Snow hah*!, a* in tbe case of tbe jay. ie not to
substitute for them in pumpkin pies is to sdd Joined in a peanut-bunt.
*»y
j
universal aa hat been supposed. Neither
soda crackers, rolled fine, allowing two for waa awarded tbe prize.
Egypt as well as writing on stone. To hasten the dawn of millennial day
are many loads and frogs eaten.
Aa frogs
Leather was used by the Jews, and Bat a little more gold sandwiched ia with 1 each pie. They may be used instead of eggs,
even when eggs are plenty and cheap.
are of no great practical value, their deyour prayers
when It was extra fine—the bides of
la no is g. aw.
Would banish more tears and lighten more
j It Is said that cat flowers will keep fresh if ! Lamoine grunge held its regular meet- al ruction it not a serious matter; but
young animals—and could be written
a small pinch of nitrate of potash or common
on both sides It was called parchment,
After a large amount of toads are very useful, and their consumping June 38.
be
as
Though your voice
twee? as the song saltpeter is put in the water in which they j
so tar aa it goes, must be counted
and tbia parcbment was used for tbe
business, tbe lecturer presented a program tion,
of the birds.
stand. The ends of the stems should be cut
and
sacred writings and waa rolled up In a Remember that actions speak loader than
of missing-word papers, wbicb were in- > against tbe cross. Turtles, crayfishes
j off a little every day to keep open the absorb- j
acrolL Vellum Is a still finer kind of
The
last meeting until the first i snails, of which be eats quite a number,
teresting.
ing pores.
—Charles IF Scurf.
in August, waa beld July 5, witb may be considered neutral, while mice
parchment. For earliest practical uses
Fish needs to be thoroughly seasoned. Tuesday
Selected by Aunt Emma.
the Greeks and Bomana nsed a woodTbe lecturer pre- may be counted to hit credit.
Twelve minutes to the pound is the rule for' a small attendance.
In hi# insect food, however, tbe crow
en tablet covered with a coating or
baking. When possible rub in coarse salt on ; sented a abort program.
Dear Jtf. B. Friend*:
makes amends for sins in the rest of his
fine wax. This was written upon by a
both the inside and outside of the fish and
1 bare no remembrance of seeing the oft- allow it to stand
3CIOOLI*. 380. NORTH ELLSWORTH.
for some time. Then wash
piece of metal, wood or Kory. The
j dietary, although even here the first item
Nicolin grange held a regular meeting is against him. Predaceous beetles are
opposite end was a palette and was repented adage. which is the title of this well sod wipe dry before baking.
used to erase the wax or to make It week's poem, set to rhyme before. I won- j To c;ean tbe rubber roller of your wringer ; July 2, with good attendance. Three ap- eaten in some numbers throughout the
smooth. Paper made of vegetable fiber der who knows what wise person pat in j use ammonia in the proporticn of one tea- ; plications for membership were received. season, but the number is not great. May
those five words the test of s persons •poouful to a cupful of water. Wipe the roller* After
or rags la supposed to have been first
business, the lecturer presented a beetles, “dor-bug*,'' or June bugs, and
j!
Invented by the Chinese. In the ninth character. It is a new version of the with this when they are stained. Do not programe of readings, recitations, and others of the same family, constitute the
think
of
aa some housekeeper*
using
paraffine
their
fruits
shall
know
yj
conondrums.
A basket lunch will be principal food during spring and early
century It was introduced Into Europe scriptural “By
do. as In time it will rot the roller.
served at the next meeting. Each sister is summer, and are fed to tbe young in
by the Arabians, and In the thirteenth them’’, that is all.
When
we
look
for
fruit
and
find
“only
century it was used In France for deeds
quantities. Other
requested to bring a basket with lunch immense
beetles,
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Here leaves”, may we consider the leaves as
and in the fifteenth for books.
for two. Work will begin on the new nearly all of a noxious character, are eaten
words?
if
And
have
their
uses.
so,
they
we see
an
incident of God's provito a considerable extent. Grasshoppers
hall as soon as baying is ovsi.
Tbe quotations below five tbe range of
are first taken in May, but not in large
dence. The printing press was discov- Their beauty gives us pleasure, their shade !
in Ellsworth.
retail
prices
us
comfort
and
the
a
!
birds
rest;
HARVEST HOME. M3, WEST ELLSWORTH.
ered. Printing by movable types was gives
sing
numbers until August, when, as might be
Country Prod a
Harvest Home grange held its regular expected, they form the leading article of
Invented by a German about the mid- song of gratitude as they alight in their j
retreats.
Words
of
words
of
cheer,
dle of the fifteenth century. But It leafy
with seventeen members diet. This shows that tbe crow is no exCreamery per a.
4C*45 I meeting July 9,
in attendance.
After busineas, a social ception to the general rule that most birds
would have been useless had not paper comfort, words of kindness-let os have
Dairy.
*
Oleomargarine
them
as
as
there
are
#*e
everywhere
hour was enjoyed. The next meeting will subsist, to a large extent, upon grassmany
been Invented and just Introduced Into
on
leaves
the
trees—but
let
there
also
be
be held July 23.
There will be a show hoppers in the month of August. Many
Europe, for no form of material for
Freeh laid, p*j do*.S0« n
in the hall Tuesday evening, July 19, given bugs, some caterpillars, mostly cutworms,
writing hitherto known could have the helping hand, the ready assistance, Poultry.
the
deed
when
these are
thoughtful
been used on a printing press
by Edward H. Frye, of Boston, humorist, and some spiders are also eaten
all of
Chickens.
v
Fowl.
20«25 impersonator and atory-teller.
them either harmful or neutral. Of tbe
Among tbe multitudinous uses of let- needed.
Aunt Emma, 1 found to-day among j Ray.
ter writing to Christians it has been Ininsect diet. E. A. Scbwarr says: “Tbe
J« *ac
valuable This fact Is practically dem- some clippings you sent, the Sunshine l Beat loose.per toa..
SEDGWICK, 244.
facts, on the whole, speak overwhelmBaled. ]**-«
onstrated In the use of letter writing story Aunt Sue furnished a week or two i
Sedgwick grange held a regular meeting ingly in favor of the crow.”
with Worthy Master Cloason pre- j
by the apostles to churches, to Individ- ago.
Probably the most important item in
•«U July 1,
You will now take an afternoon trip
Baled.'
15 ! siding.
uals and the Christians of the work!
Twenty-five members were pres- the vegetable food of the crow is corn. By
with
Vegetables.
Susan in Southern California.
ent.
Four qew members were accepted,
Moreover. Christ after His ascension Inpulling up the newly-sprouted seeds, the
Potatoes, pw
10
fZ*W
Onions, *
and received the first and second degrees, j bird renders himself
dited to the Apostle John letters for
Sew potatoes, pk
S'!
Green peas, pk
»0
extremely obnoxious.
P*j*km*,
Jane
JS10.
Cal.,
15.
IS Swoet, potatoes ffc
each one of seven churches of Asia
String bean*, qt
15
July 8 a regular session was held, with Observation and experiments with tame
Dear Aunt Madge
Sew beets, bunch
0*
butch
Carrot*,
Minor. John declares In his first episthirty-five members present. The third crows show that hard, dry corn is never10 Cabbage. ff.
As my other half is in San Francis© or the Lettuce, head
tle that be is writing to three classes Yosemite
Cel ry. uoch
20k!-s Par ntps, lb
*» and fourth degrees were conferred upon eaten if anything else is to be had, and
valley. I am not sore which just Spinach,
23
pk
Radishes
bunch
O'
I
four. At recess cake and lemonade were that if fed to
of readers, fathers, young men and the now, 1 thought I would take this afternoon 1
15 Cucumbers, each 0
nestlings is is soon disgorged.
Tomatoes, ft.
served and a general good time was en- Tbe reason crows
children, covering the three general off from looking after things about home, and I Asparagus, bch 25At3C
resort to newly-planted |
Pratt.
periods of life, childhood, youth and drive oat “all by my lonely”. 8o I “geared” !
joyed by all. There were three visitors fields is that the kernels of corn are j
55*50 Lemons dot
90*to from Masaapaqua and two from Rainbow < softened
manhood.
up the family mare right away after dinner. Oranges, dot
by tbe moisture of the earth and j
Ptrawherries.bx IttglS Pineapples, each i< a i
.To each one of these he wrote a par- informing our house keeper that I might not1 CanUlcp
lo Watermelon#,
« seo * grange.
become more palatable in the
probably
j
back
e.
home
ttii
after
ticular message, in our letter writing get
Groceries.
process of germination, which changes the !
I am writing tbl* After my return, so will <
Coffee -per I
as Christians we should have a particM.UttAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLCEHILL.
EUce, per*
06*06
starefi
of the grain to sugar. Crows eat
use the past tense. 1 drove out of the citv
j
16 *» Vinegar, ra
Rio.
20§25
ular object in view, and there are
Masaapaqua grange met in regular ses- corn extensively only when it has been
55 Cracked wheat,
us
westward, first climbing an easv grade to ;
Mocha,
sion July 7.
One application was re- softened
» • lattueai, per *
-0
many especial occasions suitable for and passed the first reservoir ever built in 1 Jara,
by germination or partial decay,
Buckwb* at, f kg
(4
Tea—per *—
ceived.
Slaw berries, cream and cake or before it is
Christian letter writing: (It To comfort wbat is now Pasadena
then it was the :
ripe and atill “in tbe milk”.
<4
45*65 Grattam,
Japan,
were served.
SO *05 Rye meat,
the sick. Many are timid and cannot “Indian colony”. Then, sinking down in the J
i<«
Experience has shown that they may be
*Granulated mea ,*
Tlsit the skk. In many cases they can- valley. I crossed the Arroyo Saco bridges. Sugar—per
prevented from pulling up young corn by
Granulated, 5% *46 Oil—per gai—
BAYBIDE, 476, ELLSWORTH.
In either case a letter, then a hard climb out on the other side and
06
not be seen.
*5 #7
Yellow, C
tbe seed, which not only saves the
!
Bay side grange met July 6 with an at- tarring
Powdered,
oeglt
Kerosene,
however brief, of comfort and cheer go through a notch in a range of hills (small Molasses
corn but forces them to turn their attenper gal
tendance of sixty-five members and visitfor the most part of the
will be greatly appreciated, and any I mountains). Then,
SS
Havana,
tion to insects. If they persist in eating
ors.
The first degree was conferred upon
| next six miles, over bills and through valleys
Poru> Rloo.
90
one can take the time to write such a
corn it is not so easy to
prevent tbe
rusty, golf grounds extensive, park in the
one candidate.
Meats and P
After the work, the single j green
•dale
letter.
(2i To comfort the bereaved.
but no details of extensive injury
making on a grand scale; a pretty village of Beef,*
members had the floor and used every •, damage,
Pork, *.
Much letter writing of this kind is about th-ee years of age, country with scatin this way have yet been presented and it
Steak,
18*35
second of the two hours allowed them for !
12§25
Ham, per *
i.0.30
done by friends, but our correspond- tering homes, in valley and hilltop, brown
is probable that no great harm has been
■5 their
10*18
Shoulder,
program, scoring 11,000 points.
acres of hillsides, frost
to
ence of this character could be extendproof, planted
17 ftle
Ton^u*-*,
23 f 3
Bacon,
sailed a long distance ahead of the done.
Salt
6«17 They
ed to the humble classes, who seldom tomatoes, orchards of ripe apricots, long Veal'
Crows eat fruit to some extent, but con25
It? *30 married members, getting a lead of 9,000.
.Steak,
Lard,
receive such letters.
(3i In winning rows of olive tree bordering roadsides,
fine themselves for the most part to wild
15*21$
But the married members have one more
and lemon orchards, water plant
souls for Christ letter writing may be orange
»uch as dogwood, sour gum and
with gasoline engine at work, puffing and
15*30
night due them, so their courage is good, species,
made very useful. A written word
seeds of the different kinds of sumac.
C6
Tongues, each
throwing water in farrows between row of
under
have
the
Frwah Fish.
may
great weight
trees in orchard, with improvements betterThey have also a habit of sampling almost
BLCEHILL FALLS.
06 Mackerel. tf>
16
blessing of God when you cannot ing as I approached the outskirts of Glendale,
everything which appears eatable, espec06 Salmon, *
Haddock,
25s30
!
arc
interAll
to
see
Mrs.
those
In
whom
are
Kosa
to
out
glad
you
speak
growing better and better through the new Halibut,
Briggs
ially when food is scarce.
12*20
ested. <4> An invitation by letter invit- city—streets graded, oiled and sanded, with
again.
In estimating the economic status of
Flour, Grain and Food.
cement sidewalks and curbs.
to
come
to
church
non-churchgoers
ing
bhl—
Byron Howe is visiting bis grand- the crow, the bird should receive much
#1
Oau, ho
This, so far. had been a pleasant drive, bat I Flour—per
or some church organization through
6 00 *7 '0 Short*—bag— 1 40a, 5
credit for the insects which it destroys.
parents.
145 MU. food, bag 1 5> u 1 c
bag
wbi£b they may be saved. Write at bad decided to go on, changing my course to Corn,10C*
1 45 MKillings,tug> 50 * 11
Lizzie Conary bas gone to Deer Isle lor In the more thickly-set tied parts of tbe
southerly, on Central avenue, down the val- Com meal, bag
least one letter a week to some one of
Cracked corn,
1 4>
country it probably does more good than
a abort visit.
ley through Tropico towards Los Angeles.
these classes of people and you will
at least when ordinary precautions
Howeifr, I took the first road eastward, runAllie Friend is working lor Mr. Slevin barm,
LAW KBOABDIHQ WEIGHTS AVD MEASCSBA.
soon be writing many more, seeing the
are taken to protect
ning round a bunch of hills, through Veryoung poultry and
for tbe seasoiv
A bnebel of Liverpool
nil aball weigh
usefulness of them and the Joy you
headed
northward, and if 1 had
dngo canyon,
newly-planted corn against its depreda; pounds, and v busnei of Turk’* island anil shall
Mr.
and
of
on
this
it
would
will experience In helping others.
road
have
taken
me
70
Spelding
family,
Pittsburg.
kept
weigh
pounde.
tions.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes Pa., have rented at tbe Inn for tbe season.
across my first road westward; but 1 turned
BIBLE LEA KINGS.
In
order an
fit for shipping, la Go pounds.
eastward again through a tract of rich valley ! of good
44
apples,
pounds.
Job xix. 23-27: Jer. xxxi. 33: Ezek. U.
Mayme Candage is home from Bluebill,
Rhubarb Marmalade.
land Just opened up to settlers, streets being
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
where she bas spent the last three weeks.
The canning reason re *oon
8-10; Luke x. 19. 20; Rum. ). 1-12; xvl, graded and oiled.
i good order and fit for shipping. Is €0 pounds,
tuning
of
wheat, beets, rota baga turnips and peas, *
1-4; II Cor. II. 1-3: HI. 1-6; xili. 2. 10;
This is a big ranch being cut up into town
Capt. Kain, of Sorrento, sloop Alert, 'and you lovers of good things try this:
of corn, 56 pounds; of onions Si,
pounds;
H Then*. II. 15; Hi. 14-18: Pbl. t 25; I
lots, I presume 50x50 feet.
with bis wife and Mrs. Leon Thompson, Five pounds of pie plant chopped fine,
of carrots. Fngl'sh turnips, rye and
Many pretty cotdlan meal. 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pound?; are
ret. I. 3-7, 22-25: III John.
three and one-balf pounds of sugar, one
tages and bungalows are already in course of
guests of Mrs. A. F. Conary.
—■

Speak pleasantly alvaya. and

mankiad

Vlrtoria Chicken.
Makes sauce ol one-fourth cop buU(r
well known as
the common crow. Unlike moat other | one-fourth cap Boar and one cup chicken
specie*, he does not seem to decrease in stock. To this add a cop of mushroom,
number* as tbe country becomes more
(may be omitted), one cap drained fvat
densely populated. The crow is com- one-half cap tomato palp and a cop and a
monly regarded as a blackleg and a thief. half of chicken cat tulo small piece, W(tll
Without tbe dash and b llltancy of tbe j scissors. Add what seasoning i,
necc,Mrj
jay or tbe bold savagery of tbe hawk, Serve on tout or In croattsdev Tin bit,
be is accused of doing more mischief thin of turkey. goose or chicken picked !rcm
either. Thai be does poll up sprouting boms will do for this nicely.
There

dsdhau

met witb

hate a paver to help all
Jaat try It and ate.

to a

They stop year endearor to do vhat is
Thus iblnk.se and speaklnc. if
thoaehtfallr

By F- E. L. Beal, B- 8.. aautata&t in charge
economic ornithology, biological survey,
r.
department of agriculture.'

aortnoui nm

Cover a bowl of starch
aad so crust will form.

That

unrest:

greatest importance

—

smogs speak wrpts «*» wo*w
to

Moat of Umm art idea will be
taml interests
reprinted from leaflet* leaned by tbe bnrean of
biological anreey. department of agrtcuttare.
or by tbe National Association of Andnbon
aviftiw. and will be authoritative- They
wilt be of internet not only to bird lovers, bat
of educational value to farmer*, to whom tbe
protection of many specie* of bird* i* of the

sweet cream.

T«B A1HUC4I,
Citowortb. Mo.

worthy

Calif this head the Ansar** will fro*
time print abort article* reiatln* to
bird*, and especially their relation to aartcnl-

OATB.
For
Braswunaaias
Faasaavan
every'
Friday, Aug. !2~ Annual Jeld day of
pound of fruit weigh a pound of refined sugar | Harcoek Pomotto grange at Biaebill minPat them with the sagrr over the fire in a eral
tpriuf.
_.
porcelain kettle, bring to a boil slowly, a boat
DKCk IBLK. 29*.
Take them oat carefully
twenty mi a a tea.
with * perforated skimmer, sod 111 your hot
Deer lale piaft bold ita Rftltr meet}»rt nearly fall; boil the juice a few minutes ing Jane 22.
So many of tbe member*
longer and fill ap the Jars: seal them hot: being away at tbia reaeon, tbe attendant'
keep in a cool, dry place.
waa small.
It to planned to bare but one
i hope those recipe* are not given too regular meeting a montb in July and An-

Jaat Try It uad See
yoo'rs willing. help oth,rl „
Jut try It had >ee.
A eatile dm loads to a teach nr a
mn.
Foe )or >• uotogtou >ad taatlag lM
n
Thtak uir of
au Iben
To. «. *

Him to

|

com mua tendons to

Here’* a sentiment
■dad

Bird Nnjjfjbor*

aouraf tl)t ^rangm.

roll e*ck place tart* «Mtfb to cover • biocots
tii or • large-sired pie-tinSpread soft
better over the lower owe tad place the other
This nlui is dressed la the Gmaf*. esos top of thou Proceed with the ether tamp
to tte irupa of Burnt count?
When baked, separate | pecially
of dough the some
Tkt mini in open to oil puitn tar lh«
eocft oae by remain* a lame knife through
discusaiaa of topic* of r-vcrwi lotereat. nod
Then
where the cold hatter waa spread
for re porta at grange moating*. VU» letter*
batter each ermat plentifully, cover with
All oomanoicotton* unit
abort nod concur
strawberries that have bees previoaoly preW signed. Pot nonwo will not be printed ex"pared with taper, sad isj the top crusts on cept ty peruiMion of tbe writer Ail -oothe fruit If nay a ice is left poor it around j
mnoicotiono wfll be subject to opproeol bj
the cake. This makes a delicious shortcake.
tbe editor, bet none trill be rejected without
Peaches, raspberries, blackberriesaad back*
teberries can be cabsitated for strawberries.
Always send to the table with a pitcher of

glntnal Benefit Colsmn

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Walnut Custard Pie.
the era at u lor costard pie lmj
fill with the follow inf: One pint milk.
salt,
two effl. one-hall enp sugar, one-half
teaspoon vanilla, one-half cop *,;nut,
chopped quite fine. Bake u usual. The
note will rise to tba top and form t
crust,
firing it a delicious flavor.

Prepare

••u uri worth haviNorMrs. Moliie McHasey,
Prentiss. iitn
writes that aha had a severe case of kidney
and bladder trouble, and that four bottles of
cored
her sound snd
Foley's Kidney Remedy
well. She closes her letter by sayiar “I
heartily recommend Foley's Kidnrv Re medy
to sny sufferer of ktdaey discs-It saved
my life." G. A. Pascal*

SttcrttKiwntfl.

npHER!'
different
Ginger

t'.

arc

kir.c

o!

Ale:

Domestic,
Imported and

CLICQUOT

CLUJ

Those who have tried ali
kinds, prefer Clicquot C!ub, t
it lacks the burning sting
ginger ales, caused by the red j
and because its quality and

undeniably

:

.«

...

■

..<

superior.

■

—

...

j

s

(Prooocnced Kierko C

The best fresh pngrr and
sugar

(not

saccharine)

are

Clicquot Club,

with a dash
citric fruit flavor. The water <C
Spring water) is the best
water in the uor.u;

j

j

Ale

Ginger

the

and

car:'* rar-

ing and fcperfect.

:

Clngust C.

(■■
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■

Ktn-i*

OtW CUcqtK bewifti
BIRCH BEER

j

ROOT BEER

SARSAPARILLA
BLOOD ORANGE
mad LEMON SODA

—

feid

bf

ibe t*-*

^•CBcquot Club Ca
MUlu, iu

j

Kunds;

Testimony to Christian Endeavor.
Dr. Francis E. Clark has bad several
kind letters from former 1’residem
Roosevelt on the Christian Endeavor
Society. Here Is one:
“Christian Endeavor stands pre-eminent among the organizations which
ttrlve toward a realization of the ideal
if true citizenship—that is. for the cultivation not only of a high standard
of civic and social righteousness, bnt
for the strength, courage and common
sense necessary for living up to such
a standard.”

Growing Gifts.
Statistics are sometimes instructive.
For example, the gifts of Christian
Endeavorers to the foreign work of
In
the Disciples In 1800 were $212.
1894 the amount had swelled to $2,280,
donated b.v 251 societies. In 1900 only
885 societies gave anything, the total
bring $2,956 By 1905 no fewer than
800 societies took part, giving $10,873.
Last year 1.104 societies contributed
$15,040. This does not look like a
weakening of the Christian Endeavor

of barlev and buckwheat. 4* pounds; of oats
construction: and, think of it, a few years Si
;
pounds, or even measure as o? agreement.
ago this was grazing land, worth only a small
price per acre; now it will bring thousands,
BASH HARBOR.
probably.
Thirty-five years ago. or little
more, bandits and desperadoes played hideMrs. Lacy Dodge, of Seguin light staand-seek among these hills and valleys.
j tion, is visiting friends here.
About five years ago I drove through this
Miss Nettie Wooster is visiting her
section and found it to be just about the same
sister, Mrs. Maurice Thurston.
waste of acres as it was thirty-three years
Mrs. D. F. Gott and Mrs. Lydia Mitchell
ago on my coming to Los Angeles county.
Now, what a change! And this may help to are in Portland caring for their sister,
give you some idea of bow rapidly our south- Mrs. E. F. Moore, who is ill.
ern California is being settled up. It is flood>
Mrs. E. H. Perkins and daughters, of
tide coming in from the east. The rest of my
drive lay through Garvanza, South Pasadena Baltimore, are here for the season. Mr.
and southern portion of Pasadena proper. I Perkins will join them in August.
arrived home at about 6, feeling hungry and
Mrs. Kirk Bamford and family, of Camwell paid for my mare’a exercise.
Bcsax.
bridge, Masa., are at their cottage here.

j

j

j

Here is

a

cake, taken

recipe
from

for strawberry abort
the presidential cook-

book;

|
I

George Linfield
July 4.

and wife

are

with them.

X. Y. Z.

...-...-.

July

11.

Crearns.
_

EAST BLCEHILL.

use

two

pineapples
grated

oranges,
the

grated
rind

fine
of

Slice ail after
oranges.
pealing, add the sugar, and cools

or

three

six
of

carefully

Mrs. Annie Ridley baa added a new
until the
consistency of marmalade.
Put into
woodhouse to her buildings.
or pint cans.
It does not need any
Mias Rhoda Ashworth, of Waldoboro, is glasses
water.
Cook slowly and there will be
tbe guest of Mrs. Fred Cousins.
plenty of juice.
Mrs. Harry Dolber, of Waltham, Mass.,
is the guest of her mother, Mrs. Nora
A Hu talaing Diet.
Wight.
These are the enervating days when, as
Miss Agnes Charnley and Mrs. William somebody hat said, men dron by the sunMarsden and children returned to North stroke as if the Day of Fire had dawned,
i They are fraught with danger to people
Dighton, Maas., Friday.
whose systems are poorly sustained; and this
P. R. Greene came bonne from Prospect, leads us to
say, in the interest of the less roand hia son Howard from Belfast Haturbnst of our readers, that the full effect of
day. Mrs. Mary Witham, of Sorry, is Hood's Sarsaparilla is such as to suggest the
propriety of calling this medicine something
keeping house for them.
besides a blood-purifier and tonic—say a susJuly 11.
H.
taining diet- It makes it much easier to bear
the
heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will
No man can produce great things who is
not thoroughly sincere in dealing with without any donbt avert much sickness at
this time of year.—'Altar—
himself.—Lowell.

Many requests from Catarrh sufferers who
atomizers have caused us to pat up
j Liquid Cream Balm, a new and convenient
form of Ely’s Cream Balm, the*on!y remedy
! for Catarrh which can always be depended
Soreness of the muscles, whether in| on. In power to allay inflammation, to duced by violint exercise
HAT rEVElt AND ASTHMA
or
cleanse the clogged air-passages, to promote
injury, is
Bring discomfort and misery to many free, natural breathing, the two forms of quickly relieved by tbe free application of
people, but Foley’s Honey and Tar gives ease Cream
Balm
are
alike.
Cream
Chamberlain’s
Balm
is
Liquid
Liniment.
This
and comfort to the suffering ones. It relieves
liniment
the congestion in the bead and throat and is sold by all druggists for 75 cents, including is
equally valuable for muscular rheumaNone genuine but
soothing and healing.
tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warspraying
and
affords
tism,
always
quick relief.
Foley's Hooey and Tar in the yellow package. ren
Street, New York.
G. A. Pabcher.
Sold by all dealers.
Strawberry Shortcakb—Make a biscuit
as usual, only nsing more shortening.
Divide the dough in half, lay one-half on the
moulding board, divide this in half again, and

dough

or

LE

All-Around Flour
Light, wholesome b r e iii-'-'f
pastry—tike that melts i.: your

mouth—> 1 oat of cse Silk 1
That's William Tell Flour—1
good for every baking r.eed.
William Tell is the most ecoacm tal
flour, too—it makes more loaves to the
sack than ordinary flour.
That is because it is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest in bread

making qualities.
Order

a

sack from your grocer today.

William Tell
Flour

The world’s most successful medicine
for bowel complaints is Chamberlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
has relieved mor* pain and
suffering and
saved
in

livee than any other medicine
Invaluable for children and
Sold by ail dealers.

more

nse.

adulta.

Whitcomb, Haynes &ME Co.
FALLS.
ELLSWORTH

The Newly-born Child.
parent’s knee a naked, new-born child
Weeping thon satst, while all around thee

K1TTERY TO CARIBOO.

Stfairttomratf.

“On

BACK
TO THE
FARM”
cost of living, or tb« ;
of high living," as James
J. UUt puts it. Is a subject !
which Just now Is engrossing
nation. The
the attention of the entire
cost of the necessaries of life has been
steadily Increasing since 1806. The
symptoms have been viewed with Increasing alarm by nearly all classes.*
Within the last year the matter bas
reached an acute stage. The average
Increase In tbe cost of necessities from
Jnn- >• ,9,°- WM U-7
Jau. 1.
The Increase over July 1,
per cent.
1896, was 61 per cent.
The wage and salary earners In tbe
cities have seen the "bread line" gradually drawing closer. The margin between Income and expenses, narrow at
best, has shrunk to the vanishing
point. All this while newspapers have
been shouting prosperity, forgetful of
the old maxim that “the real prosperiof a nation la the citizen's margin

high

THE

"coot

ty

of saving.”
Whatever the enuse of this increase
In the cost of necessities and comforts,
there are but two ways In which the
citizen ns an Individual can meet It
The first Is to Increase hit Income,

t

s!!IO COBH FOB FUKIi Uf 1896.

ami the second la to lower his standard of living. The wage earner, banded together with hla fellows In a union. has been able to Increase hla
scale of wages to some extent, though
not nearly enough to fill the gap between Income and expenses. The wage
earner who does not belong to a union has profited to some extent by the
general rise In wages, though not so
much as the union man.
The salaried man baa borne the hardest hrunt of the rising prices.
He belongs to no union, and hla demands for
Increased pay bare brought little response.
All classes that are compelled to
work for a living hare bad to turn to
the other alternative In a greater or
less degree. They have been forced to
lower their standard of living.
The
first Item to be attacked la the food
supply, Russell Sage once said, "As
the cost of living Increases the use of
meat decreases, the proportion of dark
rooms Increases and child labor becomes plentiful.'’
Leas meat means
poorer nourishment, less resistance to
disease and a higher death rate. Other
foods of cheaper quality aro used.
Oleomargarine takes the place of butter. Cold storage eggs are a luxury
and fresh eggs unknown, and cheaper
brands of canned gooda are used.
Aside from food, the big Item of ev
Pense In the city Is rent, lu order to
keep up with the Increased cost of
things property owners have been forced to raise rente. The frenzied crowding of the people to the cities has enabled landlords to make these Increased rents effective. The result Is that
a house with
a porch and a bit of lawn
has become a luxury, and more and
more the middle classes, the classes on
whom prosperity should react most favorably, have been forced Into flats
and apartment houses.
The poorer
classes have moved Into tenements.
The high cost of room has made crowding inevitable. Human beings have
been forced to herd
together like cattle or worse. The inodan
dairy barn
18 a palace beside some of the tenements that pass muster as human hab-

k—The Growth of the Cities
and the Increased Cost
of

smiled.
80 life that, sinking in thy last long aleep,
Calm those mayst smile, while all around
thee ween.”
—From the Persian, by Sir William /ones.

Living.

By C. V. QMLQOmY,

faming." "Making Money

on

tha

f*"” "Hon*o Courte In Mod.
am Agriculture." Etc.

Copyright, 1910, by American

Life begun is like a forced note.
The child must surely pay the debt,
Be the demad near or remote,
'Tis something never to forget!

Praia

Association.

living Is but the product of civilisation, however, and Is something to be
encouraged rather thau discouraged,

furthermore,

It

is responsible in but
a small degree for the Increase
la the
cost of living.
The Increase In the
standard of living has manifested Itself most strongly in better
houses,
better clothing and more conveniences.
Yet the great Increase In cost has been
not In these materials, but In food.
Between July 1, 1880. and Jun. 1. 1910,
breadstuff* and live stock Increased in
price 106 per cent During the same
Period the Increase In the textiles was
73 per cent, in metals 00 per cent and
in building materials only 15 per cent.
That luxurious living has had much
lo do with the Increased prices cannot
oe denied.
That It Is wholly responsible Is far from the truth.
If we arc to seek the real cause of
this crisis that confronts our country
we must go back to the old cause of
supply and demand, coupled with other
factors that have grown out of this.
The period from 1870 to 1895 was the
period of devc puiont of the middle
west, the bread basket of the world.
Here were lands of unparalleled fertility that had merely to be scratched
to give forth their bountiful supplies.
The result was that the markets of the
world were flooded with foodstuffs.
By 180*1 the middle west was pretty
well settled. The bloom of Its virgin
fertility had been removed. Soon the
days of using corn for fuel and wheat
to feed the bogs were past. Prices of
farm products began to rise. If there
had been no other factor entering In
they would soon have reached a normal level, and the readjustment would
have come with little trouble. Unfortunately the tide of population toward
the cities had become too strong to be
turned In a day.
Prom 1880 to 1900 the percentage of
farmers decreased from 4-4.3 to 35.6.
a decrease of 8.7 per cent.
During the
same period the percentage of [arsons
engaged In manufacturing Increased
from 21.8 to 24.3. This Increase of 2.5
per rent Is no more than normal and
may be accounted for hy the Increase
In the standard of living and the consequent demand for manufactured arThe Increase In professional
ticles.
lines during this time was eight-tenths
of 1 per cent, while the number of persons eugaged In domestic and personal
service decreased one-tenth of 1 per
cent.

The great Increase came In the number of persons engaged In trade and
transportation, an increase of 5.5 per
cent. Of the 10.3 per cent of the working people engaged In trade and transportation In 1900 only nine-tenths were
engaged In transportation proper. The
others, 15.4 per cent of all the people
of the United States who work, were
simply middlemen. Complete figures
since 1900 are not available, but the
cityward trend has Increased rather
than diminished.
Here Is the true explanation of the
high cost of living. There are more
than one-third as many men engaged
In distributing food as there are In
producing It. The consumer’s dollar
Is worn thin before it gets to the producer. The 10.000.000 men who farm
must supply food to the 7.000,000 people who are working In the factories.

England

as

In the United States.

The

economist's favorite reason Is In the
Increase In the aupply of gold. Money
1*
becoming cheaper, he says, and
therefore It takes more of It to buy
8 given
amount of any commodity.
Tbls explanation sounds very plausible, but It does not explain the fact
that prices have at other times gone

down in

the face of increased gold
The gold supply Is un*
questionably a factor Influencing rlaprices. That it Is the fundamental
factor may well be doubted.
Other writers try to lay the whole
trouble to the growing extravagance
01 the American
people and to the Inmteaaed standard of living. It Is true
“•t at the present time we regard as
necessaries what yesterday were luxunea.
This increase In the standard of

production.

pay!

Accumulate it will each day,
With interest upon the note.
To cancel it, there is no way,
But pay the amount, every groat!
Nature has enacted her laws.
Which everybody must obey.
Made no provision, word or clause,
That will admit any delay!

Dr. Wallace K. Oakes of Auburn, one of
the moat prominent physicians and surin the State, died suddenly
geons
af
Poland Springs Friday, of apoplexy. He
was sixty years of age and a native of

do when the collector shall come.
As come he will to me and you,
we be stricken deaf and
He will collect all that is due!

Auburn.

dumb,

Were it not for free grace giving,
By the Father through His loved Son,
This life would not be worth living.
And never would have been begun!
—R. O. F. Candage.
Gleasondale, Mass., May 2ft. 1910.

Tile fish.
The reappearance of the tilefish on the
Georges banks as reported last week recalls the strange story of the first discovery of these fish on the same grounds
nearly thirty years ago and their subsequent destruction a few years later.
It was in 1879 that they were first taken
in considerable numbers in moderately
deep water to the southward of Massachusetts on the edge of the gulf stream. The
discovery cau led a sensation, and it was
believed that an important addition to the
food fish of this region bad been made.
The tile is a large fish, running in
weight as high as forty pounds. It is
allied to the cod family, and is caught in
the same manner; its flesh is said to be excellent. It belongs to a tropical family
having headquarters in the gulf of
Mexico, and it was supposed to have
followed the gulf stream northward,
though on its first appearance it was considered by many and popularly understood to be a hitherto unknown species.
But, however that may have been, the
fish disappeared as unaccountably as they
came, though less mysteriously. In the
spring of 1882 vessels arriving at New
York reported having passed through
great numbers of the dead and dying fish
lying on the surface. From samples
brought in it was found that the majority
were tile fish, and from the reports of various vessels it appeared that the dead fish
covered an area of 5,000 to 7,500 square
miles, and it was estimated that the total
number was not far from a billion.
The cause of this enormous destruction
was conjectural, but was believed to have
been an unwonted duration of northerly
and easterly winds, driving the cold arctic

A

Are which started in J. M. Scannell’s

cigar factory and store in Lewiston, early
Friday morning, resulted in a loss of
about 130,000. The candy store and factory
of A. E. Harlow was destroyed and adjacent stores suffered damage from smoke
and water.

and best known educators

in

Maine,

so

parts of the ocean, and while no tile fish
were taken for many years, a few were
caught in 1889 and 1900, showing that they
were beginning to reoccupy those waters.
They now appear to have propagated in
such numbers as to give the fishermen
good fares and to make it within the
bounds of probability that the hopes of
1879 will be realized as to the supply of a
new and valuable food fish.

no

other

branch of

diversified

carried

OTMCBOWDCD TENEMENT DISTHICT IN
UttEAT CITY.

A

to the 12,000,000 people who are doing
nonproductive work and to the 46,000,000 people who do not work at ail.
And because the changed ratio of supply and deniaud are enabling the farmer to make a profit where before ha
worked at a loss there Is a great outcry
over the high coet of living. This outcry will dot change things In the least
Neither will boycotts nor anti-meat so-

the cream was ripened and churned into
butter under conditions not conducive to
tine quality in the finished product, and
in the majority of cases by unskilled
hands, now the most of the milk or cream
is delivered to a modern creamery, where
conditions are suited to the purpose of
making butter, and the result has been a
wonderful improvement in the quality of
As the quality has
our dairy products.
has increased and
improved
the progress of dairying has been remarkable during the past decade.
of the country’s greatThe
ness
depends upon increasing the profrom year to
duction of farm
only furyear, a result which not
nishes our people with food but maintains
of
our
the prosperity
farming communities. Increase in production can only
come through improved methods of
culture and soil improvement. When it
is considered that the dairy cow is the
foundation for soil improvement and
farming prosperity, her importance is
best understood, and interest in her
should not be confined to her owner.
She is an important factor in the development and prosperity of the country.

consumption

perpetuity

products

agri-

“Fifth Avenue” Teas are in a
by themselves. They have
delicacy of flavor, a superb rose-

a

t like

Teas than any teas you’ve

By sending us the
you’ve always wanted.

ever

bouquet

that other teas lack.

That is why “Fifth Avenue”
Teas are the favorite beverage of
New York’s most discriminating
people. Learn by comparison how
much better are “Fifth Avenue”
used.

coupon below you will find the tea that
The only tea that will ever satisfy you.

Fifth Avenue Teas
New York's Famous Teas

40
to

So sure
try it at

Cups of Tea—FREE
please

that “Fifth
Tea will
expense. Cut out this coupon and

are we
our

yVvenue”

you: that we wan$ you
mail it to us in a sealed

envelope. We will at once Sctyl you, through your grocer, a trial air-tight
package containing enough for 40* cups of delicious tea, free of charge.

lead

My Name is_
Address__
( Formosa Oolong Tea
I Drink
Ceylon Tea

grade will be held at Augusta Friday,
July 36, at 8.15 o'clock a. m. All persons
wishing to take this examination and
qualify for the position of superintendent of towns comprising school unions,
should apply at once for registering

(Mixed

Put X mark

My Grocer’s

name

Black and Green Tea
you wish

after Tea

is_

O’Donohue Coffee Company, 284 Front St., N.Y. City

blanks and circulars of information.
Fire at 201 to 206 Exchange street, Bangor, last Wednesday night, caused a lossof about |15,000, which is about two-

thirds covered by insurance. The fire
originated in the bakery of Freeman H.
Fickett. Clement, Carter & Co., hardestimate
ware
and plumbers’ supplies,
their loss at |6,000; John F. O’Connell,
H. Fickett,
grocer, |2,000; Freeman

bakery, |6,000; building, owned by Phillips
Fred A. Gilbert, loss |3,000.

estate and

Let the “Blue Bell”

Sign Remind

You

Fire Saturday night resulting in a
f6,000 loss, broke out in the two and a half
story building on Main street, Houlton,
owned by E. Merritt & Sons, whose loss OF THE ERRAND YOU FORGOT TO EXECUTE,
will be about fl,500. The blaze originated
and a ready way out of the difficulty.
on the second floor, occupied by Paul’s
boarding-house, where the loss is |500 on
furnishings. The grocery store and mar- OF THE ORDER YOU WERE ASKED TO DELIVER
ket of Gillen & Co.

on

the

first floor

was

badly damaged by smoke and water with
a loss of about |3,500.
Heughen’s shoemaker shop and the plumbing shop of
Joseph McPonough were also damaged

two,

for your firm

inability
OF

THE

season.

Of

a

to meet it.

CALL

failed to

with cramps while
At Brunswick, Wilfred Por-

swimming.
trois, aged twenty, who was just learning
to swim, tried to swim across a small
pond, and sank when half way across. At
Portland, George Casey, aged eleven, who
could not swim, waded into a hole over
his depth. There were two more drowning
accidents Monday. At Kennebunk Miss
Ethelyn Moody, of Swanville, aged
twenty-five years, was drowned while
bathing, and Henry Dube, aged eleven,

for your home.

OF THE ENGAGEMENT for which you have been delayed and of the quickest way of explaining your

seized

was

or

YOU

hundred ways in which, to use a quaint phrase,
you
may “Let Your Head Save Your Heels”.

ft

REMEMBER: The
of a Pay Station.

GOTT’9 ISLAND.
Welch, of Boston, spent the
Fourth with Iriends here.
Charles H.

Bert O. Gordon and
at the

sign indicates the presence

FROM ANY PAY STATION you may talk, at a reasonable charge, TO ANY OF 320,000 TELEPHONES
connected with the New England Telephone and

Telegraph Company’s system
New England states.

in the four northern

ALSO WITH TELEPHONES IN 30,000 CITIES AND
TOW NS connected with the Long Distance lines of
the great Bell

system.

NEW

ENGLAND

Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Kin.

July 9.

are

PROMISED TO MAKE, but

make, through forgetfulness.

wonderful progress

but the wife in the farm home has been
relieved of the drudgery incident to making butter on the farm. Where formerly

alwayB

class

The annual examination of candidates
for State certificates of superintendence

L. E. Blunt, of Chicago, visited his
cousins, Albert, Herman, William and
since the advent of the modern creamery,
Thomas Farley, this week, after an aband the consumer of butter has not only
Mr. Blunt returned
sence of forty years.
been benefitted by being furnished a more
by way of Washington, D. C., where his
w holesome and palatable article of food,
wife is visiting friends.
has made

Avenue” Teas you will
drink them.

was

on.

Dairying

how

superior are ‘Fifth Avenue’ Teas,
we are making this generous offer.
For we know if you once try “Fifth

stricken witb heart trouble and died before bystanders reached him. Mr. Hawkes
served twenty-seven years as principal of
the Cape Elizabeth high school.

The Dairy Industry.
According to the last year-book of the of Saco, was drowned in Saco river.
department of agriculture, there are 21,720,000 milch cows in the United States,
TKEMONT.
and these are worth $702,945,000. The
who has been ill,
Mrs.
Julia
Newman,
magnitude of the industry can perhaps be is
improving.
best understood when it is considered
Wilford Kittridge has gone to Bar Harthat these cows produce yearly about
bor, where he has employment for the
fl,000,000,000 worth of dairy products.
There is

have 40 cups of the

can

by using the coupon below.
Just to prove to you

While riding slowly along alone in bis
automobile last Thursday, D. Winslow
Hawkes, of Portland, member of the
school committee and one of the oldest

chilling the warm
by water and smoke.
belt occupied by the fish and killing them.
The list of drowning accidents in Maine,
This was a very probable theory, and it
which has been unusally large this sumwas thought for some time that the entire
mer, was swelled Sunday by three. At
species bad become extinct.
But some survived or came from other Auburn, Eugene Boucher, aged twentywaters in shore and

You

most delicious tea you ever tasted

the safe. As the agent had remitted his
money the afternoon before, the thieves
secured practically nothing.

Foreordination or election.
Do not prevail to grant a stay.
Upon demand for collection.
To every one is trial day!

Though

40 Cups of Tea FREE

Dr. Ernest Clayton Blake, one of the
leading physicians of Booth bay Harbor,
died suddenly of heart disease Friday
night.
Bene, aged three, and TrefBe, aged
seven, sons of Oscar Rogers, a Lewiston
grocer, were drowned In the Androscoggin river last Wednesday, while swimming.
Laurie, the nineteen-months-old deugh
ter of Maxine Herbert, of East Mlliinocket, died Thursday from burns received by overturning scalding water on
her head, chest and throat.
Burglars entered the railroad station at
Hartland Thursday nigbt, and blew open

William Marks and wife and grandagriculture so important to the progress
of a community. The fertility of the soil daughter, Pearl Clay, of Bucksport, visited
can best be maintained by the liberal use
Mr. Marks’ brother Henry last week.
of barnyard manure, and the dairy herd
The annual lawn party to be given by
not only makes this possible, but dairy- the ladies’ aid
society will be held at the
ing is also more remunerative than other home of Mrs. Myra Dix Aug. 17. All are
branches of
w'hen
farming
properly invited.

itations.

-Many causes have been advanced by
economists and others to account for
Ibe rise in prices.
Many blame the
bnriff. but that will not explain why
Prices are rising nearly as rapidly in

And having thus been set afloat
On life's current to speed away
The human race all in the boat.
Know the time will come soon to

The term buildings of Jodson Willey, of
Cherrytleld, were burned last Wednesday.
Lose, f2,000; partially covered by Insurance.

Life Like t* Forced Note.
Life begins with a bitter cry.
Whether of Joy, or of lament,
The child can't tell the *cason why;
Can only show Us discontent.

Author of “Horn* Court* In Live Stock

Hn. Elmer Hammond, aged forty, fell
from a load of hay at 800th Woodstock
Friday. Her neck was broken.

Hillside for

a

wife, ol Bangor,
dayB.

few

CLARION

M. V. Babbidge spent the Fourth with
Atlantic and Swan’s Island,

HEATING STOVES

Miss Jennie Richer, of Philadelphia, is
guest of Miss Peterson at Petit
Piaisants.

WASTE NO FUEL

friends at

the

Frank A. Babbidge and wife spent the
Fourth at Seal Harbor, the guest at Mrs.
Bertha Eddy.
Miss Mary IJams, of Philadelphia, who
spent the winter with Miss Peterson at
Petit Piaisants, arrived Thursday for the
season.

July

8.

Complete

control
of the fire is assured

by abso-g
lutely tight joints.

Chips.

cieties.
j When the stomach fails to perform its
There la only one remedy, a reversal
functions, the bowels become deranged,
of the tide of population. The abnor
the liver and the kidneys congested, causmal growth of cities must be checked
ing numerous diseases. The stomach and
Farming must be restored to Its propet
ChaMerlain’s Stomach and Liver Tab- liver must be restored to a healthy condiplace In the Industrial world. In the lets gently stimulate the liver and bowels tion, and Chamberlain’s Stomach and
succeeding articles we shall note some to expel poisonous matter, cleanse the Liver Tablets can be depended upon to do
of the forces that are bringing this system, cure constipation and sick head- it. Easy to taka and most effective. Sold
(
about
ache. Sold by all dealers.
by all dealers.

I

DIAL CLARION FOR WOOD.

WOOD
ITHC
CO, Bangor,
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Ellsworth.
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■ootb*. 30 ernu for three moot**, If raid
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Good M sew. W the thin* for Hfht pom
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about fifty principal articles of the
export trade; also the wholesale prices
of certain important articles in the

CalOR9E AMD COW
Belong a*
Mae be eeeo at *table of
t emote.
mui BriUT, Ellsworth.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
STATE ELECTION', SEPT. 12, 1910.
S

TATE^TIC KET.
For Governor.

BEET M. FEHNALD. of Poland.
For State A adit or,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta.
For representative to Congress,
(Third District )
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.

domestic trade.
The export prices are those prevailing in the wholesale market# at the
porta of exportation, since the
that *'all
customs regulations state

Zulxu
the

~\TOV8G men aad women of food characX ter <b?*?b school graduates preferred -,

enroll at the Dover Business College. Dover.
Too of ladle* can mat* arrangement*
N H
to cot expense* in half by >blaining board
aad room free, Chac<*** for young men. too.
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for graduate*.
to

paying119

&tlp Kianttii.
OLv^S salesmen {member* of A- F
St A, M ) to represent Massachusetts
company offering insurance protection aeaioet
Ion caused by personal accideota or sickness,
libera' benefit# presided for all accident* and
<! tseas* a. including fir at week sickness, double
beer fit* for travel accident*, policy ia clean
and concise, no red tape. sells for quarterly
premium of It. food investment for purchaser, fine propoatt ion for salesman, can employ
your whole time or part lime. Write at once
for term*, particular*. AoancT Dbt’t., Room
331. SI Elm street, bprlngfleld. Mu*.

to

FIRST

export trade.
In the domestic markets nearly all
articles show lower prices in May and
June, 1910, than in the corresponding
period of last year. The bnrean of

FAMILY (8) desire* woman for
Wage* |4 per week.
general housework.
Pleasant, easy position, permanent.
Only an
all round, competent, experienced person accepted. No others should apply. Inquire.'
parson ally or by mail, X Y Z, care of Ifecord
office. Bar Harbor.

SMALL

_

statistics' figures of domestic prices
come down to a later
period than

prices.

£pnial Xaiiia*.

Tariff Kart*.

some

_

—

ture.

kept separately.

Although having
bonds to provide

the power to issue
funds for the continuing construction of the canal, the secretary of the
treasury in the year gone advanced
the funds for the Panama canal work
out of the treasury, and will reimburse the treasury whenever he
thinks the occasion is propitious for a

The

committee met
republican
Friday afternoon at Bangor for the purpose of organization and discussing the
political situation. Hon. Byron Boyd, of
Augusta, was re-elected chairman, and
Hon. Charles 8. Hichborn, of Augusta,
wss again made treasurer.
Hon. Henry
H.

Hastings,

State

of

Bethel,

was

chosen

secre-

tary, succeeding Frank H. Briggs, of
Auburn, who is not a member of the committee this year.
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States from which they are exported’-.
The domeetic prices quoted by the
bureau are the wholesale prices of the
certain
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articles named
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articles exported shall be valued at
tbeir actual cost, or the value which
they may truly bear at the time of exportation in the ports of the Cnited

those of export

day. week
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very important facte
MELVILLE WESTON FULLER,
concerning the tariff of 1909 which are
studiously kept in the background by Chief Justice of the supreme coart of the United States, who died at bis summer
certain speakers and writers. They
home in Sorrento, July 4.
COUNTY TICKET.
are, however, facts of great value, and j
For Senator*,
should be made known to the voters
OBITIAKY.
Chief .lattice Falls*’s Funeral.
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
of the United States to the widest
In the little Episcopal church at SorJ. HERBERT PATTEN, of Bar Harbor.
MRS. JOHN J. HARRIM AN.
to
be
extent.
ought
They
possible
rento last
Wednesday afternoon were
For Sheriff,
hut
This community
wi«
shocked!
effective in checking the tariff agita- held the funeral ter vices of the late MelFORREST O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.
when it learned' of the
tion mania.
ville W. Fuller. LL. D., chief justice of Saturday morning
death, on Friday evening, of Mary J., wife
For Clerk of Courts,
The per cent, of free imports under of the supreme court of the United States,
of John J. liarriman, of Cberryfleld. It
JOHN F. KNOWLTON. of Ellsworth.
the present law for nine months is who died Monday, July 4.^
was known that she had been poorly for
The church was thronged with relatives,
mneb larger than for the correspondFor J udge of Probate,
some months, bat it was not supposed
men of national prominence and summer
BluehilL
E.
of
EDWARD
CHASE,
a fatal termination of her illness was at
ing time under the Wilson democratic residents of
Sorrento, Bar Harbor and
law.
band.
For County Commissioner.
other neighboring resorts.
Mrs. Harriman was born in Ellsworth,
The average dutiable rate under the
ORLANDO W. FOSS, of Hancock.
The body of the chief-justice, in a black
present law for nine months was 41 casket almost covered with an immense the daughter of the Late Bartholomew and
For County Attorney,
and until her marriage about
per cent., whiie under the Wilson pall of ferns and flowers, rested in front Mary Hayes,
WILEY C. OONARY, of Buckaport.
four years ago had always made her home
law it was 42 per cent., and under the of the altar, and was surrounded by scores
here. She was graduated from the EllsFor Register of Deeds,
Dingley law 45 per cent., showing a of floral tributes from relatives and worth high school in the class of 1880.
WILLIAM O. EMERY', of Sullivan.
a beautiful piece from
friends,
for
including
decided
downward
revision
very
She learned the compositor’s trade in The
Pres. Taft, who sent his regrets that it
For County Treasurer,
the new law.
American office, and followed it for sevwas impossible for him to be present.
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
The average ad valorem rate on all
ers! years. Later she entered the employ
to the wishes of the late
Acceding
imports under the new law is 20 per chief-just ice, the simple funeral service of of the Iste C. R. Foster, and remained
FOB REPRESENTATIVES.
cent., whereas it was 25 per cent, un- the Episcopal ritual was read by Rev. with him until her marriage, having
From Eden,
charge of his branch store in Bar Harbor
der the Dingley law and nearly 22 per James E. Freeman, of
William H. Davis, of Eden.
Minneapolis, the for several seasons.
numster in charge of the church and a
from BluehUL, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine cent, under the Wilson law.
After her marriage she went to Cherryand Trenton.
close friend of the
Fuller family.
A
field to live, but spent much of her time at
Frank L. Hodokins, of Lamoine.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
quartet from Bar Harbor sang.
the home of her mother and sister here.
The pall-bearers were Gov. Charles E.
from Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
She made boats of friends, who sincerely
Northeast Harbor i* talking steam fin
of
New
Associate-Justices
WalHughes,
York;
GouIdeboro,
franklin.
Eaetbrook,
mourn her death, and who extend to the
engine. The Gaynor hotel fin showed Oliver Wendeli Holmes and
Joseph Mc- bereaved
tham and tovmkip* and plantationt the
inadequacy of the present system, and Kenna, of the United State
family tbeir warmest sympathy.
supreme
7, S, 0,10, 21, 33,
the people of that thriving summer comMrs. Uarriman was a woman of high
of
Senator
Harbor.
Hale,
Ellsworth;
of
Winter
court;
Eugene
E.
Bedford
Tract,
In the
character and sterling worth.
munity believe in the “stitch-in-time'’ Gen. Thomas H. Hubbard, of New
York, church of which she was a devout memfrom Deer Itle, Stoning ton. Sedgtcick. policy.
and Nathaniel Francis, of Washington, a
Itle au Haut and Eagle inland,
ber she was active and influential, and
Five of Uncle Sam s biggest and moat son-in-law of the deceased.
Fred A. Torret. of Stonington.
her loss there will be sorely felt.
The body, accompanied by tne members
battleship*, toe Missouri, Inpowerful
Family ties were unusually strong; she
from Cranberry Inlet. Tremont, Mount
diana, Iowa, Kentucky and Kearsarge, an of the family, Associate-J ustices Holmes
wss devoted to her aged mother and only
Detent and Swan’t Inland,
coming to Bar Harbor this summer. and McKenna and Rev. Mr. Freeman, was
A. K. McBride, of Mt. Desert.
sister, and they to her, and to them as
They will arTive about Aug. IT, and re- taken on a steamer to Mt. Desert Ferry, well as to the
bereaved husband the loss
main several days.
where connection was made with the late
is well-nigh irreparable.
Some Striking Figures.
afternoon express for Chicago,"'fthere the
The funeral was at St. Joseph’s Catholic
President Taft will be Bar Harbor's interment
The first (nil fiscal year of the Taft
service, conducted by Rev. Mr.
church last Monday forenoon, Rev. Fr. P.
most distinguished visitor this summer.
was
held
afternoon.
financial
makes
a
Freeman,
Friday
administration
F. Flanoagan officiating. The profusion
Beginning July IS. and accompanied by
showing which is even more satisfac
of beautiful floral ofleriogs suggested the
all the members of his immediate family,
Chief-Justice Fuller’s Will.
esteem in which the was held. The
tory than was expected. The year his brother, Horace D. Taft, and a* many
Under the will of the late Melville Vi. high
bearers were James and George Harriman,
closes with a surplus of 89,402,000, friends as the limited quarters of the
Fuller, chief-justice of the supreme court
against a deficit one year ago of $58,- Mayflower will accommodate, the Presi- of the United States, the children and T. F. Mahoney and John McCarthy, of
Interment was at Mt. Calvary
will
cruise
dent
the
Maine direct heirs will share
along
734.000.
equally in the Bangor.
The total receipts of the treasury coast in the Mayflower as far as Bar Har- division of his estate, estimated at nearly cemetery.
Besides the husband she is survived by
when he will stop for a day or two.
from all sources during the year were bor.
fl,000,000.
her mother and sister
Margaret H.
The
document
the
that
with
estate,
as
provides
$603,#689,064,000
compared
Mrs. L. M. Roberts, of Brookaville.'is a
Hayes, and to them goes out the heart fell
real
estate
worth
be
including
9300,000,
689.000, in the previous fiscal year. nmarkable old lady. She was eighty-one
Friends
of the community.
held in trust daring the life of his chil- sympathy
The receipts from the different on April J. She has been a dressmaker
snd relatives were present from Cherrydren. 8. S. Gregory, a Chicago lawyer, and
sources were as follows:
Customs, over fifty yean, working at her trade con- the Merchants' Loan & Trust
Bar Harbor, Bangor, Boston, SpringCo., of field,
field and Brookline, Mass.
#332,785,000; internal revenue, $276,- stantly. She baa all her faculties, and can Chicago, are named as trustees.
823,000; miscellaneous, $51,000,000, and thread a needle as qnickly as a woman of
ELLS WORTH FALLS
Children’s I>ay Concert.
corporation tax, #17,362,000. The in- twenty. She is president of the ladies’
and
attends all of its
A Urge congregation enjoyed the chilcrease in customs duties during the sewing circle,
Min* Eunice Go well is here from Lynn,
one-half
mile
and
back.
meetings, walking
dren's day concert at the Methodist
year over the former fiscal year was She does kli her housework.
Mam., for a visit with Mrs. William P.
church last Sunday evening.
The folDorr.
#32,000,000, the receipts from that
was finely rendered:
lowing
program
source for the year closing June 30,
Mrs. Charles W. Smith returned Mon*
POLITICAL NOTES.
March.Sunday school
from a week's visit with rela1909, having been $300,000,000.
So 9...Sunday school day evening
Song
The republicans of the Bucksport repretives at Bangor.
The expenditures for the year just
and prayer,
Twenty-third
psalm
will meet in Bucksclosed were $659,662,000, as compared sentative class towns
Mrs. E. K. Giles and daughter Florence,
Primary class
on Saturday, July 30, to nominate a
Address of Welcome.Ruth Forsythe of Amherst, are guests of Charles W.
with $662,324,000 in the previous year, port
candidate for representative to the legisla- Exercise of Welcome, Evtiyn Bridges,
Smith and wife.
when the deficit was $58,734,000.

The figures presented are what are
known as the ordinary receipts and
expenditures. The Panama canal is

to

H

chiefly New York, as supplied
the bureau from recognized and
2,395 reliable authorities.
Average for the year of 1909,
The Hay export figures show materially tower prices in praticaliy all
WEDNESDAY JULY 13, 1910.
the important articles forming the
American is 2.4(H) copies.

WXmtas.

fvc SUk.

in comparison with earlier
months of the fiscal year just closed.
The bureau publishes each month a
statement of the export prices of

May, 1910,

Lila Small, Marian Haskell
Recitation.Hazel Moore
Recitation.Annie McKenzie
Solo...Winifred Brann
Recitation.Marian Haskell
Recitation.Carl Wiberg
Exercise—Tin; Little Tots.. Three little girls
Recitation.Evelyn Alexander
Song.Hester Fuller
Recitation.Ralph Barron
Recitation...Alice Brown
Recitation.Blanche Bridges
Song No. M.Sunday school
Recitation.Arnold Echengucia
Exercise—Summer is Here.Four girls
Recitation. .Segrid Silvia
■

THE
3nested

NOTICE.
U. 8, Ctaccrr Corar,
Maihb Dirraicr.

Pobtusd, Jaljrimo.
T>CR»UAXT

The July committee served strawberries
cream to a fair-sized party in the ves-

and

try Tuesday evening,
Frank L. Heath has built
adds

considerably

house,
Mrs.

as

well

as

to the

a

piazza

which

appearance of his

to the conveniences.

Margaret

Nevils

and

daughter,

Mrs. Nellie Burns, and Miss Mary Hewes
are home from Boston for the summer.

_

__

_

J
I

the rules of the Circuit
Courted the United states for the Dis1
trict of Maine, notice ta hereby given, that
Fred L. Mason, of Ellsworth, in said district,
has applied for admission as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
Jambs E. Buwxy, Clerk.
t«

NOTICE.
is hereby
that Wm. F. Jude.

given
i of Ellsworth, Maine, baa made applics>J‘OTICB
oation
th Maine
Board
Bar
to

Mtate

of

exam

iaer* for admission to the Bar at the nest session of the Board to be held at Portland on
the first Tuesday of August. l»to.
Joan B. Maoigax.
Secretary of the Board.

is

NOTICE.
that I have sold out
Bagad ace Creamery
W\ H. Hoorsa.
Hooper.
June 81.1910.

to announce

THIS
my interest
Co.
Noah B.
to

Castiae,

Me..

in the

CAUTION NOTICE.
HEREBY forbid all persons from harboring
or trusting my srtfe, Lillian B. Brown, in
my name, as 1 sba.l pay no bills of her conW. H. Bsoww.
tracting after this date.
Minturn. Me.. July 9. 1919.

I

SttKitucaunu

Hancock

County

Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
The bank commissioner of the Stale of
Maine bae recently requeued the officer,
of each saving* bank and trait company of
the State to secure the verification and
comparison of its depositors'pass-book*.
The trustees of the above-named bank,

recognizing the advantage* resulting from
■ach comparisons, do therefore ask 1U
depositor* to bring or send in tbelr books
for

verification

on or

before

Sf AUGUST.

the fifteenth

Tbi* method has proved effective in
Massachusetts and New York, and as a
matter of self-interest all depositors should
comply with this notice promptly.
Books sent by mail should contain full
address for return.
behalf of the trustee*,

In

A.

E. Moohk. President,
Hancock County Saving* Bank.

Mrs. Morris Chick and child, of Brewer,
are
visiting Mrs. Chick’s sister, Mrs.
Albert M. Hamilton.

Pharmacists at Caatine.
wife and Miss
John Maroney and
canal bond issue.
The Maine Pharmaceutical association Recitation.Dorothy Spillane
Florence Nevils came from Boston to
The expenditures on account of the convention was held at Caatine Wednes- Recitation.Mattie Wiberg attend the funeral of Mrs. John J. Harricanal during the year were about g34- day and Thursday, with 175 members Duet.Helen and Ruth Fuller man Monday.
the guests were Prof. Exercise—Roaes.Four boys
000,000, and if this expenditure were present. Among
Mrs. Llewellyn Franklin and child, of
of the New York College Recitation.Marian Haskell
included in the total of the year’s ex- Virgil Coblentz,
of Pharmacy; F. A. Hubbard, ex-presi- Solo.Frances Sinclair Beverly, Mass., and Miss Elizabeth Frankpenditures, the deficit would be less dent of the National Asaociation of Boards Recitation.Milton Barron lin, of Weebawken, N. J., came Monday
Exercise—Bells.Five yonng ladies
for a visit with Ernest L. Franklin and
than 025,000,000, as compared with of
Pharmacy; J. G. Goddard, candidate Recitation.Grace Treworgy
wife.
v
•118,000,000, last year.
for president of the American Pharma- Solo..
Alexander
.Bvelyn
Mrs. Thomas 8. Tspley and son Wasson,
It is stated that the advances to the ceutical asaociation; James J. Finneran, Recitation.Evelyn Bridges
postofflce department were only 88,- president Boston Retail Druggists' asso- Collection prayer.Thelma Fullerton of Tremont, have been visiting Mrs.
No. 16.A.Sunday school Tapley’s parents, E. A. Flood and wife.
406,000 for the Seal year, as compared ciation; J. Arthur Bean, ex-president of Song
Benediction.Rev. O. G. Barnard Dr. Tapley brought Mrs.
Tapley and son
with 810,501,000 In the previous fiscal the same, and Prof. £. H. Lsperre, Massain his motor boat Friday, returning for
chusetts College of Pharmacy.
year.
Bluehlll Choral Society.
them Monday.
Officers were elected as follows: PresiIn brief, the postofflce deparment
The Bluehill choral society is planning to
dent, Charles H. Davis, Bangor; first vicewas within eight and a half million
president, George O. Tuttle, Portland; give a concert at the town hall on Friday
BIKCH HARBOR.
It was
dollars of sustaining itself.
/
second vice-president, H. F. Me Learn, evening, Aug. 12.
Alton
Bunker
end wife lure gone to Bar
the
of
at
the
Louis Bostelmsnn, of New York, under
estimated
beginning
Booth bay Harbor; third vice-president,
Harbor tor the teaeon.
year that the postofflce department E. W. Murphy, Portland; secretary, M. L. whoee leadership last year’s concert
M. H. Wlnalow, wife and daughter
would call on the treasury for grants Porter, Danfortb; treasurer, Elbert W. proved such s success, is in charge.
Regular rehearsals are held on Tuesday Alda are spending a week at Sprague's
executive
comHr.
Hitchto
Kennebunk;
Meservey,
818,000,000.
amounting
mittee, all the shove with Frederick H. evenings. The chorus numbers about Falla.
cook cut this estimate in half.
Mr. Knight, of Corea, occupied the pulWilson, Brunswick, vmad 8. L. White, fifty.
Houlton.
pit here Sunday in exchange with Mr.
Prices are Palling.
HANCOCK.
Drew.
M’KINLEY.
The recent fall in prices in the
There will be a dance at the town hall
C.
July 11.
There will be a dance at Mt. Desert hall Friday evening, July 15, under the
United States la sharply illustrated by
eoverstatistics’
14.
Music
of
of
W.
bureau
A.
Foss.
Music
figures
the
by management
Thursday evening, July
by
The more nee an adwertieement eatehee
(he more douare if is worth.
Monaghan’s orchestra of three pieces.
iwg domestic and foreign trade for Monaghan.

$

REPUBLICAN Ct AS» CONVENTION.
republicans of the classed town of
Buckaport. Penobscot. Amherst. Dedham. Verona. Oti* and Marisviile are reto meet in Emery ball. Bocksport.
atnrdsy. July JO. 1910, at 1J0 p. m.. for the
purpose of nominating a candidate for repfeseatatire to the next legislature. aad to elect
The basi*
a class committee for two years.
of representation is as follows: Each town i*
entitled to one delegate for the first V or fraction of SB. and aa additional delefste for each
additional 10 or fraction of 10 sole* cast for
governor in 1900. The following is the number
of deiefafe* each town is entitled to: Bucksport,8S: Penobscot, 10; Amherst, 5; Dedham.
4: Verona. 1. Otis, I; Manavllle. 1.
Per order of Class Committee.
Eaxnrr W. Braaitt. Chairman.
J. RoaaaT Emsut. Secretary.

Harriett *. Taploy. late ol Brookorill. i.
aaid county, deceased. A certain inetmra'em
purporting to be the laat will and
ol oatd decoaoed. together with petition
probate thereof, preaeated by Hattie 8
ley, the eaecetrin therein aoraed.
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Eiioeorth la
1
till MtnaU itdPMaail
A
•Aid
count]», deceased. A
certain instrument

tentomll!
ll,
T,„?

ea.i.t..

a_a

•ndte«tAm?Qt of
•*tddeceased. together with petition for
hate thereof, presented by Albert P. Barn
bam. the executor therein ntnrd
Mildred E. Clancy, late of Tremont, in **id
coufety. decerned. Petition that Ben>*mtn B
Reed or wme other suitable peraou be »n‘
pointed administrator of the estate of
deceased, pretexted by John Clancy, hatband
ot amid deceased.
Caroline B. Dodge. Inte of Brookasiiie ia
•aid county, declared,
Firat account of Ira
J. Cousins administrator. filed for seuleruenL
Stephen D. Joy. late of Hancock, ia U1 a
Firat and final accounted
county, deceaaeu
Kraatua F Red man. executor of the will of
John B. Redman, deceased, executor of tk#
will of the said Stephen D. Joy, filed for **-

pro*

t ement.

Albion Murphy, an innane person. of Tremoat, ia aaid county. Firat account of Vernon 11- Laity, guardian, filed for settlement
Thomas
Furbish. an insane person of
Buckaport. ia aaid county. Firat account of
Wiley C. Conary. guardian, filed for settleAsa C. Pearer, late of Orland, ia said counPetition filed by Addison *
ty. deceased.
Littlefield, administrator. for license to sell
certain r*al estate of aaid deceaaed. at described in aaid petition.
Blanche Marion Jordan, a minor, of Walthan. In Mid coanty. Petition filed bv W||.
ford B. Jordan, guardian, for license to
certain real estate of Mid minor, as described ia Mid petition.
Edwin H. Greeley, a minor, of Eden, to Mid
county. Petition filed by Esther H Greeley,
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of Mid minor, as described in said petition
jtMMTpn r. Atiru. w ubcoib. count) of u rajBtat* of New Hampshire' Petition
ton
filed by Byron H Allen, guardian, for license
to *e»t certain real relate of Joseph P. Alien,
a* described ;n eald petition.
Marion E. Bate*, a minor, of Stoningtce.
in said county.
Petition Axed by Ernest L.
Bale*, guardian, for license to sell certain
real eat ate of aaid minor, u described in uid

sell

petition.

Benjamin P. Grover. l*te of KucksporL in
■aid connty. deceased. Petition filed by Editb
A. Grover, widow, for an allowance out of the
prraonnl estate of aaid deceaecd
George M. Warren, late of Cartier, in said
county, deceased Petition filed by Mary E.
Warren, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of aaid deceased
Aan C. Penvejr, late of Orlnnd. in aaid counPetition filed by Ann M
ty. deceased.
Peavey. widow, for an allowance oat of tbe
personal estate of said deceased
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
Petition filed by Cbirin
county, deceased
J. Dana, administrator, that an order he issued to dirt ribas among the heir* of said deceased, the ttnoa
remaining la tbe band* of
said administrator, upon tbe settlement of
hia first account.
Adc*I P. Goodell, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, decesadft. Petition filed by Fred L.
Mason, administrator, that an order be issued
to diatribote among the beire of
said deceased. the amount remninioi in tbe hand* of
aaid administrator, upon the settlement of
bis first account.
Frankie M- Jordan, late of Orland. ;n said
county, deceased. Petition flied by Charles
J. Dunn. administrator of the estate of said
deceased, tbat the amonat of collateral inheritance tan upon said estate be determined
by the ]adis of proonte.
Mary L. Folsom, late of Bucksport. in said
deceased
Petition Hied by Ja
county,
Coomb* executor of the last will and testament of aaid deceased, tbat tbe amount of
collateral inheritance lax upon said estate be
determined by tbe Judge of probate
Alice Ogston Harrison, late of Bt. Mary’*
Bramber. county of Sussex. England. Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, deceased.
Petition filed by Brae me Harrison, o! said
Bt Mary's Bramber, Anthony Msxtoce Graham, of Redgarton. Battleby Cnltoqawbey
Perthshire. If. H
and Frank Btorrs, of the
town of Nortbeastle, county of Westchester,
state of New York. United duties of America,
praying that the appointment of said petitioners named a* trustees in the laat will and
testament of aaid deceased, may be confirmed
by aaid court.
BOWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Coart.
A true copy of the original order.
AUeetr—T F. ManoHnv. Register.
STATE OF MAINF..
aa—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for aaid county of Hancock,
on tbe
fifth day of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
H

axcoex:

ten.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of tbe last will and testament of
GEORGE W. KENNEDY, late of EASTON,
in the Commonwealth of Maa»cbu«etU. deceased, and of the probate thereof in *»1J
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated. having been preeentrvi to the
Judge of probate for onr aaid county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, (Led
and recorded In tbe probate court of our said
bounty <f Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at Kllrworth. in
aaid count;, of
[uncork, prior to the second day of August,
a. d.
1910, that they
may appear *i *
coart then to be held at Ellsworth,
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
nay they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: —T. F- Maaossr, Register.

A

Brioted

F>rebate

STATE
Hancock bs.—At

a

OP MAINE.
probate court

held si

Ellsworth, in and (or said county of Hancock,
ou
tbs filth day of July, in the year
of our LoNl one thousand nine hundred and

JUgal Xolun.

ten.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the last wifi and testament
of
ELIZABETH M. BUNKER, late of the City,
County and State of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, bav*
inf been presented to the Judre of probate
for our said couuty of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded to
the probate court of our said county of Hsu*

subscribers. Julia 8. Bristol and John
W. Bristol, both of New Haven, ConA
THE
and
necticut.
notice

hereby give
they have
been duly appointed
the last
will and testament of
EUGENE 8. BRISTOL, late of NEW
HAVEN. CONN..
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs,
no bonds being required by the terms of said
And that they have appointed John A.
Peters, of Ellsworth. Maine, their agent
within the State of Maine, and that the address of said agent is Ellsworth. Maine.
All persons having demands against the
estate
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all inebtec thereto
are requested to make paythat
executors ot

Sresent
ment

immediately.

Executrix of will of

Jcu* 8. BmisTOL.

Eugene 8. Bristol, dec’d.
Aon* W. Bsistoc,
Executor of will of Ec]igeue 8. Bristol, dec’d.
July 6, 1910.
subscriber

hereby gives
that
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the estate of
notice

a copy of
two codicils

Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Haucock, prior to the second day of August,
a. d. 1910, that they may appear at a probate court then to be heid at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, »*
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD B. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Mahoney, Register.

tor

EDWARD B.

UPHAM, late of WINTER
HARBOR,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. Not being a
reeident of the State of Maine. I have appointed ae my agent and attorney in the State
of Maine for the pnrpoeee specified in section 4S,
of chapter M of the revised
statutes of Maine. L. B. Deasy. of Eden. Hancock county, Maine, whose post office address is Bar Harbor, Maine.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reque«t»d to make payment immediately.
Waiskr L. Rcsaux.
July*. 1910.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ALEXANDER B. BLACK, lata of ELLS-

THE

WORTH.
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. Ail
persons having demands against the * state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Many J. Black.
Ellsworth, July 0,1910.
in the

STATE OP MAINE.
st

Hancock an:—At a probate oourt held
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of July,
in the year of
ten.
Lord one thouaand nine hundred and
CERTAIN instrument purporting to b-;
a copy of the laat will and testament of
PRANCE8 CLARK, late of PHILADEL-

our

A

PHIA,

and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in Mid state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county ef Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, n newspaper printed at Ellsworth, In said county
of Hancock, prior to the second day of au*
at
gnat, a. d. 1910, that they may appear
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
ten
at
in and for saia county of Hancock,
o’clock la the forenoon, aad show cause, u
any they have, against the same.
BDWAED K. CHARE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Atteet:—T. P. Masomiy, Register*

COUNTY

NEWS.

ISLES FORD.
wife and son, o( BoaWilliam Hibbard,
v.ailing relatives bare.
,on, are
and wife have arrived at
N 1 Bowditcb
bungalow lor the tbe aeaaon.

«nd

daughter Marlon, of Port'-nd, an
Tlaltln* their parent), J. H. Littlefield and

THE

HISTORY OR OUR FLAG.

[Written by A. dwell Leech, Surry, Me,]

wife.
Mr». C. K. Bridges and Mrs. H. C. Perkine wen in Bangor last week on busi-

The history of our glorious old flu* in of
exceeding interest, end brings beck to us
ness,
s throng of secred snd
thrilling aseociaA crew has been at work
shingling the tions. The banner of 8t. Andrew was blue,
Methodist
church and making other rewiir
charged with a white cross in the form of
who ia employed at paira.
Uj.. Fannie Jarvia,
brother Oacar.
her
la
viaiting
Mrs. Stephen Salisbury and infant son the let ter X, snd was used in Scotland as
w Harbor,
arrived Saturday left Saturday to* Bar
as the eleventh century.
The ban„r()( Keiaand family
Harbor, where they early
.0

Beach houae tor the
occupy the Sand

wason.
of Bar Harbor, held
^ Mr. McKoy,
the church Sunday morning
Krvjws in

and evening-

Rice and family, of Sulliyifj George
calling on frienda
„ were here Sunday
Mrs. Rice ia .pending a
and relative*.
weeks with ber huaband’a parent, at
(ew

will live this summer.

Roy Bowdefc,

of

ner

Belfast,

with his parents, Willard Bowden and wife, for an indefinite stay on account of ill health.
B. E. Varnum left last week for
Togua,
where be baa accepted a position as
is

a

of St. George

red cross, and

By
royal proclamation dated April 12,1700,
these two crosses were joined together upon the same banner,
forming the ancient
national flag of England.
It wagfnot until Ireland, in 1801, was
made a part of Great Britain, that the
present national flag of England, so well
known as the “union jack”, was completed. But it was the ancient flag of
England that constituted the basis of our
American banner. Various other flags had
indeed been raised at sundry times by
our colonial ancestors, but
they were not
particularity associated with, or, at least,
were not incorporated into and made a
part of the destined “stars and stripe^”.
It was after Washington had taken com-

to Gen. Joseph S. Smith.
Mrs. Blanchard Roberts and children
have returned to their home in Belfast after an extended visit w ith relatives here.

Hutton.
anrl Aw«, with a
Miss Frank Wilson, of Portland, and
ybe sloops Zamlet
reaidonta and viaitore Mrs.
rty „f Lamolne
Gladys Tillock. of Bucksport, who
a
on
Inland
Oott’a
to
picnic, have been guests of Mrs.
who bad been
Abigail Wilson
here
harbor
Wedneeday
the past week, have returned to their
moored in the
of
Webeter
and
wife,
bonws.
nirhl. J. W. Young
and Eben H. King and wife,
Jol}' 11.
WOODLOCKE.
City
the
night
,H0 were in the party, epent
F.
Walter
Stanley,
MT. DESERT.
wild their niece, Mra.
of tbe party were Gapt. Fred
tmong others
Mrs. Frank Allen, of Greenville, is visNellie
Mrs.
Stratton,
Hodgk in, and wife,
iting Mrs. John Allen Somes.
Eunice Coggine,
Mi,, Inc* Ford and Mlaa
Mrs. Carolus Downing, of Harrisburg,
for
a
few
vleit
daya;
Who remained here to
and daughter Pa., is at the “Old Homestead'’.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins
Mrs. William Ward and Miss Teresa
wife and
Hard. Cap:. Frank L. Hodgkin.,
wife spent last week in Stockton Springs.
daughter Clarissa, Ansel Reynolds,
Mrs. Agnes Bridges and daughter, of
and daughter Louise, Joaepb Brsgdon and
wife. Eben H. Oooginaand wife, Mrs. Ulif- Atlantic, Mass., are visiting at J. C. Hill's.
(ord King. Jefferson Hodgkins, wife and
George L. and Charles P. Somes, of Walof
daughter, also two western frienda,
tham, Mass., are at the “Old Homestead’’
been (topping
for a vacation.
Joseph iiragdon who have
lor a few days at Oolt'a Island.
John B. Pine and wife and Misses Alice
8July 11.
and Edith, of Sew York, are at Pryor’s
island for th > summer.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

iowa,

mand

of the fresh army of the Revolution

Little Louis Franklin, infant son of
E. D. Chase snd family have moved to I
Charles Leland and wife, who has been
Bangor.
quite ill of bowel trouble, is better.
Miss Ida Stinson baa gone to Northeast
T. 8. Somes and wife, of Columbus. O.,
summer.
the
for
Hsrbor
are boarding with Thomas Richardson
W. P. iU wins took a party to Bangor
and wife, who live in the former’s home.
Saturday in bis touring car.
Misses Katherine and Henrietta Pernald
Mrs. Joan Wakefield, of Bar Harbor, is
and Mias Higrid Jacobson speut a few days
L
Wakefield.
F.
her
son,
visiting
the drat of the week at Northeast Harbor.
John Nyman and wife, of Salisbury,
Last week the quiet of Somesville was
Uses., vis.ted their niece, Mrs. K. C. Cole,
disturbed by a band of gypsies. They
Fridey.
were very persistent in telling fortunes,
Miss Vida Cleaves has returned home to and there were some shop-lifters among
them. No one regrets their departure.
summer with her father, E. W.
the
spend
Sea Shell.
July 11.
Cleaves.
W. F. Bruce and wife spent the weekWEST TRBMONT.
field.
end in Bar Harbor, guests of L. B. Deasy
The first flag of this kind was made by
Joseph Nichols, of Bangor, spent Sunday
and wife.
at L. W. Kumill’s.
Betsey Ross in the year 1778. This resoStinson
left
reand
Calvin
Arnold
Leroy
Basil Lunt, of Portland, is viBiting his lution was made public September 3, 1777,
cently for South Portland, where they are
and the flag that was first made and used
Mrs. W. A. Clark.
sister,
employed.
in pursuance of it was that which led the
Misses
Rena
and
Reed
have
Lucy
gone
Miss Esther Shepherd, of Kumford, is
Americans to victory at Saratoga. Here
to
Seal
Harbor
for
the
season.
spending the summer with her grandthe thirteen stars w’ere arranged in a
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
father. Daniel Deasy.
circle, as we sometimes see them now, in
au able sermon here Wednesday,
preached
wife
have
reDaniel
and
order better to express the idea of the
Deasy
Capt.
turned from s recent viait to their son, L. July 6.
union of the states.
*
Edwin
Marshall
came
home
from
B. Deasy. in Bar Harbor.
In 1794, there having been two more
Capt.
His
wife’s
health
is
states added to the union, it was voted"
Mrs. Alfred Hamilton has returned scalloping Sunday.
much
improved.
home from Berwick, where she was a
| that the alternate stripes as well as the
guest at F. C. Bickford's.
Benjamin Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, a circling stars be fifteen in number, and
C.
former citizen, called here after his wife the flag, as thus altered and enlarged,
July 11.
was the one which was borne through all
and daughter Lettie Friday.
NORTH BROOKL1N.
the contests of the war of 1812.
Mrs. Henry Thurston, of Dorchester,
Sadie Burns Eaton has returned from a
But it was thought that the flag would
Mass., with her niece, Miss Goldie, and a
at length be too large if a new stripe
visit to Augusta.
friend, is at her cottage here.
w-as added with every
freshly-admitted
Wendell Urant, of Old Town, is visiting
Mrs. Emma Reed, with little daughter state.
It was therefore enacted, in 1818,
Warren Burns and wife.
Marian, of Duck island, is visiting her that permanent return should be made to
William Giles and wife came Saturday daughter, Mrs. A. A. Lopaus.
the thirteen stripes, and that the number
to open their summer home.
Capt. E. A. Luut, who made harbor at of stars should henceforth correspond to
Henry Burns, who has been employed Southwest Harbor during the fog, called the grow ing number of states.
on the steamer Camden, la home.
on his mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt.
rnustbe tlag would symbolize the union
E. F. Brady, of Ellsworth, and Earl
Mrs. Hannah Gilley and granddaughter as it might be at any given period of its
Gott, of Bluehill, are plumbing the are home, after several year’s absence, to history, and also as it was at the very
Eneisel cottage.
to get her cottage in order for company hour of its birth. It was at the same time
Mrs. Diantba Sibley, who has been vis- this season.
suggested that these stars, instead of being
Thelma.
July 11.
arranged in a circle, be formed into a
iting friends in Massachusetts and Ver__

Thursday.
Alvin Young, who went last
Bangor general hoapital,
isme

WEST GOULDS BORO.
week to the

Mias Annie Pherson, of Franklin, visited
has
been
Carroll J. Dunn and wife last week.
operated upon. His condition is critical.
Jerome B. Clark, of Presque Isle, is
The summer people who have arrived
a few days with relatives here.
during the past week are Jerome Daniels spending
Mrs. N. I. W. Stevens is visiting her
snd wife and Mr. Ellis, of
at
Boston,
F.
in Bar
Orovehurst; Miss Mary Knight, of Bel- daughter, Mrs. William McKoy,
mont, Mass., at Hattie Redman’s; Miss Harbor.
Anna Balcb snd Miss Martha Hitchcock,
Fred A. Holt, who is working in Bar
of Boston, at Mrs. Emma
Sherman’s; Miss Harbor, spent the week-end with his
Fitigerald snd Miss Donovan and Mar- family here.
garet Wells, of Koxbory, Mass., at WilMr. MacDonald, sea coast missionary,
lism Giles’, snd Everett Lovering, wife was here Sunday. All hope he may be
*nd child, of
Somerville, Mass., at Sidney able to be here again soon.

Hamilton’s.
Jn>y U.

Xenophon.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
AIodzo Wilbur in cutting bay for Will
Giles.

Percy Clark
Iset week.

was

calling

on

friends here

Aubrey Jordan is helping Frank Brag*
don gel his
hay.
Miss Avis Murch has returned from a
Pleasure trip to Bar Harbor.
Harvey

Bunker has moved home to cut
nis hay. Forrest Woodworth has taken
Ais place
working for Ed. Abbott.

Arthur Tracey, with a
Peek's Mills, is spending

friend
his

from

vacation

»ith his
parents, Everett Tracey and wife.
School cloned Friday after a successful
term 0j twelve weeks
taught by Miss
** Bragdon. All
hope for her return
in the f,n.

Miss Alta L. Blaisdell, who has been
visiting Miss Mildred Noyes, returned to
her home in Franklin last week.
Mrs. Frank P. Noyes pleasantly entera party of twelve of her old schoolmates from East Sullivan Friday evening.
tained

Mrs. Nathan S. Kingsley and daughter,
left for Northeast Harbor last week to
spend the summer with Mr. Kingsley, who
has employment there.

July

L.

11.
_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Stillman Qrindle has bought the R. A.
«
Rhinda place.
Norna Urindle bought

a

in Ellsworth recently.

George
cow

Leach

of Winaor

recently bought

Bowden.

a

single star—a suggestion we occasionally
see adopted.
In fine, no particular order
to be observed with respect to
the arrangement of the constellation; it is
enough if only the whole number is there
upon that azure field—the blue to be emblematical of perseverance,
vigilance
seems now

and

justice,

each star to

signify

the

that must be “one and

insperable”.

What precious
associations cluster
around our fiag!
Not alone have our
fathers set up this banner in the name
of God over the well-won battlefields of
the Revolution and over the cities and

but at Lundy’s Lane and New Orleans, at
Buena V'ista, at Chapuliepec and Manila.
It was the same glorious old fiag which,
inscribed with the
dying words of
Lawrence, “Don’t give up the ship,’’
was
hoisted on Lake Erie by Com-

Perry just
victory; the

modore

on

naval

the

same

chieftain bore

hands have raised

—

—

OREE.N UAKE.
Reuel Higgins is working for Marcellua

Emery.
Tom Holmes is employed
Camt'er.
F Deakin and wife

are

at

by Charles
the Crocker

cottage.
Fish
on

100

cam of Distemper, Coughs, colds. Loss of
Appetite, Roughness of Hair, Stoppage of the
Water, Swelled. Legs, Horse All,
Heaves, Worms, and for bringing JCC
Horses into general good condition.
t/

ed in

car

No. 1 arrived Monday and took
of flsh.

Cream of
Sulphur
Tartar Lozenges. SK&TmS?!
cleanser and blood
for

censystem
purifier
turies. and cream of tartar assists in__
the process. Clears the complexion, V EJr
Helps rheumatism and gout.
as a

Little Pills for the Liver
For Constipations Headache, Dizziness
Biliousness, Torpid Liver, etc..

sweet laxative
Ca crn rn Wnfprc
Wadtara
TV alCrS confection of senna and aromatic fruit pastes.
A tonic
laxative for bilious headache, sour I ()r
stomach, bad breath, blood and bowels. *
a

|VA

*jaivt

At the Adams cottage are Charles
Adams and wife and Lester Adams.

Salve
Compound Carbolic
Is excellent for
and
in heal-

bruises, burns, the bites
and stings of insects, fresh and old
sores, eczema, salt rheum.

Mrs. M. Johnson, of Somerville, Mass.,
will Bpend the month of July at the York
cottage.
Samuel Daub arrived Saturday with P.
Curran for a month's stay at the Daub
cottage.
W. Pierce and son, who have been at the
Amos Hardy cottage, left Saturday for
Providence, R. I.

Licorice PowCompound Laxative
Powder.

A

family
popular use
ing Wounds, Bores. Bums, Cuts. Old
Ulcers. Tetter. Ringworm, Scabies or ‘'m Cr
Itch, Chapped and Cracked Skin.

HaGerman
aer‘

*5C

Witch-Hazel
Compound
is excellent for dressing wounds and

cans

u

Arnica Salve
Compound
and reliable ointment for
popular

25c

and bruises.

wouuas

IOC

Absorbent Charcoal TabMade without Compression
Antiseptic Tooth Powder
or

eve

of his

great

old

in

it above the eternal

20c

Jfer,nandNiBct

$1.00

25c 50c $1.25 $4.00

_

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE

Real Estate and Insurance

C. W. & H\ L. MJLSON

Ellwworth Port.
Sid July 11, Bch Ann C Stuart, Rockland,
beads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Old July 12, scbs Henrietta A Whitney,
Newark, staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co; Mineola, Bangor
Hancock County Porta.
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 2, sch Lulu W
Eppes, Gloucester, salt for James Parker’s
In port July 9, sch F H Odione
Sid July 7, sch Lulu W Eppes
Ar July 9, sch George M Hodgdon
Bass Harbor
Ar July 2, sch Bloomer,
Bucksport, salt for P W Richardson A Son
Sid July 6, sch Bloomer, Center

FOR SALE OR RENT

FOR SALE

Two story house, shed and large stable, all
Maynard Whittaker place, Ellsworth, Maine.
A large 2 story house, barn and outbuildings, connected with city water and electric lights,
with 30 acres of land, in good repairs about 1 I and about 1 acre of land. A bargain on easy
terms.
mile from postofflce.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and Vicinity

BORN.

MARUIKD.
DOZIER
At Cranberry Isles,
DORMON
M Worcester, Miss
July 7, by Rev William
Polly Margaret Dozier to Horace Paul Dormon. both of Philadelphia, Pa.
DREW—TAYLOR—At Patten. July 6, by Rev
H W Norton. Miss Delia A Drew, of Patten,
to Curtis C Taylor, of Mariaville.
GREEN
At North Brooksville,
CONNER
July 6, by Rev J W Palmer, Maud L Green
to Irving Conner, both of Brooksville.
M’INTYRE—ABBOTT—At Bucksport, July 7,
by Rev William Forsyth. Natalie V McIntyre to Cleveland H Abbott, both of Verona.
—

Water
Write

u»

for low

1804-1910

Portland, Maine

HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY!

HEBRON ACADEMY
Colby fitting school. Certificate
right to other New England
Colleges. Three Courses, College,
Twelve
English, Scientific.

That sounds like an impossible proposition, but the Santo \ acuum Cleaner
does it. I am prepared to do housecleaning without removing furniture
from rooms. Operated from any eleetric
light socket from your own or near-by

Sturtevant Home
instructors.
Atw’ood
accomodates 70 girls.
Hall, new, Barrows Lodge and
125
accomodate
Cook Gymnasium

home.

Prices reasonable.

—

—

ALLEN—At Stonington, July 9, Capt Stephen
E Allen.
DYER—At South Brooksville, June 30, Mrs
Susan O Dyer, aged 73 years, 5 months, I
HARRIMAN
At Ellsworth,
(Ha>es), wife of John J
—

boys. All dormitories under the
instructors.
of
supervision
Rooms in private houses for a
few. Expenses moderate. City

George B. Jameson,
130 Water

conveniences, country air. There
may be a Hebron student near
you. Talk with him. Write for
catalog. Fall term begins Tuesday, Sept. 13. Address the Prin-

Whether it's

during

vacation to sell

J. P.

Apply

to

DR. A. C. DANIELS’

B. T. SOWUE, Mgr.
Hancock Co. Agencies
UNION

MUTUAL

LIFE

Ellsworth

Spring Is the time to give your horse

atfortUtmenta.
INS.

CO.

;

Horse Renovator
Powders
Gives Vim and Strength,makes New Blood,

Terrible Suffering

Acts on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs.
DR. DANIELS’ book on Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cat, FREE at
WHITCOnB, HAYNES 6t Co’S,
and GEORGE A. PARCHER’S.

Eczema All Over Baby*s Body.
“When my baby was four months

5 CENTS

BANANAS ATWHOLESALE

LUCHINI

ELLSWORTH

MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Balh Rooms.

PtaftMional Cars*.

PAT, MO WA8HII.”

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation ia dear at any price the pub-

range or a fur-

ELDRLDGE,

Main Street,

Insurance

Life

port, aged 28 years, 9 mouths.

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State St.,

a

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Teachers Wanted

LIBBY-At

▲11 kinds of lmndry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Ellsworth, Me.

nace—if it is a

July 8, Mary J
Harriman, of

old his face broke out with eczema,
and at sixteen months of age, his face,
hands and arms were In a dreadful
state.
The eczema spread all over his
body. We had to put a mask or cloth
over his face and tie up his hands.
Finally we gave him Hood’s Sarsaparilla and in a few months he was entirely cure<f. Today he is a healthy
boy.” Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring, Maine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures blood diseases and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

St.,

THE—
CLARION.

cipal,

W. E. Sargent Hebron, Me.

DIKD.

•NO

prices.

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER, Sales Dept.

CROSBY—At Cranberry Isles, June 28, to Mr
and Mrs James C Crosby, a daughter.
BLAISDELL—At Franklin, July 5, to Mr and
Mrs John W Blaisdell, a son.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, July 5, to Mr
and Mrs Mathew Eaton, a daughter.
GROSS—At Oceanville, July 2. to Mr and Mrs
Frank C Gross, a daughter.
ELLIS—At Deer Isle. June 30, to Mr and Mrs
Lewis Ellis, a daughter.
HAYNES—At Ellsworth, July 3, to Mr and
Mrs Harry L Haynes, a son.

and

Fittings,
Systems,

Pipes,

Pumps,

—

Cherryfield.
Gouldsboro, July 11, Samuel W
Libby.
LINTON—At Castine. July 8, Mrs Lucy M
tow’ns which they rescued from despotic
75 years, 2 months, 25 days!
Linton,
rule, but think where also their descen- LUNT—Ataged Island,
Long
July 5, infant son of
dants have carried it, and raised it in conA
Lunt
and wile, 3 days.
Hiram
Deer
what
PARKER-At
Isle,
quest or protection!
Through
July 4, Mr, Mary E
Parker, aged 58 years, 1 month, 29 days.
clouds of dust and smoke has it passed;
RUTTER-At East Franklin, July 4, George H
what storms of shot and shell; what
Rutter, aged 68 years, 7 months, 14 days.
scenes of fire and
blood!
Not only at 1 SAWYER—At Waldo county hospital. Bel1
fast, July 3. Mrs Nellie E Sawyer, of SearsSaratoga, at Monmouth and at Yorktown,

Capt. Isaiah Bowden returned Friday regions of ice in the Arctic seas, upon the
from a trip to Lamoine, bis former home. most northern point of the earth, the
Miss Olive Qrindle and Misses Mar- north pole. It has been set upon the
Marion Caller, who was operated on for garet and Eleanor Snow have gone to summits of the lofty mountains of the
West.
•PPendicitia at the Bar Harbor hospital Seal Harbor to work for the summer.
Where has it not gone, the pride of its
two weeks
John Rainey and wife arrived home from j
ago. Is doing nicely, and will
*°°n i* »ble to
Mrs. Rainey friends and the terror of itB foes? What
leave the hospital.
South Carolina Saturday.
countries and what seas has it not visited?
Beginald, little son of Mrs. Mary was Miss Martha Binder, of this place.
Where has not the American citizen been
on
the
an
oidworth, who recently underwent
Fred White, who is employed
able to stand beneath its guardian folds
operation for abscess on the lungs, is dormitory at Castine normal school, came
and defy the world? With what joy and
quite comfortable. The little fellow is home
Wednesday to wait until material exultation seamen and tourists have gazed
••viug a hard fight for life, and the fami- arrives.
upon its stars and stripes, and read in it
f has the
Nemo.
sympathy of the community.
July 11.
the history of their nations, glory, received
Jerusha Tripp, of Sullivan, is helpfrom it the full sense of security and
GOULD8BORO.
tn* care for him.
drawn from it the inspiration of patriotto
July U.
his
moved
has
T.
Frank Young
family
ism! By it how many have sworn fidelity
Stanley’s point for the summer.
to their country!
PENOBSCOT.
Mr. Leighton, of Corea, who has purWhat magnificent eloquence it has called
Miss Laura Bowden has returned from a
chased the old Tracy house at Goulds boro forth from Webster and from Everett!
"tort visit in Belfast.
point, ha# taken it down and moved it to What lyric strains of poetry from Holmes!
Miss Pauling Uouthe, of Bangor, la
Cores, where he will rebuild.
How many heroes its folds have ^covered
•“‘ting at the home of C. K. Bridges.
Samuel W. Libby died at his home here in death! How many have lived for it
Miss Delms Clement has returned from
Monday, July 11, aged eighty years. He and how many have died for it! How
month's vacation in Massachusetts.
Elisbr and many, living and dying, have said in their
is survived by two brothers
Mrs. Harry Ounton and daughter Msr- James, and two sons
Frank and Daniel, enthusiastic devotion to its honor, like
j
Jm.
«uente, of Bath, and Mrs. Frank Miller
July 11.
| that young, wounded sufferer in the
_

dition Powders

and

glory

it may represent, and the
whole to be eloquent forever of a union

of the state

fiag which our
great
-triumph to the
proud city of the Aztecs and planted upon !
tine
the heights of her national palace.
Brave !

tine road horse

H. B. Cunningham’s Orig_'
inal
and Improved ConV
a OC

*.

|

PREPACTIONS

|pfc
|
Cambridge, that, January 2, 1778, he
For cleaning, beautifying and preservsweetening.
unfolded before them the new flag of
n--v.
The past week or two has seen some lug the teeth
thirteen stripes of alternate jred and white, pretty good fishing. H. Geagan and Highaving upon its upper left-hand corner gins landed “all kinds of fish’’; Martin
Oranulated Effervescent Granulated Effervescent
the red and white crosses of St. George Haines landed one salmon and one
trout;
Citrate of Magnesia £,t$S£
acd St. Andrew on a field of blue.
P. MacNamara, two salmon; J. Green, one Phosphate of Soda
tlve, its use is of service when a gentle ^ m
This was the standard which was borne salmon, two trout, five bass; M. Quinn, use is of service when a gentle purga- ^
tlve action is desired.
action is desired.
purgative
SoC
into the city of Boston when it was one salmon; F. Deakin, one salmon; Mrs.
evacuated by the British troops and was F. Deakin, one salmon; S. Daub, two
entered by the American army.
Uniting salmon, three pickerel; Clarence Harlow,
SOLE AGEXT FOR
as
it did, the flags of England and four salmon; Owen Higgins and Robert
A blood-purlfter. a tissue-builder, a
America, it showed that the colonists Haines, six bass. Amos Reeves and Vinnl
▼ mvi flesh-creator and
strength-producer, Nicelle Olive Oil
were not yet prepared to sever the tie that
FRANCE. The highest type of pure olive oil
Joseph Reeves, of New Jersey, landed
bound them to the mother country. By twenty-five pounds of bass and pickerel
producible.
that union of flags they claimed to be a recently.
vital and substantial part of the empire of
LAKEWOOD.
Great Britain, and demanded the rights
FOB SALE OXLY AT
and privileges which such a relation imEdward Garland has been at work1 for
plied. Yet it was by these thirteen stripes Simon Garland.
that they made known the union also of
Irving Wilbur and Granville T ite are
the thirteen colonies, the stripes of white
cutting B. J. Franklib's hay.
the
and
innocence
of
declaring
purity
A party of young people visited the
their cause and the stripes of red giving
forth defiance to cruelty and oppression. Green Lake hatchery Sunday.
On June 14, 1777, it was resolved by ConCharles Quinn, Of Ellsworth Falls, has
gress that the flag of the thirteen Uni- been visiting at Simon Garland’s.
ted States be thirteen stripes, alternate
red and white, and that the union be repMARINE LIST.
resented by thirteen white stars on a blue
at

_

mont,

Dyspepsia

white, charged with
used as early as the

a

StbRttoraunM.

PARCHER S SPECIAL

was

was

first part of the fourteenth century.

stenognpber

streets of Baltimore, “Ota, the <flag! The
■ten and atrlpael”
And wherever the flag bae gone it haa
been the herald of a better day; "it bae
been the pledge of freedom, of justice, of
order, of civilisation and of Christianity.
Tablets
Tyrants only have hated it, and the
enemies of mankind alone have trampled valuable In cases of nausea, heartburn,
Indigestion. For distress after eating,
it to the earth. Ail who sigh for the one tablet will afford immediate relief,
triumph of truth and righteousness love
and salute it.

DR.

C.

E.

THE COUSINS RESTAURANT
has been moved from the Gaynor building on Water street to
building corner Main and

the

Hancock afreets, recently occupied by Mrs. M. Linnehan.

HERBERT COUSINS Projr.
PINE HILL CONCRETE

CO,

M&ken of all kinds of

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL.

HOLT,

W. A.

Ellsworth,

Bonsey, Prop’r.
...

Maine.

BANGOR,

ELECTRICAL 55*“

DENTIST.

Pull Line* d

H. SCOTT,
ALICE
SPECIALTY
HADE OE

TYPEWRITING, accounting and
lisher may demand. Without circulation
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
there can be no results, and without Agent of me Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland,
Me., for furnlahlnngProbate ,_n,
the
money
which
the
advertiser
results
and Surety Bonds.
invests is lost -Leavenworth t Kansas) Cor. Main
and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Times.
Store), Ellsworth, Me.
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The proceeeion of low price* ia moving
right along, headed by advertieere ia
THU AMERICAN.

daughter, Mrs. J. K. Mitchell,

COUNTY NEWS.
auto-

new

mobile.

Thomas Macoruber is home from Seal
Harbor.

over

visiting

is

her aunt in

Sorosis will hold

a

at

his bride

Springdale,

the

at

was

the mumps.
married last
here

came

with

following day. He if
Morrison farm. He

em*

the

was

parents, sister and
little niece, and they were given a lively
serenade in the evening. The serenades
were hospitably received.

accompanied by

Bangor.

dime sociable at

have

the

Mrs. Hettie Lufkin, who has been teaching at West Franklin, is home.
The Misses uordon, of West Franklin,
are visiting their uncle, E. R. Noyes.

to

sermon

a

hall

his

society
The society has its meeting

started.

on

July

mIWvwm I

at

are

Omk() ,Vm

Banking.

w*

NORTHEAST HARBOR

L.

4.

The cottage* an filling rapidly. The
hotels are all open and are filling up fast.
Irene Sea re y «raa taken to Bar Harbor
hospital Saturday, where she underwent
a successful operation for appendicitis.
B.
July 4.

ATLANTIC.

Joyce it home for bit vacation.
A dinner was given at Seaside ball tbe
Fourth, which netted $35 towards tbe
Austin

pastor's salary.
M. V. Bahbidge, of GoU't Island, wat in
town a few days last week.
Mrs. C. N. Sprague, of Stockton Springs,
who has been visiting Mrs. C. H. Robbins
a: Opeecbe, returned home Thursday.
Mrs Nancy Morey, a former resident of
this place, died at ber home in WinterTbe body was
port Sunday. July 3.
brought here for burial.
Mias Lizzie Burns, with her friends.

Mrs. Adelbert Garland, of Ellsworth, is
her sister, Mrs. F. G. Bartlett.

visiting

Lowell Hodgkins was quite badly
hurt by a fire cracker July 4, but is now

quite

July

Ilf_B.
EAST

Gleason

|

is

Brewer Spurley and wife

rebuilding

h»9

bouse.

Madison, who has been attendbusiness school in Bangor, is home.

Arthur

ing a

Calvin Turner, of Bangor, has
Bentley Orindle's for a few days.

WINTER HARBOR.

FRANKLIN.

Scammon

BROOKSVILLE.

S.

a

days
C. T. Hooper

few

were

in

town

Miss

last week.
and

wife

at South Gould* boro

Misses Eva and Maria Springer. Beulah
and Marion Wentworth have gone
to the Jordan Pond house, Seal Harbor, to
work for the

summer.

OBITUARY.

George H. Rutter, one of Franklin's
most respected citizens, died at his home
here July 4. He had been in poor health
several years, suffering severely at times
with rheumatism and other troubles, but
part of the winter did
his condition become so serious that he
was obliged to remain in bed.
Then his
strength gradually failed until the end
not until the latter

came.

He died not as one having no hope, for
he was an earnest Christian worker, a
faithful member and deacon of the Baptist church.
He also held a license to
preach the gospel, and

was never so

haopy

engaged in the work. 1 he
church, as well as neighbors, will miss the
wise counsel and true friendship, but his

as

when

Christian influence will remain.
Mr. Rutter leaves a widow, who has
given him tender and loving care through
his long illness; one daughter
Mrs.
Myrtle Rutter Donnell, of Franklin, and
two brothers—W. F. and Charles G. Rutter, of Lawrence, Mass., who have the
—

sympathy of all.
Funeral services were held at the house
July 7, Rev. G. Mayo officiating, assisted
by Rev. Mr. Provan, of the Methodist
church.
Beautiful hymns were sung by
the choir.

flowers.

July

There

were

Interment

was

many beautiful
in the family lot.

B.

11.

H.

There is talk of

being opened

a

here.

Clark and wife
Bangor the Fourth.
Charles

Mont Goodwin and
Fourth at Waterville.
Road Commissioner

good job
Mrs.
went to

on

the

George

pond

were

and

spent

road.

Coombs

daughter

and

Bar Harbor the Fourth.

son

Haying
week.

a

at

visit

on a

Lamoine, is at home.
begin quite generally

will

There will be

more

this

than last year.

John T. Clark arrived home
Waterville and Augusta Wednesday

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Miss Eunice Simpson arrived from Newton Friday.

Dwight

house for the

opened

Mrs. George Emery and family
Mrs. C. A. Stinson’s.
Mrs. Eugene Simpson, of
Mass., arrived Thursday.
Mrs.

Edna

Merrill

is

much
were:

Miss Lou Foster, ot Ash Point, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Stone.

Percy 8. Sinclair, wife
Auburn, are expected

and two
this

children,

week for

1

a

visit to his parents, R. A. Sinclair and
John A. Floyd, of California, formerly
of this place, is on his way here to visit
his sisters, Mrs. Mary Stinson and Mrs.

Dorothy Conary.
Augustus Andrews and wife are at the
cottage of Mrs. Mary Stinson for a few
weeks. Mrs. Andrews was the daughter
of the late Newell Treworgy.
July 11.
C.

employed

at

are

A PACKAGE OF MEDICINE FREE.
Every subscriber to the paper who will
write to the address below will receive, free of
expense, a package containing small boxes of
all the following well-known medicines:
Lane’s Tea for the bowel*. Kid nets for the
kidneys. Lane’s Pleasant Quinine Tablets for
colds and grip, and Sherman’s Headache
Eemedy. Address Orator F. Woodward, Le
Hoy, Jf. Y.

at

at Swan’s

work at

Island,

Leo la have returned from a week’s visi
with friends in Hurricane, Swan's Island
and Thomaston.
Briab.
July 11.
GREAT POND.

are

Buck’s Har-

>Ir».

John Loughlin

is at

borne from

some

weeks.

Miss Hazel Cowing is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Alton Houston, of Holden.
Prank Gray has rented the Gilmore
farm, now owned by W. F. Chute, of Hol-

Among visitors to town are John Jellison, wife and daughter, of Gardiner; F. H.
Bragg, wife and daughter, of Old Town,

and Alonzo Gray, of Bar Harbor.

July

5.

his return about

1

Sedgwick; Mrs. Emma Mayo Casey, of
Bangor; William Dolliver Mayo, of Minneapolis, Minn.; Mrs. Sarah F. Mayo
Rich, of Attleboro, Maas.; Mrs. Lizzie
Mayo Holmes, Mrs. Fannie Dolliver
Mayo, Miss Evs Mayo, Miss Chana Mayo,
Mrs. Simeon H. Mayo and Miss Josephine
Mayo Holmes, of Southwest Harbor. A
special dish of the dinner was wild strawberries and cream. Tbe happy children

of the household gathered the berries
from the fields.
A stroll on the beach
and a bath in the sea completed tbe good
time and
gave
opportunity for some

amusing snap-shots.
July 4.

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
coated?
Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
Liver needs waking up.
Doan's Begulets
cure bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug
store.—Artvi.

Mr. Rogers, the Baptist minister, with
family, is settled at the parsonage.
Mr. Rogers is well liked in the comhis

munity.
July 10.

B.

B.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Miss Eunice Coggins is visPing at Islesford and Southwest Harbor.

Saturday.
Miss A. M. Young has returned from
Boston for the summer vacation. She was
accompanied by her nephews Kenneth
and Norman Young, of Portsmouth.
Y.
July 11.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will cure any case
of kidney and bladder trouble not beyond the
reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
G. A. Pa means.

home for

a

The Proof That Ellsworth Bead-

WHY

Slow, II «,». mow*;.,
stents, II per lAen,

*

PAT KEPT

when you can borrow on
shares. Eire a first tnnrUage sod
reduce if erery month, Monthly
paimeuta and laterew toerthcr
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, ami In about ten years you

OWR TOUR OWE HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
<>. W Tacl.t,
First Ran Bank Sec’,
HM.
W. Kimi. freaKtenl.

A

SWAN 13 ISLAND.

Sbbrrtiatmntts.

tonsil itis.

Mrs. P. W. Kent and daughters, Mrs.
McRae and daughter Gertrude and Mr.
I'gley spent the Fourth here.
The

stealing lobsters from cars around the island have
been caught, made to pay back a part of
the money, allowed to go this time with a
who have

men

been

talking to.
The rain in the early morning of the
Fourth made it look bad for the celebration at Swan's Island. After the rain the
program was carried out to the satisfaction of all. <Juite a number stayed to the
was
dance in the evening. About fW
cleared for the hall.
severe

July

PATENTS
I

MOCURCOANBDCriNOID.
-v ■
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t Practic*
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NN,

to
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Extiaahviy. I
■

a

Matas fataat Ofit*

«V?

WASHINGTON. O. C.

I
I

GASN0W4

Spec.

11.

illiacnisnnmtft.

-WINDSOR HOTEL'
1

W. T. BRUBAKER, Mu-user.
Europaaa, list par day anil up
Amartraa. IMi par day sod up

£?#/»**
Health
Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair

to Its Natural Color
and Beanty.
No matter how long it
ha* been gray or faded.
Promote* a luxuriant
growth of healthy hair.

Positively

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street.

removes

TIm mIt wodttn prtnd bote! of
Mftttioa tod ooowqteact ia

Dandrufl. Keep* hair
aoft and glo**y.
Will not »oil *kin
orlinen. Willnot injure
yourhair. Can be u*cd
without detection.

Is not

a

fiatlroaBo ant fttiamboau.

dye.
“The Care

Sand Jc lor N»»k*
of the Hair and Skin.'* Philo
Har Spec. Co* Newark. N. J.,
U.S. A-, and Toronto, Can.

■mSE ALL 5CCTITVTB
M MS Me. bottles, at draggliti
R.

O.

MOtlKE.

A Reliable

Remedy

Eastern Sleamsbip Goipany

Ell.worth.

Fare* Between

CATARRH

Cream Bairn
Ely'squickly
absorbed
is
Cues Rene! at Once.

Bar Hartxir and Boston:
•4.95

Om

Steamer

It clean, southes,
heals and protects
the diseas'd membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drirea
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. liestores the Sen.-**** of
T-tate and 8iu*dl. Full si if ‘>0 cis., at I>rug<T by mail.
la liquid form, 75 ents
|ktlBrothers,
5t> Warren Street, New York.
Ely

HAY FEVER

Way; M.OO Houml Trip.

T. Morae leave* Bar Harbor

J.

City of Ellssupport and care for those who
assistance during the next flee
may
and
are
» llswcrth. I
years
legal residents
forbid all persona trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Due mm by
to

1

p

®,

dally, except Sunday, for Seal Haroor. North
not Harbor, Houihvett Harbor, Broulili, I*«r
!•!«, Sarirentvtlte. Dark Harbor ami Rockland,
connecting with

for Boaton.

oicatncr

Sicair.cr Booth bay leave* BlueMM 1 p
daily, except Sunday, for South Bluefc.:

as,

1 p

m.

lnaton. North Harm and Rockland, connecting
wtlh steamer for Boa ion.
Steamer Catherine leave#

Sedgwkk

dally, except Sumlav. for Herrick'* Landing,
South Brookavllle, Eggemoggln, Dtilgo *"d
Rockland, conncctlnx with at earner for boston.
RETURNING
Leave Boaton
for Rockland.
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Pauper
contracted with the

worth
HAVING
need

%

PHILADELPHIA

5pm dally, except Sunday,

Leave Rockland 5.15
from Boaton.

ateamer

for Bar
mediate

tn, or on

a

nrrlrt! of

dally, except M today,
Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick, and interlandings.
R. L. SMITH. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. 34. flBHKlCK. A get t, BlachlllE J Eatom. Agent, Sedgwkh.

In

Kflect June 20, 1910.
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Mrs.
Marie
Conner
and
daughter
Bernice are in Castine for a few da>’s.
Burton Wardwell, who has finished
work at South Brooksvilie, is at home.

tbe
of

efficiency
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BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR.

..

era

is at

week.

open.

Mrs. O. L. Milan has been confined to
the house the
few
days with
past

This Is Certain.

Spec.

Pen-3’, of Hopedale, Mass.,

now

Shbectiflcnunta.

NORTH CA8T1NE.

Mrs. Emma J. Pierce, who has spent
two months at E. P. Young’s, returned to her home in Waltham, Mass.,

her

visiting

her

The picnic dinner was
enjoyed.
Among those present
Mrs. Sophia Dolliver Torrey, of

Archie

Cambridge, the past
visiting

are

there also since

DEDHAM.

Manor

season.

Fred

twenty years ago.

summer.

George Springer and wife.
Mrs. Eugene Butler arrived home from
East Boston Wednesday. She was accompanied by Mrs. Jennie Berman and little den, and moved there.
daughter, who are with Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Ellery Gray and little daughters,
Smith.
Priscilla and Florence, visited relatives in
July 11.
Ch’e’eb.
Ellsworth Falls last week.
Mias Clara Rurdy, of Connecticut, is at
home.

sons

bor.

home

J. A. McLaughlin has beeu ill for

has

have been

at home and

from

Mrs. Jannie Stanley and son came from
Holden Saturday to visit her parents,

Winterport,

is

parents, E. H. Herrick and wife.
Paris Carter and L. H. Billings, who

EAST SURRY.

even-

ing.

Bra man

Elmer,

of

_

wife.

Abbott has done

John F. Smith, who has been
to his

the

and wife.

Fred W. Littlefield, with

Gage Gnndle spent, Sunday with his
family, returning Sunday night to Seal
Harbor, where he is employed.
Stephen Richardson, w ife and daughter

_

of
wife

North

_

from

down

of

Eddington.
Miss Dorothy Tibbetts, who has been an
Miss Gladys McPhee, of Detroit, is visand purchased several horses for his livery invalid for
She is a recent
sometime, walked from Haven, iting relatives here.
business.
a distance of ten miles, to visit her
aunt, graduate of Shaw's business college.
Mrs. Rose Foss, of Hancock, has been Mrs. L. T. Morris, returning in a few days
Jonh F. Haynes and Mrs. Haynes, who
called here by the illness of her mother, the same way.
made a trip to Bangor, Ellsworth and
Mrs. Daniel Bickford.
There was a small celebration at Walk- Cherryfleld, returned Saturday evening.
Rev. Mr. Knight, of Corea, preached at er’s corner July 4.
The plans were to
Gay Chick and wife, James Col barn and
the Baptist church Sunday morning and have an all-day celebration, but owing to
wife, Lucy Colburn, F. E. Mace and
evening in exchange with Rev. E. 8. Drew. rain in the morning, the celebration did family and Lloyd Archer attended the
Miss Rose Marjory, of New York, is not begin until 10.30, when the fantastics dance and supper the Fourth at Amherst.
Tncn came dinner at the
quite ill at the home of F. G. Norris. appeared.
Mr. Mace delivered the oration.
Miss Kennedy, a trained nurse from Walker woolen mill, after which there
John Archer is borne from Franklin,
was music by the Brooksville cornet
band, where be has been
Bangor, is in attendance.
employed. His son
followed by the races.
The
boys'
E.
potato
July 11.
j race
Harold, from Woburn, Mass., and daughwas won by.Herman Hunnewell; the
ter Maud, from East Livermore, joined
SURRY.
girls' potato race by Martha Carter; the him a little later.
They have opened the
Lena Sperry is in Augusta visiting her potato race for members of the band by
old home for the summer.
sister.
George Hart. The running race was won
E.
July 10.
Hallie Young is visiting her parents, H. by Roy Babson. Music by the band, and
Prof.
H.
R.
Roberts
and
Fred
speeches
by
CAPE
ROSIER.
C.
and
wife.
j
Young
Prim were followed by a ball game by
! Mabelle Clark has gone to
Miss Mildred Blake, of Camden, is visitPittsfield, North Brooksville and Brooksville. Much
! where she has
ing relatives here.
employment.
credit is due Mr. Prim on conducting the
j Ray Dollard, of Beverly, Mass., is visit- ! races.
Mrs. Martha Mitchell, of Boston, is
visiting her father, 8. D. Gray.
ing her aunt, firs. Will Lord.
8.
A.
July
j
Witham Smith and family, of Bangor,
George Stafford has a crew of men from
SEAWALL.
are at their cottage on Indian point.
Trenton haying for him on his farm.
{
Mrs. Casey, accompaied by her brother,
Mrs. Hannah Jordan, of Bar Harbor, |
Capt. Melville Crockett and fan^ily, of
William Dolliver Mayo, left Saturday for New York, are visiting at C. R. Crockett’s.
visited Mrs. C. E. Billington last week.
her home in Bangor.
The hotels are rapidly tilling up with
j Mrs. L. J. Emery and daughter Esther
! entertained Winnie
A pleasant family gathering was held summer visitors. A hundred are enjoying
Falls, of Ellsworth,
June
21
at
the
old
homestead
of
John
Cape Rosier at present.
Myra and Mary Billington, Ethel and
Myra Lord, Frances Curtis and Hallie Dolliver, at Seawall, which has for many
Capt. John Blake met with a painful
been
his
years
William
occupied by
son,
Young at their cottage, Uneeda Rest,
accident Tuesday, breaking his wrist
Dolliver.
Edward
another
Dolliver,
son, while
West Surry, last week.
starting bis motor boat.
who spent several years in California at
Anon,
July 11.
G.
July 9.
the time of the gold find, has had his

the

granite quarry

black

Billings

Mrs.

Mrs. Alice Kendrick and son, of Boston,
are guests at C. E. Grover’s.

Sarah Stinson has gone to Caatine tor

WEST FRANKLIN.

N. Saunders,

Bluehill, is visiting her grandparents, J.

visited relatives

Sunday.

Mrs. Hamilton, of Sorrento, is seriously
ill at the home of her cousin, Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Russell, of Brooklyn, N.
F. Hooper.
Y.. are guests of Mrs. Emma lTpbam.
W. F. Rutter and daughter, who were ;
Dallas Bickford and wife, of York, will
called here by the death of Mr. Rutter's j
spend several weeks with relatives here.
brother, returned home to Lawrence,
j E. C. Hammond was in Bangor Saturday
Mass., Saturday.

Hooper

Marian

been at

A SEW 8ERIEH
is

Richard Seavey and wife and Mrs.
Prank Dorr spent the Fourth at B.
Graves' (arm in Trenton

_

July 11.

Blmrtk Lauari BnUiit jst

well.

_

Jordan Pond house. Seal Harbor, where
she is employed for the season.

I* what your money will ears
u
larasted id shares of the

Utile

_

nineteen years.

6%

_

Misses Winifred and Harriet Saunders
and Earl Saunders, of Deer Isle, have been
visiting at Mias Burns' home.

Wednesday evenings.
present thirty-two members, and more are
Misses Freida and Gertrude Bragdon,
Among the summer visitors here for the
to
The
are
well
atready
join.
meetings
who spent last week in Bangor, returned
season are Judge Corrigan and famity, of
tended.
an
inThe
ail
young people give
Mrs. R. E. Bryant, of Stonington, is
home Saturday.
New York, at L. F. Joyce’s cottage; Paul
vitation to be present. Tbe society plans
few weens here with her son.
Clifford Donnell, of Lawrence, Mass., spending a
Laurel and family, at Edith Staples’ cotto have a social evening at the home of
Miss Alma Stewart has gone to Harborwho visited relatives here last week, retage; Walter Gilman Page, wife and sisMrs. John Jordan, Thursday July 21.
side, where she will be employed for the
turned Saturday.
ter, at tbe Alfred Joyce cottage, and the
S.
July 11.
Rodmans at tbeir new cottage.
Mrs. Flora Hooper and daughter, Mrs. summer.
TAYLOR-DREW.
SMorris Young and Hollis Farrier have
Mildred Holmes, of Boston, are guests of
July 9.
There was s pretty wedding at the home
Mrs. L. C. Bragdon.
gone to Bar Harbor, where they are emHALL QUARRY.
of E. L. Merrill and wife, Patten, July 6,
Mrs. Zora Clark and little daughter ployed on the steamer Samoset.
when Mr. Merrill's sister. Miss Delia A.
Mrs. Lydia Perry spent a few days with
S.
July 5.
Thelma, of Melrose, Mass., visited Wesley
Drew, was married to Curtis C. Taylor, of her sister, Mrs. Thomas Seavey, last week.
Clark and wife last week.
Charles Newman aud wife, of Sullivan,
Sanford, by Rev. H. W. Norton, pastor of
Mrs. Stillman Joyce and little son, of
are visiting relatives here.
Mia* Julia Macomber returned S^nday
the Methodist church, Patten, in the
Stonington, are visiting Joseph Joyce and
from West Sullivan, where she was the j
Mrs. Cecil Stewart has gone to Bar presence of a large number of relatives
wife.
guest of Miss Gussie Robertson.
Harbor, w here she is employed.
and friends.
Mrs. Sarah Young, of Surry, spent a few
Mrs. Helen Sumner, of Seattle, is spend- j
Mr.
Tat*lor
is
a
of
the
C.
of
There was a dinner here July 4 for tbe
graduate
M.,
last week with her daughter, Mrs.
days
summer
with
her
Mrs.
the
class
and
’10.
is
of
mother,
Dr. C.
ing
superintendent
| benefit of the church. Net proceeds f3T.
Ruth Grindle.
Annie Blaisdell, of East Franklin.
C.
Morrison’s
farm here.
Tbe bride is
Mrs. Scofield, of Prospect Harbor, is
Mrs. Fitzsimmons, with ber daughters
one of Patten's successful teachers.
Frank Clark, who is employed on the
spending a few days with her daughter, ;
Nena and Lena, have opened tbeir cottage
friends
in
Many
join
wishing the happy
library building at Bar Harbor, spent Sat- Mrs. Ervin
Bridges and Mrs. Sidney
couple many years of happiness and pros- for the season.
urday and Sunday with bis many friends Davis.
perity. They left Thursday for their new
George P. Larrabee, wife and baby, of
here.
Rev. E. S. Drew, of Winter Harbor,
home here, in tbe midst of the usual Hurricane island, have
been
visiting
Fred Donnell and family were Sunday preached here Sunday morning and evenshower of rice and confetti.
friends here the past week.
of
Mrs.
Ella
Jeilison
at
guests
Georges j ing. The pastor, Mr. Knight, preached at
8.
Spec.
July
Miss Julia Campbell has gone to tbe
pond, were Mr. Donnell has not been for j Winter Harbor.
There

rou xty ntev s.

vu ninrded
by baring new
potatoes and green peat July 3. He alto
•scared eereral loads of well-made bay

planting

lust week.

Friday evening, July 15. A program
has been arranged by Miss Smith.
Much interest is being shown in the
July U._H.
meetings at the chnrch here. The attendF. Collins and daughter Virance is large and the meetings interesting
COREA.
and helpful. The meetings are under the
Monday for a visit with friends
Ernest Grant, of Steuben, is the guest j
direction of the pastor, Ralph B. Davis.
of Flossie Crowley.
A Christian Endeavor
has been
was at Waltham Sun-

F. L. Provan
day afternoon and delivered
the Foresters.
Rev.

Thursday

Mrs. Fred Clark and four children are
ployed
visiting in Chatham, N. B. Abbie Clark !

closed a twelveweeks' term of school at Beechland Fri-

at Dover.

Henry Frost’s family
Curtis C. Taylor, who

Mass., are
son’s summer residence.

Miss Della Bragdon

Mrs. H.

the Fourth.
Jewell and family, of Newton,
occupying Rev. H. H. Saunder-

Mrs. Belle Eldridge was a week-end
guest of her son Alfred at Bar Harbor.
Mrs Elizabeth Gates and daughter
Edna, of Castine, returned home Friday.

ginia left

MARIAVILLE.
Heath spent a few days last week
at the home of Dr Simonton, at Ellsworth.
Dana

Theodore

Mrs. Lucretia Downing returned to East
Sullivan Sunday.

day.
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West

Mrs. A. S. Cummings is attending the
Unitarian conference at Isle of Shoals.
Richard Warton and daughter Elizabeth,
of Mil bridge, were guests at C. H. Preble's

FRANKLIN.
Charles March is enjoying his

at

8 alii van.

time?

of any

Thousands

..

fsooj

MUST BE ABOVE SUSPICION.
Kidney and bladder trouble ailments are so
serious in their consequences and, if unchecked, so often fatal, that any remedy offered for their cure mast be above suspicion.
Kidney Pills contain no harmful drugs,
and have successfully stood a long and thorough test. Q. A. Pa acu a a.

Foley

drug store, rid me of my trouble, and 1 believe tbey are worthy of my endorsement.”
For aald’by all dealers. Price SO cents.
Foster- Milburn Co., BuOalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember tbe name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

Southwest Harbor.

Manset.

•9 85

2 60 *2 60

•8 10

•• 40
2 56 *2 66t
•Dally Sundays Included, f Stops on signal 1 Rxe.pt Bandar night*, q Sundsy
5
a Bondars lease Boston at 9 a m.
Li
stops to 1..T.
pss.eng.rs holding tickets from polo*»
’rest of Bangor, d Btopa at Sorrento
Sundays
iy. onl
only to le.e. pMsengers from point, west
^
^
ORRIS McDONALD,
General Paeaenger AgentVice* Pieeideat and General Manager.
PORTLAND. MB.

Back sport, was made chairman.
Henry
O. Staples, of Portland,
was elected
president; Miss Hannah Ober, of WalSARGENTVI1JJ5.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
tham, Mass., vice-president; Mrs. Lizzie
of Sedgwick, secretary, and Mias
Grant,
Miss Evelyn Gray is in Brooklin for tba
arrived Sunday.
Fernatrom
Carl
Blanche Friend, of Sedgwick, and Mrs. summer.
it employed at Mra.
Mi„ Ruby Maaon
Lonnie Ingalls, of South Blaehill, assistClarence Chatto, Bites ’12, is borne for
pernstrom’a.
ant secretaries.
tbe summer.
baa shipped on the Grace
Csndage
The
jav
following committees were apMrs. J. D. White, of Skowhegan, is viswitb Capt. Csndage.
General
pointed:
committee, Julian
iting her son Willis.
the
weekof
Brooklin,
apent
Hooper. Pascal B. Friend, Jonathan
lx,u Smith,
Miss Helen Higgins bis gone to NorthBridges, Charles Pert, Mrs. Clara Clapp,
end at F. F. Moulton’..
made its first Mrs. Lillian Marks, Miss Mary Marks, east Harbor for tbe summer.
Tj, einamer Booth bay
Mrs. Juliette Wilson, Mrs. Austin Dority;
Mrs. Arthur Sargent ind children are
10.
Sunday return trip July
refreshment
Mrs.
Ellen spending the week in Bangor.
committee,
of
North
Penoband
Shed
wife,
Ai neo
Bridges, Mrs. lsadore Hanscom, Mrs.
Walter M. Nevells, of the yacht Satilla,
Visited at John Perl’s this week.
Mary Ober; entertainment committee, spent Sunday with his parents.
Mrs. F. W. Smith, of Hyde Park, Mass., James B. Bettel, Mrs. Maude Thurston,
Miss Lettie Hooper, of Boston, has been
for the summer.
jsil A)ien Henderson's
Mrs. Donnie Ingalls; reception commitspending a few weeks w ith her father.
Mrs. N'orcroes,of Wellesley Hills, Mass., tee, Mrs. Louis Stanley, Mrs.|
Eva
Miss Martha Brown, of the Waltham
her family, is at the Norcrosscottage. Bridges, Mrs. Cora
Allen, Mrs. Alma
training school, is at home for a month.
3 for a month’s Bettel, Mrs. Lizzie Grant.
sailed
Baton
July
Cipt.
Miss Rachel McKinnon, of Waltham,
It was arranged to hold the next meetBowden went with
cralinff trip. Edgar
ing some time during the last part of June Mass., is tbe guest of Miss Edith Eaton.
himor first part of July, 1911.
As the old
William Sinclair and family, of Roxjlr«. Winnie Freethy and family, of
Fred Hamilton's school house has been removed, it was de- bury, Mass., are in town for the summer.
Hnpi’dale, Maas., are at
cided to have the town-house as a permaFred J. Sargent, wife and daughter, Miss
for I ho season.
n 'nt
meeting-place. The organization
of last w'eek in BanMn» Marion Simpson is at borne frum will be known as the District No. 10'as- Catherine, spent part
gor.
Ellsworth, where she has bad employment sociation of Sedgwick.
months.
Mrs. C. L. Rabson has returned home
the last two
from a visit with her daughter at North
Miss Alice Eaton and Master Lawrence
CASTINE.
Brooksville.
hate spent the past week in Bueksport,
Miss Margaret Patterson is visiting in
Miss Rachel Bowden, of Hingham,
ganger and Ellsworth.
Randolph.
Mass., is spending the summer with her
Ralph Mayo, of Waltham, Maaa., is
Bummer school will commence on Tuesgrandfather.
spending hie vacation with his aiat-r, day, and continue two weeks.
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell, of Seal Harbor,
Mrs. M. H. Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker gave a dance at
spent tbe Fourth with her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Oscar Wood has returned to her the Acadian Saturday evening.
P. B. fillings.
home in Fell River, Mass., after visiting
Miss llortense Richardson spent c few
Mrs. Charles Low and Miss Hester Davis
her mother, Mrs. Alex. Briggs.
in
Boston the first of the week.
days
ehtertained a party of
friends at their
Cecil Gray has moved hit family and
John L. Hooper and family have spent summer home on the afternoon of June 29.
household goods into Kockledge, gener- several
across the river.
days
camping
Merle Walls and wife, of Franklin,
ally known as toe Mayo cottage.
The Nicaersons, of Bootbbay, are with
Mass., and Wylie Heath, of U. S. 8. VerFrank Sibley, ol Boston, has purchased
their parents, Parker Noyes and wife.
mont, spent the Fourth with Eben HinckHenderson and
of James
the places
Miss Mary Richardson and Miss Annie ley.
Charlie Henderson on Long island.
Wardwell returned from Boston Friday.
Among recent arrivals in town are:
William Johnson, who has spent the
Miss Frost, of Belfast, is playing the Mrs. William Lalor, Miss Katherine Lalor,
with bis daughter, Mrs.
winter
past
at
the
Congregational church tor Mrs. Emma Evans, of Germantown, Pa.;
Cbitto, has returned to his home in Cam- organ
the summer.
John H. Gray, Miss Fox, Dr. John R.
den.
Mrs. Maud Coffin, of Harrington, has Davis, of Philadelphia, Pa.; Elmer W.
Nahum Leach, of Philadelphia, called
Cambridge,
been spending a few daya with her sister, Billings, James Kyan, of
on friends here on hia way to Northeaat
Mass.; George B. Foster; A. H. Lee, BufMrs. Dr. Parsons.
Harbor, where he expects to spend the
falo, N. Y.; Miss Caro Gray, Bangor; A.
Mrs. Charles Djvereux and son Richard
summer.
H. Reed, wife and son Harold, of Chicago.
While there
Mrs. Emma Lovering and family, of went to Boston Saturday.
Sim.
July 5.__
will meet Capt. Devereux.
Somerville, Maas., are spending the sum- they
Mrs. Frank Harding is the guest o
who
has
F.
W.
Mrs.
Mrs.
with
Bangor,
mer
Lovering’s father, Sidney
Vogell,of
friends at Deer Isle.
Hamilton.
spent the past week in town, returned
Hon. H. W. Sargent and wife were in
the
steamer Tremont.
on
Ur. Thomaa and wife came in their Monday
Ellsworth last week.
Ur. George A. Wheeler, one of Castine’s
automobile from Bangor to
pass the
Elmer
week-end and Fourth with Gancelo Her- oldtime residents, is here for the summer
Cummings and wife visited
friends at Bluehill last week.
at his beautiful home on Perkins street.
rick tnd wife.
H. H.
Mr. Bateman, of Lewiston, has been the
July 4.
Mrs. I. M. Gardner, who has been
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and family At the Atherton cottage; Mr».
Graves and Mias Helen Graves and the
Geers at the Lookout; Mr. and Mrs. Lee
and family at Haven cottage.
Ueb Femme.
July 11.
SUNSET.

spending several
her

weeks in Boston visiting
sister, Mrs. Rose Weight, returned on

i

|e. Mass.

Prince Snen, of China, a graduate of
M isacbi’S tta institute of technology,
* »d Mi
Dorothy Bingham, of New
York, a*e guests of Mrs. Fernstrom.
Arrivals at Sidney Hamilton's this week:
L NS
Burke, wife and two children, of
Somerville, Mass.; Mrs. Austin and two
children, of Hast Lexington, Mass., and
Mias Burnet, of Boston.
Mi*-* Hannah Ober and Alary Marks, of
the

Waltham, Mass., Mrs. Lillian Marks and
daughter Estelle, of Nawburg, J. Bridges
and wife and Eva
Bridges, of Sedgwick,
•pent Saturday and Sunday with friends

formed into

convenient

useful li-

and

brary. She described the library conditions in the Castine school two years ago
and contrasted them with to-day.
G.
July 11.
__

WEST BROOK UN.
Harold Seavey went to Bar Harbor Tues-

day to work.
Douglass Butler
the

summer

tnd

w

ife

are

spending

an

Mrs. (.’am® UlOHOn,
ber

mother,

Among recent arrivals

are

yacht.

Judge Henry

*

Carl

Brown,

Boston,

of

is

visiting

friends here.

North oeagwicK,
Mrs. Maria Carter.

oi

spent the Fourth
with bis family, returned to Bar Harbor
Bridges,

accident to the

A. Knapp, Gordon Taylor and wife, of
Scranton, Pa.; Prof, and Mrs. Beers and
daughter Dorothy, of New Haven, Conn.,
John H. Gay, jr., of Philadelphia; R. M.
Norton, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Miss Selma
Smith, of Boston.
July 11.
_Sim.

here.

last week at home.

is visiting

because of

BROOKL1N.

Moulton Cooper, of steamer Pemaquid,

spend

Rufus

"Clarence B. Day, of

a

ho

Lee H. Powers and Gleason Allen have
returned to Boston.
Alfred

Freethey,

of

Yonkers, N\ Y.,

is

cinity.

Miss

Alta Northrop, of Somerville,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Olive Frazer.
Misses Mortice and Evelyn Small went
to Freedom Friday to visit her brother,
Dr. Small.
Mrs.
Eaton

Haskell. and Miss Ola
Marblehead, Mass., for a

Charles
in

are

short

stay.
Fred Lufkin and Maurice Gray are laying the foundation for a new house for P.
S. Knowlton.

The annual field day of Juanita chapter,
O. E. S., will be held at Oakland park,

July

Mrs. James McGuire, of New York, is
her
parents, James Nelson

visiting

Coombs and wife.

At the democratic
C. Harmon
tive to the

his

a success.

Firs” is about full of summer
people. The table girls are Laura Stinson,
Anna Coolen, Ellen Snowden and Myrtle
Stinson.

Capt. Stephen E. Allen died July 9,
after a long illness which he bore with
services
great fortitude. The funeial
were held Sunday at his home, conducted

Kev. W. A. Hanscom. The masonic
Mrs. C. H. Mosley and two children, of by
bodies of which he was a member were in
Mobile, Ala., Mrs. W. H. Fernald and attendance. Floral tributes were many.
son, of Ansonia, Conn., and Mrs. T. V. Capt. Allen leaves a wife and grandone brother and two sisters. He
Henley and three children, of South Port- daughter,
will be greatly missed in this community,
land, arrived Monday for a visit with where he was held in high esteem.
their parents, H. W. Knowlton and wife.
Nihil.
July 11.
At Allston, Mass., Tuesday, June 21, at

REACH.

5 o’clock in the afternoon, Miss Charlotte

j

L. W. Gray left last week to go yachtO'Brien, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
O’Brien, of Allston, was married to C. ing.
Leon Schroeder, of Faneuil, Mass., forHenry Adams arrived Saturday at the
merly of this place. A large number of Island Home.
relatives and friends were present at the
Mrs. A. F. Holden spent a few days at
reception at the home of the bride. Dur- North Deer Isle last week.
ing the wedding supper, Mr. O’Brien,
Miss Mattii Knight left Wednesday for
father of the bride, made a speech wishing
a few days’ visit in Boston.
the happy couple a long and happy life,
Mildred Torrey has arrived home from a
and presented them with the deed of the
bouse which had been furnished for their
occupancy. Then James O’Brien, brother
of the bride, in behalf of himself and
sisters, presented them with a purse of
gold. They received many other beautiMr. and Mrs. Schroeder
ful presents.
will spend their honeymoon at Sunset.
SADIE.
July 11.
_

Spofford,

Ellaetta

Mrs.

them

irritation in the throat. For all throat
lung trouoles take Kemp’s Balsam.
Druggist sell it at 25c. and 50c. a bottle.

the

Pae-

and

aunt, Mrs. Ames.
Adams carried a large party to

visit to her
Samuel

Brooklin in his launch Monday.
F. E Stoddard and wife left Thursday
for a visit to Dover and Foxcroft.
Frank

Annis

spend the

Sunday

Thousands ere sick every year with tome
form of Bowel Complaint.
Thoueanda are
cared by taking Dr. Sara AanoLn's Balsam.
Warranted by W. I. Partridge, Blnehll), Me.

legal Notice*.
NOTICE or PORKCXOSrRK.
Fred M. Keyes, of Bucksport,
Hancock county. etate of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated September 17, 1904.
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, in book 412, page 299, conveyed to Frank
K. Smith, of said Bucksport, trustee under
the last will and testament of Fred M. Eldridge, late of said Bucksport. deceased, certain real estate situated in said Bucksport, described iu said mortgage as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildings standing thereon situate in said Bucksport, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake standing a little above
the water’s edge of Dead Brook mill pond
when lull: thence south twenty-one degrees
east nineteen rods to a stake and stones;
thence north thirty degrees west fourteen
rods and ten links to the corner of Edward
White’s fence supposed to be standing on the
;
side line of said White’s lot: thence
northerly
south thirty-three degrees east one hundred
and nine rods and three links to an oak stake
marked W; thence north fifty-five degrees
east forty-nine rods to the southerly side
lines of lot numbered 96; thence north thirty three degreeswest one hundred and ninetyone rods to a small birch tree standing on the
shore of the full Dead River Brook mill pond:
thence following the shore of said mill pond
at the highest water mark southerly to the
first mentioned bound, con<aining forty-nine
and 63 160 rods, same being the southerly half
of lot number 95 in the seventh range of iota
in said Bucksport.
The premises are the
same occupied bv the said Fred M. Eldridge
I
at the time of bis decease.
Being the same
premises conveyed to me this day t>y the said
Frank F. Smith, as executor and trustee.
Also the following described lot situate in
said Bucksport, and adjoining tbe above described lot and bounded and described as follows. to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones
at tbe sontheast corner of land of William
Wilson, in the said seventh range; thence
west
n<’r'h
thirtv-three
by said Wilson’s land fifty-six rods and nine links to the
a small
center of
brook now covered with
water by the flowing of Dead Brook mill
pond; thence by said brook southerly to the
southerly side line of lot No. ninety-six, one
hundred eighty-five rods to a line which runs
over Mast Hill on a course N. 55, E. across
lots Nos. 96, 97. 96 and 99; thence on said line
N. 55, E. 46 rods and 1 link to tbe southeast
corner of lands of Ebenezer anl Reuben
Stubbs; thence north 33 W. 110 rods to the
first-named bounds, containing 50 acres and
138 rods, and being a part of lot No. 96 in the
7th range of lots and the same premises conveyed to said Fred M. Eldridge by deed recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 197, page 304. and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and now remains broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Frank F. Smith. Trustee.
By T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, July 8,1910.

WHEREAS,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles O. Witharo, of Surry,
his morta. d. 1909,
gage
and recorded in the registry of deeds for said
county of Hancock, in book 468, page 506, conveyed to me, the undersigned, in mortgage,
certain real estate situated in said Surry,
and certain real estate situated in Orland. in
said county of Hancock, and all more fully
described in said mortgage, to which reference is hereby made for more particular description; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and remains
broken, now therefore, I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof.
Stephen N. Goodwin.
Dated July 6, a. d. 1910.
Hancock couniy, Maine, by
WHEREAS,
deed dated May seventeenth,

to

with his parents.

Laura

Monday

home

came

Fourth

Misses
arrived

DEER ISLE.

and

Rebecca

at their

summer

J’orrey
home.

R. Lawrence Lamont arrived Friday to
spend his vacation at the Old Scotland.
Miss Edna Carter, of Rockland, spent a
on a
her aunt in few days with her sister, Mrs. S. T. Lowe.
A Fourth of July picnic was held at
yacht at Bar Oak Point and a most enjoyable time wras

who has

been

visiting relatives in Boston, is home.
Miss Merle Small, who has been
with

vacation

two weeks’

Boston, is home.

Arthur Small, who is in a
Harbor, visited his mother, Mrs. Lillian
Small, a few days this week.

Sylvanus Haskell,

who has been South

the four-master Jessie Bishop, is
ing a few weeks with friends here.
on

:

j

W. S.

Capt.

typhoid

Pickering,

fever in

spend-

as

of

improving.

Miss Rilla Staples has arrived here from

spend
returning

Monroe to
before

few

a

weeKs w

to her home at Atlantic.

Lucretia Spofford, who has been
daughter in Bosvon during the
w inter and spring, arrived home Saturday
for the summer.
Quite a number of members of Pine
Tree chapter, R. A. M., attended the
Mrs.

funeral of Companion Stephen E. Allen at
Stonington Sunday.

11._Rex.
ISLE AU HALT.

J. E. Barter left July 5 for his home in

Roslindale,

Mass.

Mrs. Clara Pettee and daughter
returned to Rockland Tuesday.
Summer visitors

it looks

now

like

a

George Sherman,
Fourth here

a

at York
The

of

Sadie

arriving daily,

busy

and

summer.

the

with H. E. Barter and wife.
arrived

July 3 to
Conley

few weeks with Mrs. J. T.

island.

fishermen

report

visit in

Rockland.

keeping
July 8.

house for her.

and

two

Ellen

Mrs.

children,
Hayes

a

is

L.
NORTH DEER

-ISLE.

Capt. Frank. Webster is visiting his
sister, Mrs. S. A. Webster.
Miss Mildred Staples and Mrs. Charlena

|

subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed executrix
will and testament of
of
the
last
Lowe have gone to Eggemoggin to work. I
EDMUND H. PENDLETON, late of EDEN,
Mrs. Montford Haskell and little Isabell ! in the
county of Hancock, deceased.no bonds
arrived home Saturday night from Ston- being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the esington.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement, and all indebted
Mrs. Ellen Hayes went to the Reach the
thereto are requested to make payment imSaturday to live with her brother, Capt. mediately.
Margaret Riviere Pendleton.
Parker Lowe.
July 5th, 1910.
Mrs. Reed, of Boston, with two lady
subscriber hereby gives notice that
friends and her son Harold, has opened rpiHE
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
trator of the estate of
her cottage on Stave island.
N. GRINDLE, late of BROOKSMis. A. L. Haskell, of Port Jefferson, HARRIET
VILLE,
N. Y., and Miss Helen, are at Mrs.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Hannah Holden’s for the summer.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
H.
July 4.
deceased are desired to present the same for
and all indebted thereto are resettlement,
Mrs. George Knights has moved into
quested to make payment immediately.
Ralph H. Condon.
John Weed's house.
South Brooksville, June 7,1910.
Miss Bertha Lowe has arrived home and
subscriber hereby gives notice that
is with her sister, Mrs. G. L. Holden.
he has been duly appointed adminisHaviland
and
Arthur
family came trator of the estate of
LOUISE COX, late of CASTINE,
Thursday to open their cottage on Bay
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
View avenue.
given bonds as the law directs. All perArthur Mussclls and family came from sons having demands against the estate
of said
deceased are desired to present
Lynn,Mass., and are repairing their house, the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imgetting it ready for occupany in the fall.
incdiitelv.
Charles H. Hooper.
Castine, June 25, 1910.
Misses Laura and Rebecca Torrey ar-

lobsters

scarce.

then castor oil to cleanse the system.
i are
It is safe and sure. Sold by all dealers.

and

Lowe

_

Rockland, spent

Raymond Conley

Mrs.

spend

are

Myrtle

Gertrude and Claribel, left Saturday for

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JAMES BARR AMES, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and has appointed
J'>hu M. Vogel, of Castine, in the county of
Htrcock, and State of Maine, her agent, as
law
directs.
All
the
having
persons
demands agaiust the estate of said deceased
are desired L present the same for settlement,
and nil indebted thereto are requested to
make pa>ment immediately.
Sarah R. Ames,
Executrix.
June 22. 1910.

THE

summer.

ith friends

with her

July

John Crane, wife and daughters Flora
are at their
cottage for the

and Grace

Mrs.

who is ill

Memorial hospital, New

London, Conn., is reported

here.

Folev

representa-

Mrs. E. E. Spofford is having her store
building painted and put in order for the
Y. M. C. A. They will open their sessions
about July 20. Quite a sum of money has
been subscribed. It is hoped this will be

her

_

man.
Ci- A.

July 9, Joseph

Mr*. Walter Stinson is visiting
(laughter, Mrs. Edward Dunham.
Simeon Dow, with son Galen, visited
father-in-law, Pearl Stinson, Sunday.

_

ectly well and feel like a new
Ciduey Pills have cured me.'

caucus

nominated for

legislation.
Mrs. Vesta Barker, of Los Angeles, Cal.,

visiting friends
Ellsworth, in his
Some are taking up their traps and will
Walter Crockett has opened an iceaccompanied
by K. W. Tuesday.
wait until August before setting out again.
Hinckley, of North Bluehili, called on
Kay Higgins, wife and child, of Boston, cream tent at Brooklin Conner.
The Fourth was ushered in with the
friends here the afternoon of the Fourth.
are visiting her parents, F. H. Higgins
Frank Freethey and family, of Yonkers, usual ringing of bells and reports of guns
Halph Mayo joined them for the trip back and wife.
Ford’s.
Warren
N. Y., are visiting at
and fire crackers. The weather cleared in
to W. 8.
Hinckley’s, where he spent the
Misses Linnie and Alice Stanley, of
Mrs. James Deane has returned to Kox- the afternoon, and it was a fine evening
Bight.
for the dance at Revere memorial hall.
Brewer, visited friends and relatives here bury. Mass., after two weeks ih town.
July U.
Spec.
was a good attendance, and all enWednesday.
Mias Mary Stanley, of Boston, is visit- There
joyed the dance. Ice-cream and cake were
Herman Whitmore, who spent a few ing her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Stanlej*.
SEDGWICK.
served at J. C. Turner’s ice-cream parlors.
days last week in town, returned to
DISTRICT TEN REl'NION.
Ward Freethey and family returned to
Music was by the Maddocks trio, of RockOceanvilie Tuesday.
A reumon of the
their home in Everett, Mass., Saturday.
and
teachers
pupils,
land.
KJu!> 11.
their descendant* of district So. 10, was
Lawrence Lurvey, who has spent the
C.
July 9.
held at the town-house,
Wednesday, July
NORTH BLl'EHILL.
j>ast week at Southwest Harbor, is home.
6* About
EDEN.
WEST
comwere
eighty-flve
present,
Mrs. Johnson and Miss Flora Johnson,
Kffle and Eunice Dunbar are employed
»DK from
Sedgwick, Brooklin, Btaehill, a'
Elmer Reed, of New York, is visiting
of Washington, D. C., are at the Lookout.
Eagle for the summer.
Backsport, Bangor, Portland, New*burg,
relatives here.
Deer
went
to
team
from
base
ball
returned
Brooklin
has
Wescott
Mrs. A. E.
^oro.ster, Mass., Waltham, Mass.,
Miss Alice Ray has gone to Belfast to
Isle for a return game Saturday, winning
Eigle, where she has been employed.
Brockton, Maes., and Rockland, Mass.
a score of 13 to 9.
spend the summer.
The forenoon was
(irindle returned Friday from by
J.
P.
Mrs.
over
in
talking
spent
Samuel Downing, of Millinocket, was a
°ld times. At 1 o'clock a bounteous din- Boston. Mr. Urindie will remain a while
Capt. G. W. Herrick, of Somerville,
of this place, spent a few week-end guest at the Hillcreat house.
ner was
trouble.
for
throat
Mass.,
formerly
for
treatment
hadof
fresh
served, consisting
in town last week.
Mrs. Nettie Higgins is visiting her
dock, chowder, cold chicken and meats,
Harry Bowden aud wife have returned days
of all kinds, preserves and coffee. to their home iu Brockton, Mass., after
Mrs. Amanda Sellers returned to Sun- daughter, Mrs. Jennie Jeliison, at Eden.
Pastry
Nearly all preaent participated in prepar- a two-weeks’ visrit with relatives here.
shine Sunday, after spending a few days
Master Elmer Reed is spending the
the food, arranging the tables, etc.
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Stewart.
summer with his grandparents at Manset.
Mrs. M. E. Parsons and Mrs. Walter with
es
The tables were
decorated with wild flowMrs. Carrie Marks Wakefield anti son,
Miss Nina Jeliison, of Bar Harbor, was
Young, of Camden, spent last week at the
*rs and
roses, and certainly looked temptrecently purchased by Mrs. Parsons. of Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mrs. the guest of Miss Octavia Hamor Sunday
place
ing.
Mrs. Addie Marks.
arid Monday.
Mrs. Irvin N. Bowden has returned from Wakefield’s mother,
After dinner a solo, “Old Mother Hubto the hosMr. and Mrs. Hubbard and child have
Mrs. Agnes Mayo and Mrs. Florence
h»rd.” was sung by Jonathan Bridges, Bangor, where she had been
with her three-year-old boy for an returned to Chelsea, Mass., after spending Rich went to Bangor last week for a short
Charles Pert accompanying.
Then a pital
two w^eeks with Mrs. Hubbard’s sister,
visit with friends.
operation.
chorus of about
twenty voices sang “8ilU'
Mrs. Weston Gott.
11.
v~r
July
Miss Addie Swazey has returned home
_r—
aud
“AmeriThreads", “Jingle Bells”
The following summer visitors have ar- from
ca”.
Prospect Harbor, where Hhe has
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers
week:
Bishop Harding spent the past year with her grandparAn original
Oil. Takes the rived during the
poem was read by Miss rely on Dr. Thomas’ Electric
and
Mr.
and daughters, at Mandalay;
ents. A friend, Miss Nellie Wilson, acHannah Ober.
sting out of cuts, burns or bruises at once.
I
Mrs:Gibbons and Mrs. Elmer Mitch 11 at companied her for a visit.
It being desirous that a
Pain cannot stay where it is used.-— 4<i« r.
permanent orMrs.
Noah
Tibthe Clephane cottage;
July 5.M.
ganization be formed, the meeting was
PILLS HAVE Cl’KKl) betts, at the Homestead; John Q. Blake
^Ilcd to order, and Frank Perkins, of ‘FOLEY KIDNEY ME.”
Teething children have more or less
The above Is a quotation from a letter
diarrhoea, which can be controlled by
►I6W SHOUT WKt.K*.
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS.
written by H. M. Winkler, Evansville, lud.
writes:
I contracted a severe case of kidney trouble.
111
giving Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
“Afe O'nnths ago Edwardaville,
Many a night’s rest is spoiled by frequent Diarrhoea
nv kidfteys became con>ly back gave out aud pained me. I seemed
««!•» a
of coughing—sometimes by a mere tickRemedy. All that is necessary
was
fits
ambition;
1
and
had
all
o
have
lost
severe backache and pain across
strength
?h! v1-in the throat that is so annoying as to is to
the prescribed dose after each
and hips.
.othered with diauty spells, my head would ling
give
Foley Kidney Pills
will
Prom'lV1**8
Balsam
cure
Kemp’s
cured my backache aud corrected
wira and specks float before my eyes. I took prevent sleep.
if any medicine will, ant will relieve operation of the bowels more than natural, All
am
nod
coughs
nowper°*
Pills
regularly,
my kidneys. This was brought
•’oley Kidney
ah
i?
my using them for only a few
aud 1 CttU chcerfu’.ly recommend
A. PaBCHLR.

was

is in town for a few weeks at her old
home.
Mrs. Barker is a daughter of the
late William Small.

•utomobile,

•wljv a^r

16.

The new schooner Hugh de Payens is
loading stone at the J. L. Goss quarry for
New York.

Mrs. George Manchester, of Northeast
Harbor, spent Sunday and Monday with
her mother, Mrs. Clara Lufkin.
S.
July 5.

“The

Omar Eaton and wife, of Bar Island,
spent the Fourth here with bis parents,
Capt. M, A. Elton and wife.
C.
July 5.

of Som

Henry Buckminster, of New York, is a
guest of his sister, Mrs. Fred fi. Webb.
Arthur D. Smith and wife have returned
from a vacation spent in Brewer and vi-

ar-

rived Monday night from JDorchoatar,
Maw., and (topped over night with Mn.
E. W. Hardy, going home the next morn*
ing to the Beach.
H.
July 11.

yacht

Frank Adams is in town. It has been
over forty years since he was here.
Prof. South worth, of Glendale, O.,
rived at the Pleasant View Tuesday.

guest of Dr. W. L. France and wife.
Miss Olive Grindle, of Penobscot, spent
Tuesday with Miss Flora L. Bowden.

Saturday.
The druggists’ convention was held
Miss Lida J. Cousins, of Watertown,
here July 6, 7 and 8, with about 200 drugMass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. L. J.
gists and their wives in attendance. They Hooper.
made their headquarters at the Acadian,
Walter H. Sargent, of Boston, is spendand report an enjoyable time.
ing his vacation with his mother, Mrs. B.
Mrs. Grace Sylvester is quite ill of tonCharles Noyes, w hose knowledge of the C. Sargent.
•UiUtf.
history of Maine is probably greater than
Mrs. Azor C. Dodge has returned from a
There vm social dance at the hall July that of
any other living man, is putting visit with her sister, Mrs. Charles Mason,
9. Ice-cream a as served.
to
nice
some
looking sign-boards
very
up
in Bridgton.
Gsncelo Herrick and wife spent a few mark places of historic interest about
Gancello Herrick and wife, of South
last
week
in
ntville.
town.
days
Hargf
Bluehill, spent last week with Frank BilFrank L. Sibley, of Somerville, is spendMrs. E. E. Phil brook went to Waterlings and wife.
ville Saturday to spend Sunday with her
ing th.* summer at Allen Henderson's.
Mrs. Osward Hooper and family have
Mrs. Clara Henderson spent Saturday brother, Hon. Warren C. Philbrook. Ur.
returned from a short visit to her parents
and Sunday with relatives in Seaville.
Philbrook, who has been in Boston the
at Little Deer Isle.
her there, and they
Mis-* Evelyn Hutchins, of “Millbrook past week, will join
Ellery Bowden and wife, of Winterport,
on Monday.
will
arrive
home
Farm
i* visiting her grandparents here.
Sunday with Mr. Bowden’s mother,
spent
of
section
of
the library
At a meeting
Wiley C. Conary and wife and Miss
Mrs. Clara Bowden.
the N. E. A., held in the Boston public
of
But
the
weekWilliams,
k*port, spent
John A. Bridges and wife, of Waterlibrary last Thursday, Miss Mary C. Richend at M s. S. B. Katun's.
are spending a few weeks
ardson, instructor in mathematics and town, Mass.,
Arrivals it Abram Duffy's this week:
with A. C. Dodge and wife.
in the Castine normal school, read
physics
Mr-. V» .inland child, Mrs. J. E. Bowen,
Norman Gray, of the yacht Evelyn, is at
a paper showing how 2,000 uncatalogucd
Mi
Eleanor and Master Henry Bowen,
were
transhome for the remainder of the summer
and miscellaneous books

a

Hock hound Rebekah lodge will hold its
annual ball Friday evening, July 15.

on

ness.

_

Mrs. Ruby Gray came from Ellsworth
and spent the week-end w ith her parents,
George Day and wife.

8TONINGTON.
Fred M. Simpson is captain of
tailing oat of North Haven.

busi-

P. W. Knowlton is in Boston

with
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Weak? Tired? Run-down?
These conditions come from overwork, a weak stomach, overtaxed nerves
feeble blood.
Wm
uil i:i”—hardly able to drag about, no
). 1 fco
energy, no ambition, easily exhausted and can't sleep—take
or

and note what a difference they make in your condition. The stomach is the
first to feel the good effects. Food tastesgood, the digestion is strengthened;
bowels and bile work regularly, the blood is cleansed, and the nerves rested.
The whole system responds to the tonic action of Beecham’a Pills, Soon
there is the buoyant feeling of returning health,

Fresh

Strength and New Life
Boxes 10c. and 25c., with full directions.

dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
The bottles
size
TWICE
THE
USUAL
25c
containing
large
QUANTITY

pend the
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Clew ley

f.mily

teDt

juat

has

bel.w

pitched

a

the Harmon

block.
The Forbes family, of Massachusetts, is
again occuping the Allen Lawler cottage
at Norwood Cove.
Miss Mary Parker is spending her vacation from her school work in the South
with her mother at the Parker cottage.
Mrs. J. T. R. Freeman, who has been
confined to the house for more than a

enjoying daily

year, is now
wheel chair.

in

rides

a

been

has

who

Maine

hospital

for

a

in

the

the old Hodgkins

Minneapolis,
Horace
DeLaittre, ol
unMinn., surprised his friends by his
expected arrival Friday afternoon.
Heman Cousins, of Sanford, a former
resident of Lamoine, called on friends
here last week. This is his tirst visit in
fourteen years.
July 12.

B-

___

HANCOCK.
Miss Sarah Skinner, of New York, is
visiting John M. Oak and wife.
Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell, of Franklin, was a
recent guest of Mrs. L. Crabtree.

56? Hero of
Pond Point:
A Disappointment at a Fourth
ol July Celebration

Bp CLARISSA

MACKIE.

Copyright, 1310. by American Pra
Aaao elation.

Jefferson Hodgkins and wife, of Chicago,
"HI, Jared!’’ called First Selectman
guests of Walter Hodgkins and wife.
Foster. “Found the grave yet?”
W.
H.
and
Stratton
Deputy John R.
"Reckon 1 bare.” replied the sexton.
Johnson went to Franklin Saturday night
“Ann Bassett says It’s the grave of
j and raised the chiefs of Snyctic tribe.
Tberon Bassett"
The chiefs of Eiinee council will be
After a century of somnolence the
raised Wednesday evening. July 13, by
Deputy Nellie M. Crabtree. Refreshments town of Pond Point awoke to the realization that Its name was not writwill be served.
ten large on the page of the nation's
Clarence Young, who is employed, as a
salesman by the S. S. Fierce Co., Boshistory. Indeed. It did not appear at

J. Tower and son Elmer went
to Bangor last Wednesday, and were
accompanied on their return by Mrs.

are

William

Tower,

at

homestead.

SOUTHWEST HAHBOR.

photograpic

summer

eastern

month.

The friends of Mrs. George Sewall. of
Medford. Mass., formerly May Cook, will
be glad to learn that a little daughter was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Sewall on July 9.
Mrs. C. E. Cook is with her daughter, as is
also her sister-in-law, Mrs. W ilia Cook.

ton. came Sunday for a two weeks’ vacation at the home of his parents, C. B.
Young and wife.

all
Other towns and villages In the
state boa*ted of bullet scarred edifices,
historical taverns and many dwellings
The late arrivals for the summer are wherein had slumbered the Immortal
Mass.;
Mrs. Harold Fobs, of Medford,
Washington or the beloved Lafayette.
visited on her return her newly-married Mrs. Mary Abbott, of Lawrence, Mass.,
It had remained for Dr. Llscom to
at
CamClement,
daughter, Mrs. Chester
Leeman Stratton and wife. Mrs. May
unearth or at least to disclose the
den.
Neales and children, Mrs. W illiam Stratton
of a real hero of the RevoluThe Congregational sewing circle met and children, Mias Lula Sratton, of Law- Identity
tionary war. In his genealogical rewith Mrs. John Tinker July 6, and Presi- rence, Mass.
searches the good doctor had come
cdent Clark made arrangements for the
July 11. __
across the mention of one Tberon Basannual sale, which will be held about
POINT.
OAK
sett of Pond Point, who bad enlisted
August 16. Some article of needle-work
and afterward died fighting on the
Victor Grindle, of Bar Harbor, called on
or other gift is solicited from every mem27th of August. 1776, in the battle of
ber and would be gratefully received from friends here Sunday.
church.
Long Island.
Mrs. John Dow and two children are at
any friend interested in the
Spray.
Notwithstanding the fact that TheJuly 11.
their cottage for the summer.
ron
Bassett bad appeared to be the
and France* Jordan visited
Marion
Joy
Fred Robbins, head keeper of Mt. Desen
only patriotic soul among the hnndreds
Emerson Ladd and wile Sunday.
that had populated Pond Point In those
light, was here a few days this week on
Mrs. Lena Dolliver and son Milton are early days, with commendable a Hot
business.
weeks.
lew
a
Leland
Edith
visiting
Pond Point decided npon a celebration
Master Wilder Robbins, of West TreRalph Haynes and wile, ol Waltham. npon the following Fourth of July.
mont. spent last week with his uncle.
and
Mass., are visiting Warren Haynes
j This celebration was to Come as a
John Tinker.
wile.
thunderclap upon the neighboring
Helen Sawyer left last week for Paris,
Alice Minton has gone to Bar Harbor, j towns, which bad openly Jeered at
Me., accompanied by her brother Paul,
Pond Point In days gone by.
where she has employment lor the sumwho will be employed there.
There was to be a grand parade and
mer at the Columbia cottage.
Melvin Norwood, of Bar Harbor, spent
C.
speechmaking on the green where the
July 12. ___
Nahum.
his
brother
here
with
Sunday
There
churches formed a triangle.
His old friends were glad to welcome him.
SOl’TH HANCOCK.
was to be an oration at the grave deMrs. Lizzie Kelly and little daughter, of
Mr*. G. P. Haven is visiting her mother, livered by the first selectman himself,
Tremont, spent last week here ^siting her Mrs. P. Y. Hackett, at Hancock Point.
followed by the sounding of ‘‘taps”
brother, Mimion Marshall, and friends.
Mias Alma Cook, ol Sullivan, was the over the resting place of the neglected
hero. Then there was to be a picnic
Everett Tinker, who has been employed
last week.
guest ol Miss Pauline Bunker
In the grove, with free Ice cream and
in Ames bury. Mass., since November, is
C. R- Bunker, ol Somerville, Mass., respending his vacation with his parents, cently spent a lew days with his lamily. gorgeous fireworks In the evening.
Other towns and villages would come
John Tinker and wife.
The latest arrivals lor the summer are and see and
envy.
Mrs. Robie Norwood spent last week
Miss
and
ol
Chicago,
Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins,
At last the honor of Pond Point was
in Lamoine with her parents, George
Bertha Wooster, ol Waltham, Mass.
to
be
vindicated.
Dr. Llacom bad a
Coggins and wife. Her little daugnter
Francis Kelley, who lor the past lew cousin who knew a man who was a
Hope, who had spent the week before
his aunt,
years has made his home with
reporter on a New York paper. This
with her grandparents, returned with
Susie Bishop, has gone to Bangor to live
reporter was enjoying bis annual vaher.
with hi* lather, Frank Kelley.
cation, but he bad reluctantly conT.
July U.
W.
July 11.
sented to appear. Dad he known what
LAMOINE.
was In store for him he might hare
MARLBORO.
accepted the assignment with more
Mr. Olsen, of Minneapolis, is spending i
HarSeal
to
has
gone
Alonzo Harvey
grace.
a few days with friends here.
bor to sail a yacht lor Mr. Shaw.
The eventful morning dawned warm
Miss Mildred Sargent, of Ellsworth
Alvah Hodgkins, ol Canton. O., is visit- and muggy, with the promise of InFalls, is working for E. M. King.
and
tense heat later on.
ing bis parents, Nahum Hodgkins
Lester Salisbury spent a part of last
wile.
“This Is a proud day for Pond Point,"
week with his parents, W. K. Salisbury
Melvin Wilbur, who spent a lew days remarked Dr. Llscom as he prepared
and wife.
to enter the carriage drawn op at the
with his mo-her, Mrs. 8. H. Remick, reNewell Hodgkins and wife, of Portland,
turned to hi-work in Presque Isle Mon- sidewalk.
with
his
grandmother,
spent Sunday
"The greatest day ever.” responded
day. He is assistant to W. W. AchenMrs. Martha Coolidge.
bach, who is a civil engineer and land the first selectman, pulling nervously
Mrs. Emma Hardison, of West Frankat his huge cigar. "We’ve been wattsurveyor.
ABElin, has been visiting her sisters, Mrs.
ing a long time, doctor, but today
July 11. _
we’ll show some of those other fellows
Coolidge and Mrs. Collins.
nothTo avoid unkind criticisms, say
what Pond Point can do! They say
Dr. Herbert Hodgkins and family, of
be nothing.
there's a big crowd from Leetown and
Waterville, arrived Friday. They will J ing, do nothing,
Scatterbrook up at the green now.”
Be panted Into a seat beside the doctor and fumbled at the roll of manuscript In bis pocket.
Id the carnages were three clergymen of varying doctrines; the Enrtght
brothers, lawyers and men of standing Id the community; a supernnuated
senator who was a relative of the Enrights and the orator of the day; the
committee on celebration, and. lastly,
the reporter from New York, who sat
dejectedly beside Hiram James of the
Pond Point Clarion, rather bored at
the whole proceeding.
Dp the long street, around the corner by the postoffice and up the Incline
to the village green, where the schoolhouse and three churches stood In
neighborly proximity. Here they paused and formed a semicircle about the
platform which had been erected.
Dr. Llscom arose and said:
“Ladles and Gentlemen—Tbfk is a
proud day for Pond Point! For the
first time In her history she Is able to
stand side by side with her patriotic
sister towns and to enthusiastically
one
commemorate the Declaration of our
Independence and to honor the memory of one who fought and died for
that liberty and who. through a strange
oversight, has been too long permitted
to rest in an nnknown grave." etc.
Jared Wilson wheeled a small cannon Into position, and the minister
lifted bis long, white band and bowed
bis head, and there was silence while
he prayed.
First Selectman Jefferson Foster
conneccame forward when the prayer was
ended. His round red face was redder
than usual, and when he removed his
stiff hat beads of perspiration stood out
on bis forehead.
He took the roll of
manuscript from his pocket and sursave
veyed the company with a wavering
eye. When his glance met the slightly
contemptuous smile of the reporter,
from New York he started violently
and unrolled his papers nervously.
The first selectman was suffering
painfully from stage fright. He looked at the opening lines of his carefully
prepared speech and then concentrated his gaze upon a solitary vehicle
wending Its way slowly up the dusty
road.
“Friends and fellow country men,"
began the selectman In a husky growl,
“this Is a great occasion—a great occasion.” he repeated, confidently evading
a synleal gleam In the reporter's, eye,
“for which we are Indebted to onr
esteemed townman. Dr. Llscom.” Jet-,
Mrs. Roland Lunt returned last week
from a three-weeks' visit with her husband, whose vessel, the Pochasset. was
undergoing repairs in Boston. She also

__

__

j
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Save Time!

Time is money.

Save

it

by

doing’

business

by

TELEPHONE.

Yon

get

your message and its

for

reply

price.

Avoidmistakes and avert misnnder-

standing’s by

direct

dealing*.

England Telephone and
Telegraph Company has
tions everywhere.

The New

“To

time is to

lengthen

New

life.”

England
% Telephone and
fl Telegraph
Company.

ferson Foster'* eye wandered a**10
and encountered the grinning report*
er"» face. “A hero ta sleeping ID oar
midst.
Today we are to honor the
bravery and daring of oar esteemed
citizen Tberoo Bassett. killed oo Ibe
field ot duty. A year hence we hope
to erect

a

suitable

monument

to

hi*

memory"—
There was a rustle ot excitement on
the outskirts of tbe crowd where the
vehicle that had crawled up the dusty
road bad halted.
A woman's voice,
rising high above tbe tumult, angry
and expostulating. Intern)pod tbe selectman's speech. “I tell yon I'm going np front! This thing has got to
be stopped!”
A mnrmnr of Indignation followed
the apeaker as she pushed her way
through the crowd and finally emerged Into tbe open space about the grave
She was a tall, rawboned womnn.
with strongly marked features and
Iron gray hair drawn tightly back
from her forehead.
“What do you mean by this disturbance. madam?" asked Dr. Liscom se-

verely.
“My name’s Bassett." she replied,
with a little clicking movement of her
teeth.
The reporter took a notebook from
his pocket and reflectively sharpened
a

pencil.

"Bassett!” repeated tbe doctor affably. "Then I am sure you are a
relative of tbe hero whose dust II*
We would have
under this mound.
Included you
among oar honored
guests had we known there was a living descendant of Tberon Bassett,
who"—
“Fiddlesticks'” Interrupted the woman

rudely.

The reporter scribbled busily In bis
notebook. Tbe first selectman's mouth
hardened.
“What do you mean, madam?" asked
Dr. LJscorn patiently.
"I mean that I juat heard this morning that you Pond Point folks were
going to hold a celebration over this
grave, and I came over here from my
home In Leetown to stop these sacrilegious proceedings!” She looked triumphantly about her, while the people
gasped. Leetown was a mine of historic wealth; Washington's headquarters, noted taverns where he had slept,
birthplace of a hundred heroes—Leetown bnd more than its share of honor.
"What do you mean by 'sacrilegious 7’’ There was utter silence as
Dr. Liscom asked this question.
'Til tell you. air!
Theron Bassett
was my ancestor—he wasn't anything
bnt a drummer boy, anyway, and be
deserted from the army before the
battle of Long Island! He lived to be
ninety years old. and be died from sunstroke.
He's burled over to Leetown,
and they're holding some kind of a
powwow over his grave this very min
She snorted conute. 1 do believe!”
temptuously as she faced the dismayed

Sfcfrntiermmti.

COUNTY NEWS
ASHVILLK.
Miss Ruth Bragdon is employed st Mr.
Chick’s, West Oouldsboro.
Miss Doris Hooper, of West Sullivan,
at W. M. Pettee’s.

Dr. J. W. Fuller,
of California.

is

employed

Mrs. Andrews, of Sorrento, has been the
guest of Mrs. Charles Small this week.
Mrs. Core Pinkbam and Harry Weeks,
of Bangor, were at E. A. Hanna’s Sunday.
Fremont Bragdon will leave to-day for
Bar

lhypbor,

employed

where be is to be

as

|

j

boy at the Belmont.
Mrs. Benjamin Johnson, Mrs. Clarence
Johnson and daughter Elinor and Mrs.
Leona Hanna were guests of Eva Hammond on Thursday.
bell

El wood Robertson, wife and daughter
end Fred Ash and wife, of West
Oouldsboro, took a trip to Addison Sunday in their automobile.
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon, Miss Abbie Bragdon and Miss Elizabeth Havey spent
Thursday and Friday with Mrs. Abbie
Taft, of West Oouldsboro.
Lena

Those who attended John Dority grange
were delightfully enter- \
tained. A bountiful harvest supper of j
strawberries, cream and bread followed j
the third and fourth degrees.

Friday evening

Fred Bean and w ife, E. E. Bragdon and
wife and Elmer Hanna and wife attended the birthday
party of Mrs
Frank P. Noyes, of West Oouldsboro, on j
July 8. An enjoyablo evening was spent,
Phcebk.
July 11.

j

|

SEAL COVE.
Mis# Bernice Ashley is employed at the
Clifton house. Northeast Harbor.

Pe-m-M Me

Walls and

J. B.

wife, of Southwest
Wednesday, called
Harbor,
here by the death of Mr. Walls’ niece, Mrs
were

DR.

Sawyer.
Mrs.

Nellie E. Sawyer died in Belfast

hospital July 3, aged twenty-eight years,
nine months. Mrs. Sawyer was a native
of this place, a daughter of dipt. Gilbert
Hodgdnn and wife.

the de-

Although

here since childremembered by friends,
pained to bear of her death.

ceased had not resided

hood, she
who

were

well

was

The Tireuinstances of the death

are

sad,

the young woman leaves besides her
husband, two little sons, of one and two

as

and a little
husband. The
father, a sister—Mrs. Addie Richardson,
of Mt. Desert, and brother-Fred Hodgdon. and many more distant relatives also
Her mother died many years
survive.
ago. The remains of Mrs. Sawyer were
of

age

daughter

by

years

brought

respectively,

a

here for

former

burial,

and

funeral

Remedy.

J. W. FLM-I.lt. Scientific Optician, *08 North Main St., Lor Ang»Isa, CaL, write*:
“I wu troubled with catarrh of the
head for many yean. It affected
my
sense of email, hearing and
sight.

In town

1

"I spent lots of money with doctors
and the use of local applications to relieve me, but to no purpose until
my
attention was called to tbo wonderful
effects of Parana.
“I must say that I met with moettarprtstng and satisfactory results. Person took hold of the
complaint and drove
It entirely out of my system.
“Although well along toward the
allotted span of man’s Ufc, I am as
pleased aa a child over the results, sad
feel like a young man again."

Mdti-R-Hn

ideal Laxatlra.

an

ser-

were held at the home of her uncle,
D. Walls, Wednesday
afternoon,
July 6. Kev. Mr. Trite#, of Manset.
officiated.
N
July U.

vices
W.

mg. in the afternoon the Methodist
ministtr from Franklin »poke to the
Forester*.
Mr. Hodgdon,
preach here thia

who

was

expected to

summer, ha*

gone

to

another held.
EDEN.
Mr*. C. C. Ladd, of liar Harbor, has
taken finnan Hie hards' cottage for the

Henry A. and William B. French
Harbor
gone to Northeast
teams for the summer.

with

have

their

season.

Mr*. Lewi* Dun ran and two children,
Mrs. Colin McKenzie, with two chil- of
Pre*<|ue lale, are visiting her parents
of
it
her
Ellsworth,
aunt,
dren,
visiting
“We were misinformed, then," cried
Henry H. French and wife.
Mrs. Clara Alley.
the tlrst selectman, glaring angrily at
Sylvanianaaftce summer school tor boy*
David Harden and wife and Henry Col- ha*
Dr. Liscom. who Id turn fixed an
opened, with a much larger attendaccusing eye upon the discomfited En- pitts, wife and children, called on ance than in the past summers.
friends and relatives here recently.
<»EM.
June 11.
rights.
^_
The reporter chuckled gleefully as he
Will B. Richards, who has been ill three
man.
basina good
Victor Hugo
scribbled, and for a few minutes there months, has been taken to Bar Harbor
One of his biographer* de§criU> him a*
was no sound save the sharp breath
for
treatment.
His
friends
hospital
many
4ttbe keenest hand imaginable at a barlng of the committee and the rustle ol hope for his speedy recovery.
gain. a paat master in the art of drawing
turning pages. Jefferson Foster wonMrs. Charlotte Elliott, with daughter
up contract* and the only author on record
dered helplessly what the scribe might Clara, who has
spent the past six mouths
his books
of
be jotting down against his future in New Britain, Conn., returned last week who made a fortune out
while hi* publisher* lost on them
and
peace
dignity.
to spend the summer with her mother,
“Yes, you are misinformed." returned Mrs. W. L. Alley.
at'd rrUsmrr.it>
the woman sarcastically. "This grave,"
During the thunder shower last Sunday
Indicating the decorated mound with a evening lightning struck a tree near H. B.
WOMEN GROW YOUNGER
sweep of her mlttened band, “does not Hilbert’s house, ran along the clothes-

throng.

contain the dust of any of my ancestors. though It Is the grave of a
This first grave with the
HERO!
weeping willow on the stone Is Greatgrandmother Bassett’s, the next li
great-grandfather’s, and this one undet
the wall, which you have made so gay
and this gentleman has been declaiming over—this Is the grave of HERO,
great-grandfather's favorite dog. The
old man thought a sight of him, and
when the dog died be buried him here
UDder the wall, and nobody knew anything about It He always said Hero
was as good a Christian as lots of folks
he knew!”
She went amid a dead silence, and II
was not until the dust from her carriage wheels had settled again that a
faint chuckle from the visitors broke
the constraint. Dr. Liscom covered the
situation with u few words spoken
with a twinkling eye.
"Pond Point seems fated to play a
passive part In the history of her country So be It! Let us be content to be
good citizens, heroes In our humble
way. and perhaps we may so conduct
ourselves In time of national distress
our descendants may honor our memories even as we would honor the memory of some great man! In the meantime I move that we adjourn to the

picnic grove!”

which

line

was

fastened to the tree, and
all the clothes on the

destroyed nearly
line.

July?.

V.
EAST LAMOINL.

Mr. and Mrs. Bond, of^k>ston,
Mrs. Calvin Huckins.

are

vis-

iting

Dr. Murphy and wife, of Bangor,
W. F. Deslsles for the summer.

at

are

Dr. Fred 1. Reynolds, who has been visitin

his

family,

has returned

to his home

Dover, N. H.
Miss Natalie Gilman and Miss Lena Des-

Isles, who are employed
visiting relatives for a few
Shore Acres hotel

w

at

Bangor,

are

weeks.

ill not be

stop itching

stantly.

Curtis and Helen liodgkinrf, of Bar Harbor, visited relatives here Sunday.

ing

When Dandruff floes and Hair (.rows
*
Abundantly.
Parisian Sage, America's greatest
hair restorer, will keep you looking
young and attractive.
It is guaranteed by (i. A. Par er to
make hair grow, ana stop falling nalr;
to cure dandruff in two w
.to
of the scalp almost inParisian sage is the most invigoratand pleasant hair dressing made. It is not sticky or greasy,
it makes the hair soft, luxuriant ana
handsome: it is especially praised by
»rwomen who love beautiful Ipii'.'.
isian sage is for sale by <>. A. Parcner
! he girl
at 30 cents a large bottle.
with the Auburn hair is on every bot-

ing, satisfying

tle.

opened to

public this season. It has been rented
private families, who w ill occupy it.
Jefferson Hodgkins and
family, of
Chicago, are at Luther Gilpatrick s. They
came in their automobile.
Mr. Hodgkins
the

Life

to

was a

Is too
) Precious

former resident of this town.

i

Delbert Hodgkins will make daily trips
from Bar Harbor with his motor
boat, w hich will be a great accommodation
to the public, as there is no steamboat
to and

running.
July 11.

»

8.
_

EAST BROOK.

the chance of Icamg It by slight n«c
L. t
unknown remedies Tl»e true
urd
Medicine, for over half a century, has hr
and
It keep*
for
remedy
constipation
family
bowel* right. The health and happiness
F.rt
had with an occasional dose of the true
Me.
hAtwood’s Medicine.
tkt
*'I hare und 'L. F Atwood"s Mt
has
tost fivt rtartf*r tkt xvhcU/amuy It
d’»t Hi loti e/good," .Mn MARY BAl.CHEL.DER*
Be sure the trade mark—*‘L. F is in large re^
do. *
on the bottle you get. 35 cents for a large
Write for liWral ua»k to
PortUnd. »*.
THE “L. F." MEDICINE COto run

Amid loud applause the gathering
Mrs. Ruel Butler is suffering with erymade Its way to the grove, while the sipelas in her leg and foot.
reporter replaced his notebook In his
Mrs. Preston Smith, of Franklin, visited
pocket and thanked the doctor for the her sister, Mrs. A. K. Dyer, last week.
privilege of attending such an interestMrs. Edgar Ash, who has been confined
ing occasion, and the good doctor and to her
bed, is now able to sit up fora
other members of the committee swalshort time.
lowed hard when
they^ saw the alert Rev. 8. A. Whitcomb, of Bangor, held
young man sprinting up the road to
here Sunday morning and evencatch the noon train, for they knew meetings
that the honor of Pond Point was at
the mercy of bis pencil.
In the churchyard Jared Wilson surveyed the decorated mound In silence.
Once he put forth bis band to tear the
Cold after
after
flags and flowers from their place,,but
be drew back.
habit? Better break it up. We
“If he was a good dog the flags won't
confidence in
Pectoral for this
hurt him any,” he muttered as he folmedicine like it for weak throats and weak
lowed the committee to the picnic

■'

Weak Throat—Weak Lungs
cold1; cough

cough!

Troubled with this

have great
work. No
lungs. Ask
doctor
for
his
about it.
all
He
knows
your
opinion.
His approval is valuable. Follow his advice*at all times.

taking-cold

Ayer’s Cherry

grove.
That fall when Jefferson Foster failed to secure the nomination for representative from bis district be laid the
entire blame upon the hero of Pond
Point

No^lcohoHn^ttiiscou^hmedidnej/C^ligC^w^^i

Always keep a good laxative In the house. Take a dose when your cold first comes on. What
is the best laxative for this? Ayer’s Pills. Ask your doctor his opinion. Let him decide-

